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"hands-on" training in
Television, Communications,
Electronics and Computers
can give you as much
as 2 years of on-the-job
experience.
NRI
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EARN YOUR FCC LICENSE

- OR

YOUR MONEY BACK

NRI Communications training prograns will qualify you fora First Class Commercial
Radiotelephone License issued by the FCC. If you fail to pass the FCC examinations
for this license after successfully completing an NRI Commmmications course we will,
on request, refund in full t'ne tuition Napu have paid. This arreement is valid for the
period of your active student membership and for six months after completion of your
training. No school offers a more libera

F

License agreement.

Experience is still your best teacher
... here's how you get it with
unique NRI training at home

wow
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NRI Achievement Kit

is educator -ac-

claimed and the original "starter" kit in

home study training. Imitated but never duplicated, this kit is designed and
personalized for you and your training objective. It has one
to get you started quickly and easily.
purpose

-

Ask any teacher, job counselor, engineer, technician
or prospective employer about the need for practical
application of theory in Electronics. He'll tell you
Electronics is as much a "hands-on" profession as
dentistry or chemistry. That's how you learn at home
with NRI. You prove the theory you read in "bite size" texts, by actual experimentation with the type
of solid-state, transistor and tube circuits you'll find
not hardware or hobby kits. You
on the job today

-

introduce circuit defects, analyze results, discover
quickly the kind of trouble -shooting and design techniques that will make you employable in Electronics.

Train with the leader-NR!
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"Bite -Size" Texts

average an easily -digested

of well -illustrated, scientifically prepared subject
matter in the course of your choice. Questions in each book
are carefully hand -graded and returned to you with helpful
instructional notes. You get unlimited personal help from the
day you enroll.
40 pages
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NRI ]ab equipment is designed from chassis up for
not for entertaineffective, fascinating training
ment. The fact that end results are usable, quality
products is a bonus. In Communications, for example,
you build and analyze, stage by stage, your own 25 watt phone/csv transmitter. It's suitable for use on
the 80 -meter amateur band, if you have an interest
in ham radio. In TV -Radio Servicing your practical
training gives you your choice of monochrome or color
TV sets. All training equipment is included in the low
you pay nothing extra. Discover for yourtuition
self the ease, excitement and value of NRI training.
Mail postage-free card today for new NRI Catalog
or use the coupon below. No obligation. No
salesman will call on you. NATIONAL RADIO
INSTITUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016.
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APPROVED UNDER NEW GI BILL
If you have served since January 31, 1955, or are in service

°.

o

now, check GI line on postage -free card or in coupon.
MAIL THIS COUPON IF CARD IS GONE

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
1-123

Washington, D.C. 20016

Please send me your new NRI Catalog. I understand
no salesman will call and there is no obligation.

J

Designed-For-Learning Equipment
Like this phone-cw transmitter (Kit #7 in the Communications course) is engineered from chassis up to demonstrate
principles you must know. NRI does not use modified hobby
kits for training, but the finest parts money can buy, professionally and educationally applied.
DECEMBER
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Check for facts on new GI Bill
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\ Editorial
By Milton S.

Snitzer, Editor

THE ELECTRONICS SEER
As 1973 closes, we look ahead to the new year. What will it
bring in consumer electronic products and devices? How will it affect
the editorial content of POPULAR ELECTRONICS?
With a report in our hands predicting that 4.78 million solid-state
digital watches will be sold in 1980, you can be sure that PE
will cover this exciting new product. In our next issue, in
fact, we will feature a do-it-yourself electronic digital wristwatch!
The "mini" electronic calculator market, which took the U.S.
public by storm in 1973, will doubtlessly follow its upward thrust in
'74. Thanks to MOS chips and high production, prices will be driven
lower than ever. More and more companies will enter the field. For
example, National Semiconductor is marketing its own $39.95 six -digit
calculator; others are shooting for 8 -digit, four -function "teaching
machine" calculators at under $30 by next fall. With MOS metric
conversion chips already on the market, metrication calculators will
surely exhibit substantial growth in '74.
Slow -scan TV now has a foothold with radio amateurs (August 1973,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS). Sight with sound promises to grow as additional
manufacturers enter the field. Watch PE in '74 for an exciting

SSTV

"first."

Automotive electronics will display a sharp increase in '74
A potpourri of automotive electronics applications you
can try out for yourself will be presented shortly in PE so that your
older car can be modernized.
Integrated circuits in the four -channel hi-fi field will be very
much in evidence in '74 for SQ, CD -4 and QS. One -chip decoders are
not yet in the cards, though. Seems that manufacturers are opting for
three -chip designs which are, at this time, more economical than the
single -chip approach. More on this in later issues.
Test instruments, too, will be the beneficiary of new devices,
as illustrated by our "Super Audio Sweeper" published last October.
Price barriers are being broken by instrument manufacturers
who were formerly targeting only the professional market. Witness
Hewlett Packard's jazzy digital VOM in last month's PE test report;
Ballantine and Weston have also broken the price curtain for the nonprofessional electronic test instrument user. And wait 'ti! you see
what we have for you in the 1974 construction project hopper!
Electronic music is gathering a large following. The growing
field will expand in '74 and PE will be right on top of it with Don
Lancaster's articles, as well as others.
As a final sign of the times and the future, consider this:
a shortage of the lowly 0.1-I1F capacitor is holding up
present production of calculators.
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INTRODUCING THE NEW...
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_BOSE-SO/SER/ESll

The original BOSE 901 was the product of a
twelve year research program on acoustics.* The
large sales that have grown from the worldwide
acceptance of the 901 now support what we believe is the industry's most sophisticated team of
researchers, dedicated to improving home music systems. All forms of loudspeakers, new and old, are
studied.
The concepts of direct and reflected sound,
full -range
acoustically -coupled
.

speakers, active equalization, and
have eflat power radiation
merged from the research as fundamental for optimum music reproduction. We doubt that these
will change.

However, what

is

changing

is

the accuracy with which we can
realize these concepts in a producible speaker design and the
adaptability of the design to a
wider range of home environThe 901 SERIES II
ments.
represents the combination of all
the technological advances that
have emerged from our research
department over the past five
years.
The 901 SERIES II features a completely new
equalizer design. It provides a type of equalization
for program source variations not available on
other speakers. The new equalizer also enables the
901 SERIES
to adapt to a much wider range of
room environments. The 901 SERIES II can even
be played in front of drapes and still reproduce
music with the proper frequency balance.
The new cone formulation in the 901 drivers
provides an unprecedented uniformity of response.
BOSE now employs a blue coloring and the BOSE
logo to distinguish the basic cone material for special quality control measures, starting right with
the manufacture of the cone material.
The 901 SERIES II carries a FIVE-YEAR warranty covering parts and labor on both the electronic active equalizer and on the speakers.

II

AI

The Design Goals of the new 501 SERIES II:
duplicate as many of the sonic characteristics
of the 901 SERIES II as possible, within the cost
constraint that dictates the use of a woofer-tweeter
approach. To match the frequency balance of
the 901 SERIES
as closely as possible, so that
the 501 and 901 can be used together to produce a
System
Direct/Reflectingm
OUADRA PHON IC
that represents a large advance over conventional,
direct -radiating QUAD systems.
To increase the high -frequency
power handling capability beyond that of the original BOSE
501.
How the goals were achieved:
.By designing a new tweeter that
has double the magnet size of
By using
the original design.
four additional circuit components in the crossover network.
By 100% selection and matching of the woofers and tweeters
with the SYNCOM" II computer --'the unique computer designed and constructed by BOSE
Corporation and put into service in August, 1973, to achieve a
new level of speaker performance.
The Performance:
You must be the judge. If
our efforts have succeeded, you will know immediately when you A -B the 501 SERIES II with any
other speaker up to the price of the 901 SERIES II.

To

II

.a

*If

you would like to know about the research
that developed the 901, and about the state-of-theart of sound recording and reproduction, you will
want to read Dr. Bose's articles in the June and
July '73 issues of TECHNOLOGY REVIEW. A
20 page combined reprint of these articles is available from BOSE for $.50. Also we'll send you a
complimentary copy of the 16 page, full -color 1801
amplifier brochure and information on the new
BOSE 901 and 501 SERIES II speakers. Write
Dept. EP, and request the "complete literature
package."

W.
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ELECTRONIC MUSIC IC
The article on electronic music in your
°October issue was lust fine. I hope there will be
more on this same topic in later issr es. I am
has ing some trouble with the construction of
one of the pitch generators shown on page 37
howe\er. I simply cannot locate a source for
the Intersil 8038 IC that is specified. Any ideas?
STEPHEN NI ILLS

Brooklyn, N.Y.
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mail this coupon today
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Catalog to my friend
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Street
State

City
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Los Angeles, Calif.

Send me my FREE 1974 Olson Catalog

City

"more
about bias compensation, he states
distortion in the right channel indicates excessive bias compensation, which is what you will
always get if you try to adjust it using one of
those ungrooved `test' bands." Everything in
this sentence is a falsehood. The truth is that
more distortion in the left channel indicates
excessive compensation. Furthermore, if you
adjust the compensation using an ungrooved
test band, you will get inadequate compensation.
Mr. Holt continues to make a fool of himself
by stating that the forces acting on a stylus
riding on an un -cut disc will cause considerably
more skating force than when it is tracing a
normal groove. just the opposite is true.
ROBERT V. HOOKER

260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44327

Name

MONUMENTAL GOOF
In the August 1973 Stereo Scene, \Ir. Holt
has pulled off what is probably the most monumental goof in history. In answering a question
.

superstore of electronics at your fingertips
Stereo/4-Channel Sound SystemsTape Recorders and Accessories
Radios
Phonos
Kits
Amateur and Shortwave Gear
Citizens Band
Antennas Police/Fire VHF -UHF Radios Electronic
Test
Calculators and Timepieces
Security
Equipment
1000's of Parts, Tubes, Batteries,
Wire, Hardware
Exclusive TELEDYNE and OLSON Audio Products
A

O

The 8038 shouldn't be all that hard to find.
For example, you might try Photolunte, 118
East 28th St., New York, N.Y. 10016. Price of
the IC is $5.75 postpaid in U.S. only. N.Y. residents add 7% sales tax.

Zip

ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mr. Ilolt replies: I apologize for writing

"right" when I should have written "left". (My
adlustntent suggestions later in that column were
correct.) \!r. Hooker seems to agree with me
(and everyone else in the pickup bust less) that
the ungrooved disc will tyield a false bias indication. 1'he error, it seems, can go either way
for several reasons. Some pickup styli are polished only at the contact points-not at the tip
-so their friction on a flat surface can be several
times greater than when riding groove walls.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

The cartridge mounting angle and position in
different tonearms can tend to offset this condition. It appears that there is also a relationship
between tracking force and the resulting differences in stylus friction against a flat vinyl surface
versus a groove. My observations were stacked
by variables of which I was unaware and, in
the majority of cases, were found to yield bias
figures in excess of that actually needed.

up))

PACE
GUARANTEES
PERFORMANCE
SERVICE

A NEW ALIGNMENT TAPE

In Mr. Holt's "from -the -mail -bag" section of
the August 1973 Stereo Scene an answer was
given with reference to the availability and
sources of magnetic alignment tapes. I would
like to inform readers of POPULAR ELECTRONICS
that a new source is in the offing. The Magnetic
Division of National Inte tel has started producing tapes with frequency response tones out
to 20,000 [-Iz on all tapes clown to 311 ips speed.
\Vith this tape, the speed of a tape deck can be
determined to 0.50 percent accuracy by one of
two systems designed into each tape.

For
Safety_
Sa

DUANE S. \ICQUEEN

Chief Engineer, Magnetic Div.
National Intertel
3225 Interchange St.
Riverside, CA 92501

CB1O-2
only

Interested readers can write directly to National Intertel at the address given above.

$69.95

with Ch. 9

Sñ

WANTS TO START A REACT PROGRAM

Several CB'ers in this area have expressed
interest in starting up a REACT program. We
have been unsuccessful in finding an address for
REACT. Can you help us?

SMALLEST SIZE AND LOW COST
FULL 5 WATT TRANSCEIVER
MOBILE, BASE OR PORTABLE

GRETCHEN M. RICE

Petrolia, Pa.

Here's the travel companion you don't
want to leave behind. Call on Channel 9
for highway assistance anywhere in the
U.S.A. Add other channels to communicate for fun and convenience after receiving your FCC license.

Write to Mr. Peter Kreer, REACT, 111 E.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60601.
ANOTHER ELECTRONIC MUSIC
MANUFACTURER

We were very interested in Don Lancaster's
October 1973 article on electronic music. It is
our belief that modern-day electronics experimenters are into electronic music in a manner
similar to that of creative experimenters years
ago in radio.
The list of electronic music manufacturers
that accompanied Mr. Lancaster's article was
incomplete in that it did not mention Electronic
Music Associates. \Ve are making a new ring
modulator module and custom sequencers, the
latter designed to complement large music synthesizers.
HOWARD MOSKOVITZ

Director
Electronic Music Associates
3400 Wyman St.
Oakland, CA 94619
DECEMBER 1973

WRITE PACE FOR FREE
CITIZEN TWO-WAY RADIO GUIDE
OR STOP BY YOUR LOCAL...
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...SIGN OF QUALITY

SOUDE
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PACE COMMUNICATIONS
DIVISION OF PATHCOM INC.
24049 S. FRAMPTON AVE., HARBOR CITY, CA 90710
Name

Street
City
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A) New Heathkit
Receiver. .249.95*

4 -Channel

.

B) New Heathkit
Amplifier. .179.95*

4 -Channel

.

D) New Heathkit
Ultrasonic Cleaner. .54.95*
.

r-

E) New Heathkit/
Thomas Electronic Organ .1045.00*
less rhythm section

4

H) New Heathkit
Pocket Calculator. .69.95*
.

e-Fritati
F) New Heathkit
Digital Thermometer. .59.95*

G) New Heathkit
Home Weather Station. _89.95*

10
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you glue a lot more
Eight exciting new HEATHKIT products to help
you build new meaning into Christmas
A) Heathkit AR-2020 4 -Channel Receiver...249.95
A highly sophisticated 4 -channel receiver at an incredibly low
kit -form price. The new AR -2020 offers 25 watts music power
per channel, a built-in decoder for reproducing matrixed 4 channel material, and an AM/FM tuner that boasts 2µV sensitivity, 2dB capture ratio. For custom-tailored sound there are
individual front panel controls for all four speakers plus a
"master" control, pushbuttons for all modes of operation and
inputs to accommodate phono, tape and auxiliary source in
stereo or 4 -channel combinations. The solid-state circuitry
mounts on modular plug -!n boards for easy assembly and selfservice. And the low kit price includes the cabinet, too! Mailing weight, 31 lbs.

B) Heathkit AA -2005 4 -Channel Amplifier...179.95*
For the 4 -channel purist, the 100 -watt amplifier section from
the AR -2020 with integrated pre -amp and complete control
package. The AA-2005 also gives you built-in encoder circuitry
to handle all the matrixed 4 -channel material currently available. The sophisticated front -panel control section provides
access to 25 watts of music power per channel in just about
any combination you can imagine, including stereo and mono
modes. Individual level controls, plus a master volume, further
enhance the flexibility of the AA -2005. Modular solid-state design with plug-in circuit boards simplifies assembly and makes
trouble -shooting a breeze. And the slim -line cabinet is part of
the bargain. Mailing weight, 28 lbs.
C) Heathkit GR-104C 12V black & white TV...129.95*
One of the most popular kit-form TVs ever now with total
detent tuning on all UHF and VHF channels so you lock -in on
each station the first time, every time. Plus the 104C retains all
the great features that make it the number -one kit -builder's
portable. All solid-state circuitry with "up-front" speaker and
secondary controls. Go -anywhere capability lets you use it in
the home, on the road with the 12 -volt adapter supplied, or
outdoors with optional rechargeable battery pack. The high -impact beige and black cabinet has built-in carrying handle, UHF
and VHF antennas. But best of all it's a TV you can build-in
six enjoyable evenings so you know how it works and how to
keep it working for years. Mailing weight, 35 lbs. Optional battery pack and sun shield, Kit GRA-104-3, 9 lbs., 42.95.'

-

-

D)

Heathkit GD-1150 Ultrasonic Cleaner ...54.95*

This newest idea in labor-saving electronics makes quick work
of items you hate to clean. Art and decorator paint brushes,
intricate jewelry, watches, glasses and contact lenses, dentures just about anything except pearls and plastic. Just fill
the tank with a safe detergent or solvent, set the 0 -5-min. timer and switch the unit on. Ultrasonic waves generate millions
of tiny cleansing bubbles in the solution and force them into
every little corner... Uniquely gentle, you can use it for all
those delicate valuables. And in Heathkit-form, Ultrasonic
cleaning is a great buy, too. Build your GD-1150 in one or two
easy evenings. All components mount on just one board. Mailing weight, 5 lbs.

-

E) HeathlcitlThomas Organs...995 and 1045*
The most beautiful organ kits we have ever offered. And they
sound as magnificent as they look. The TO -1260 series takes the
successful Heathkit/Thomas collaboration to a new musical
high. Features include two 44 -note over hanging keyboards,
and a 13-note Radial Arc pedal board. Behind the soaring
stereo sound are two powerful 35-watt rms solid-state amplifiers and two specially designed wide -range 12 -inch heavy
duty speakers. Also, there is a convenient accessory panel for
quick installation of cassette recorder, earphones and external
tone cabinet. Cabinets come preassembled and finished. Contemporary model,TO-1260W, (not shown) $995. Mediterranean,
TO -1260M, (shown) $1045. Express freight, 203 lbs. Optional
Rhythm Section, TOA -60-1, 5 lbs., 249.95'.

Heathkit ID -1390 Digital Thermometer...59.95*
Now digital electronics can tell you the temperature indoors
and out-accurately, unmistakably. The new ID -1390 continuously monitors two different -temperatures at sensors
placed inside and outside your home. A rear -panel switch lets
you set the bright digital readout to alternately display indoor
and outdoor temperatures at four second intervals, or to continuously show just one temperature. A second switch sets
your electronic thermometer for Fahrenheit or Centigrade readings. Display includes plus and minus and Indoor/outdoor indicators. Includes 85 feet of cable and two sensors. (Styled to
match Heathkit Digital Clock $54.95). Mailing weight, 5 lbs.
F)

G) Heathkit ID -1290 Home Weather Station ...89.95
Now you can build your own professional -type home weather
station
at kit -form savings! The new ID -1290 features 5 functions, solid-state circuitry, plus weatherized wind -cup & wind
vane that mount In minutes to your -V mast or anywhere handy.
Barometer has special movement with 21/2 times greater pointer deflection shows as little as .02 in. of change without
squinting. 8 compass points light up on the wind direction
indicator to give you 16 -point resolution. Wind speed indicator
has switch -selected 0-30 and 0-90 mph ranges for more
accurate readings. And the thermometer gives you the temperature indoors or outdoors at the flip of a switch. Handsome
simulated walnut housing with black & gold instrument cluster
mounts either vertically or horizontally on wall, or sits on desk
with end panels provided. Kit includes informative weather
book goes together in just a few evenings. Mailing wt., 9
lbs.
50 ft. cable, 5.95', 2 lbs.; 100', 9.95', 4 lbs.; 150', 14.95',
6 lbs.

-

-

-

H) Heathkit IC -2006 Pocket Calculator...69.95
This battery -powered beauty is less than one inch thick
yet
performs all mathematical functions with results up to eight
digits. A constant (K) switch permits fast repetitive work
when
multiplying or dividing. 1/e" LED display reads -through bright
and clear with no distorting magnifier. Uses readily
available
9 -volt battery or optional AC converter for desk -top
operation.
It's a rewarding stocking stutter for businessman, housewife
student. Mailing weight, 2 lbs. GRA-43-1, AC converter, 1 or
lb.,

3.95'.

Visit your nearest Heathkit Electronic Center
HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS- ARIZ.: Phoenix;
CALIF.: Anaheim, El Cerrito, Los Angeles, Pomona,
Redwood City, San Diego (La Mesa), Woodland Hills;
COLO.: Denver; CONN.: Hartford (Avon); FLA.: Miami
(Hialeah), Tampa; GA.: Atlanta; ILL.: Chicago, Downers
Grove; IND.: Indianapolis; KANSAS: Kansas City (Mission); KY.: Louisville; LA.: New Orleans (Kenner); MD.:
Baltimore, Rockville; MASS.: Boston (Wellesley); MICH.:
Detroit; MINN.: Minneapolis (Hopkins); MO.: St. Louis;
NEB.: Omaha; N.J.: Fair Lawn; N.Y.: Buffalo (Amherst),
New York City, Jericho, L.1., Rochester, White Plains;
0.: Cincinnati (Woodlawn), Cleveland. Columbus; PA.:

World's
largest
selection
of

electronic
kits

1973

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 10-12
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

MEATH

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Enclosed is s
Please send model(S)

Schlumberger

plus shipping

Address

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh; R.1.: Providence (Warwick);
Houston; WASH.: Seattle; WIS.: Milwaukee.
DECEMBER

send for FREE catalog

Name

City

TEXAS: Dallas.
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Mail order prices;. F.O.B. factory.
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Stereo Scene
By J. Gordon Holt

AVERAGE non -audiophile

TlIE
taken aback by the audiophile's

is often
constant

state of frustration with his hi-fi system.
"\Vhy," the former asks, "would anyone pay
$800 or more for a music system and then
moan about its imperfections?" Said non-audiophile doesn't know the rules of the game.
High fidelity is frequently a state of dissatisfaction. It was (and is) a pursuit of
reproduced perfection; and, with some
people, it doesn't exist without dissatisfaction about the state of the art or the state
of one's own hi-fi rig.
For example, state-of-the-art disc reproduction is extraordinarily good-the next
best thing, according to some perfectionists,
to hearing an original master tape. But most
of us own phono units which display some
shortcomings. This is often the result of fairly simple malfunctions which can be remedied at little or no cost. Here's a listing of
some of the problems, and what you can do
about them.
Wow. Wow is defined as "cyclical speed
ariation occurring at a slow repetition
rate." One thing on a turntable that can
cause slow-speed variations is the platter
bearing. Wow is not, however, as widespread a problem as many think, for there
is a common bel'ef that you can see turntable wow as shifting bars on a strobe
disc pattern. However, you frequently can't.

Record Player
Trouble -

Shooting
12

\\ hat looks like wow

on a strobe pattern
may be clue, not- to turntable irregularities,
but to imperfections and imperfect centering of the strobe pattern itself. The illuminated strobe patterns on some turntables,
and the strobe discs sold by accessory manufacturers, like Robins and Audiotex, are
for determining whether the average platter speed is correct. They are not intended
for any other purpose and should not be so
used.
A strobe must, incidentally, he viewed
under illumination that is flickering at the
ac line frequency, which means daylight illumination is out. An incandescent lamp
will suffice if the strobe is shielded from
natural light, but the best viewing source
is a fluorescent lamp or one of those little
neon lamps sold specifically for the purpose,
usually by the same firms that supply
strobes.
Okay then, how (lo we test for wow?
Since few of us own wow and flutter
meters, our best approach is to play a disc
with some sustained piano chords, and listen
for once -per -revolution pitch changes. Or,
we can use an even more critical listening test, a recording of a high -frequency
tone. Whatever you use, the grooves must
be precisely concentric or you'll have the
same problem as with a strobe: an indication of wow where none exists.
If the pickup, \ iewed from directly above,
shows any visible side -to-side swing, you'll
hear wow from even the most constant speed turntable. \Varpage of the test disc
can cause audible wow from some tone arm designs, although it generally takes
much more warp than eccentricity to be
audible. The listening test, in other words,
is valid in one direction only. If you hear
no wow from it, the turntable (and test
disc) is perfect; if you do hear some wow,
PO'ULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

This Christmas give your car
a Mark Ten B. Capacitive
Discharge Ignition. You and
your c'will enjoy it all year.
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The Mark Ten

B

keeps your

car in tune. That means increased
mileage, less maintenance
and a better running car.
A well -tuned car also decreases
:emission contaminants. All
this adds up to more driving
enjoyment for you. Mark Ten B,
the perfect gift-for carsand their owners.

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.

L

Here's my Christmas order. Please rush!
O Please send me free literature.
Enclosed is $
Ship ppd.
Ship C.O.D.
Please send
Mark Ten B assembled @ $59.95 ppd.
Mark Ten B Kit @ $44.95
ppd. 12 volt negative ground only
Standard Mark Ten, assembled, @ $44.95 ppd.
6 Volt: Neg. Ground Only
12 Volt: Specify
Pos. Ground
Neg.
Ground
Standard Mark Ten Deltakit" @ $29.95 ppd. (12 Volt Positive of Negative
Ground Only)
Car Year
Make
Name
Address
City/State
Zip

CIRCLE NO.
DECEMBER 1973

P.O. Box 1147, Dept PE
Grand Junction, Colo. 81501
(303) 242-9000
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it could he the fault of the table or of the

test disc.
If you suspect a turntable -wow problem,

remove the platter and clean the bearing
and its well with a tintless cloth (push it
into the well with the eraser end of a pencil), being careful not to lose the ball bearing that some models have at the bottom
of the well. Then relubricate as recommended. If you still have wow, let the manufacturer or a service technician cope with it.
Flutter. This is "cyclical pitch variation
occurring at a rapid repetition rate." It is
best detected by ear via the same signal
sources used for checking for wow, but
there's no need to worry about record concentricity when listening for flutter. As before, though, the test is valid in one direction only. If no flutter is audible, the turntable is perfect. If some is audible, it could
be the turntable or it could be the disc,
since some test discs are cut from a master
tape w uich may introduce more flutter than
your turntable. So if your turntable flunks
the flutter test, try a sampling of other
discs with sustained piano tones on them.
If the\ all flutter, and the flutter always
has the same repetition rate, it's the fault
of your turntable.
The probable site of the flutter is usually
indicated by its repetition rate. Extremely
high-speed flutter, with a rate equivalent to
the vibrations of a bumblebee's "Zzzzz"
sound, may be clue to very severe platter
spindle problems (in which case it is always accompanied by a bad case of rumble) or to a frayed or stretched drive belt.
high-speed flutter, with a repetition rate
of a rolled -on -the -tongue "Brrrr," generally
indicates dirt or wear on the drive-motor
pulley, dry or worn motor bearings, or a
bent pulley shaft. Dirt can he seen as black
patches, bearing problems can usually be
felt as vibration of the motor, and a fingernail placed against the pulley surface (with
motor running) will reveal any eccentricity.

Rumble. Most good turntables are so
designed that the majority of their rumble
occurs at a subsonic frequency, which is a
mixed blessing. The good news is that it is
rarely audible as rumble. The bad news is
that, although generally inaudible, it can
cause other system problems which are audible but which don't sound like rumble and
are thus harder to diagnose. True rumble
is more often seen than heard, as fluttery
14

pumping motions of a woofer speaker cone.
If the speaker has pronounced low -frequency distortion, the rumble may he audible as a breathy fluttering sound. More often, though, the only audible effect is a
subtle muddying of bass reproduction, plus
a failure of the amplifier to put out as much
signal power as it should be able to (because of the power wasted in driving the
woofer at subsonic frequencies). Usually,
it takes a spectacularly poor turntable to
produce this much rumble, although one
thing that can help to magnify the problem
is the (mis)mating of an arm and pickup
which happen to resonate at the same frequency at which the turntable's rumble occurs. Changing either the arm or the.cartridge will usually kill that proclivity.
A pulsating, booming rumble, usually recurring once or twice per platter revolution, is often due to a bad platter bearing
or a slipping or rubbing drive belt. In most
belt -driven turntables, proper centering of
the belt in the motor pulley depends on the
alignment of the motor as well as on the
correct positioning of one or more belt guide yokes. If the motor is crookedly
mounted or a guide is misplaced, the belt
will rub on the guide, causing rumble. Fortunately, many belt -driven turntables have
an outer platter which can be turned over
and placed upside-down on their inner platter, thus allowing you to observe the alignment of the belt while the turntable is running. If the drive belt is not centered on
the motor pulley when the table is running,
the motor is probably crookedly mounted,
and you should check for a loose mounting
screw or for tension on one of the wires
going to the motor. If the belt is centered
on the pulley but rubbing on the guide yoke,
bend the guide until it just clears the belt.
Don't try to center the belt in the guide, as
some clearance at the other edge may he
necessary to accommodate position changes
for speed switching.
In the vast majority of cases, rumble
problems are not the fault of the turntable,
but are the result of incipient acoustic feedback, which has several identifying characteristics. First, it seems to appear suddenly
when the listening volume is advanced to a
certain point, and then increases in volume
more rapidlrj than the music when the volume is advanced further. Second, it tends
to make the bass in the program material
sound boomy, and the higher the listening
level, the boomier the bass. And third, the
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

A SPECIAL OFFER FROM MITS

Purchase a MITS 941M or a MITS 908M-and for an additional
$20, receive a 605M.
Soon the world will be calculated by the metric system.

The MITS 941M handheld
calculator converts to metric
instantly -accurately
electronically.

-

41 FUNCTIONS:
ARITHMETIC

MITS x ---

941M

0St,31r9

I

METRIC

8
111

8
8
2
6

+-x=%

El 12101213

handheld

MEMORY can be
used as:

LENGTH
VOLUME
AREA
TEMPERATURE
LIQUID

MITS

constant
a temporary storage
register
an accumulator
a

4 MASS
METRIC CONVERTER

The MITS 908M

calculator offers 8 functions (addition. subtraction.
multiplication. division. square root. square. percentage, and reciprocal) and a handful of features.

-'

908M

_

í11088-7 lt"

Fixed and floating
decimal (operators
choice)

FULL OPERATION
MEMORY.

Chain calculation
Full floating decimal
©
Leading and trailing
zero suppression
True credit balance
Algebraic entry system
8 digit read out
INDICATORS Sign '
Low battery Overflow
Math error
941M PRICES* Assembled
$149.95
Kit
$129.95
SIZE 146.05mm x 82.55mm x 38.10mm

Chain and mixed
operations
8 digit readout
bright LED display

aa0a

-

eÍ©00Ó
©0.,

100% American

made
Algebraic entry'
system

.

Special Readouts
Negative result Entry overflow
low battery Math error

result overflow

SIZE 5-3/4"x3 -1/4"x 1-1/2"
908M PRICES* Assembled

(5-3/4" x 3-1/4" x 1-1/21

$129.95
$99.95

Kit

The MITS 605M
readout / 5 functions

handheld calculator / 6 -digit
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and percentages).
MEMORY: Stores intermediate results
Stores a constant
Accumulates results
Fixed or Floating Decimal...and much more
The MITS 905M handheld calculator
(same features as 605M, plus an 8 -digit readout).
Size of Both: 5-3/4" x 31iá" x 11/2'
Kit Assembled
Prices: 605M $49.95 $59.95 '
905M $59.95 $69.95
*Prices subject to change without notice

*Prices subject to change without notice.

ACCESSORIES
AC adapter for 117 VAC operation
Carrying case (leatherette)

$6.95
$5 95

WARRANTY

Full two-year warranty on assembled models,
including parts and labor: on kit models: ninety day warranty on parts.

Available from your local
Olson Electronics Dealer.

Enclosed is a Check for $
BankAmericard
or
Master Charge >t
Credit Card Expiration Date
Include 55.00 for Postage and Handling
Model #
Model a
Please Send Information on Entire MITS Line.
.

or

mn5°
micro Instrumentation 81
Telemetry Systems, Inc.

Accessories
AC Adapter
Carrying Case
Kit

Assembled

NAME
ADDRESS

6328 Linn, N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico
87108
505/265-7553 Telex Number 660401

t
1

CIRCLE NO.

CITY
STATE 8 ZIP

MITS/ 6328
22

Linn, N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108

505/205.7553 Telex

=

660401
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dead giveaway is that, when the \ olume is
advanced to a certain point, feedback rumble will start to become self-sustaining,
sometimes continuing to build in intensity
until the entire program is submerged in a
room -shaking boom or shudder.
It should be noted that virtually all phono
systems can lie persuaded to produce acoustic feedback if there is enough available
reserve range on the volume control, just
as you can get audible hum, hiss or burbling
noises from most phono preamps by turning
the gain up way past the normal listening
range. For practical purposes, your concern
is whether or not there is audible indication of incipient feedback at the volume control settings at which you normally listen. If there is, don't blame rumble on the
turntable drive; it is due to feedback.
There are two paths by which acoustic
feedback from a loudspeaker can reach the
phono pickup. One, against which most
turntables are adequately protected, is by
way of the room's floor and thus up into
the cabinet or the shelf housing the phono
unit. The other, which few turntables are
designed to resist, is vibration of the entire
"floating" platter -and -motor-board assembly
by airborne sound waves. A clue to which
path is causing a feedback problem is provided by the frequency at which the feedback occurs. Very low -frequency feedback,
characterized by fluttering or shuddering
rumbles, is generally floor -borne: Higher pitched booming or grumbling noises are
generally the result of airborne feedback.
Another check on the source of feedback involves pressing clown on the suspended system until it bottoms on the turntable base.
If the problem is floorborne, this will make
the feedback worse. If it is airborne, this
will reduce the feedback. And that suggests the solution to either one.
If the feedback is floorborne, it can he
reduced or eliminated by providing additional vibration -isolation for the phono unit,
via one or two layers of foam rubber between it and the surface it is mounted on.
(If you're raising an entire phono player
with base, put a sheet of masonite or plywood between it and the underlying isolation lavers to avoid closing off the ventilating holes in its bottom panel.) If the problem is airborne, you may be in trouble.
Sometimes, screwing down the isolating
springs until the floating suspension is bottomed on the base will alleviate the problem, as the mass of the base is then added
16

to that of the suspended system, changing
the resonance of the vibrating system.
Sometimes, moving the phono unit to another part of the mom (for instance, a part
where the bass sounds weakest) will do

the trick. Occasionally, it may be necessary
to replace either the phono pickup or the
tone arm, in order to change the system
resonance to a frequency uu here "reception" of the loudspeaker output is less efficient.
A viscous -clamped tonearm may he the
best solution to a knotty airborne -feedback
problem, for it peeve its the resonance

between the stylus compliance and the
tone -arm mass from developing the sharp
peak which invites feedback problems. And
if you must listen to a phono system at very
high levels, it may even be necessary to remove the entire phono unit (and the pre amp, because you can't run long cables between them) to another room of the
house.
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"Get out the wild rice, Mary!
Another one just came in on the beam."
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

The best of both worlds-

PICKERING'S STATE-OF-THE-ART
CARTRIDGES...
Pickering has done it again! In 1957-the first American -made magnetic
stereo cartridge that helped build the industry was a Pickering. Now-in 1973
-the first American -made discrete, 4 -channel cartridge that will change the
world's listening is a Pickering. Today, Pickering invites you to enjoy the best
of the world of your choice.

For the world of
STEREO
XV -15/1200E

For the world of
DISCRETE 4 -CHANNEL
UV -15/24000

Designed for use with all stereo
and four -channel derived compatible systems.

Designed and engineered
specifically for playback
of discrete recordings.

"PRECISION" is the one word that
characterizes the extraordinary quality of the new Pickering
XV -15/1200E ' cartridge, .the 'culmination of Pickering's 25 years in
contributing important technological. advances to the manufacture
of,' magnetic cartridges. We sin-

The introduction of the
discrete 4 -channel system
required a completely new
QUADRAHEORAL
cartridge that could not
only faithfully reproduce the 20 Hz to
20 kHz AM signals, but also the 30 kHz
FM modulated signals. The result is the

cerely.feel that the 1200E is the

channel cartridge, which represents a
new level in the state of the art. It consists of a completely redesigned cartridge and a new high performance
stylus assembly, the Quadrahedral'",
which was specially developed for this
application, and features a revolutionary new diamond stylus. The UV -15/
24000 performs in a superior manner
by every measurable test, and is capable of satisfying all the technical and
aesthetic requirements for playback of
all the material recorded on both discrete and stereo disks. Moreover, its
stylus is so designed that it not only
perfectly reproduces the music recorded, but also reduces. record wear.

best

Pickering UV -15/24000 discrete

furthest advance achievable today
-and perhaps in the foreseeable
future in stereo cartridge design
and performance. Its exceptional
ability to pick up all the material
recorded at the lightest possible

-

a

tracking forces make it totally
unique and superior. This cartridge
is for the sophisticate-one who
possesses components of such superlative quality that the superiority
of the XV -15/1200E is a requirement.
And all of Pickering's exhaustive
testing shows that the 1200E is
superior in the flatness of its frequency response and channel
separation in comparison to competitive cartridges.

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Response':

10-50,000 H;

Channel Separation:

35 db

SPECIFICATIONS

Tracking Force':

1-3 grams

Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 30 kHz

Output3:
Stylus:

3.8mv±2dB

Channel Separation,
Nominal:

35 dB
3/4 gram, +1/2 gram,
gram.
4.4 my

Tracking Force:

Quadrahedral

Notes:
1. Recommended by manufacturer for optimum performance.
2. When the cartridge is terminated in the recommended load of 100K ohms and 100 PF.
3. Output with reference to 5.5 cm/sec record

-'I,

Nominal Output:
Stylus Tip:

4-

velocity.

0.0002" x 0.0007"

The right Pickering cartridge for your equipment is the best cartridge money car buy.

PICKERING

For further information write Pickering & Co., Inc.,
Dept. E 101 Sunnyside Boulevard, Plainview, New York 11803

"for those who can Ihearl the difference"

CIRCLE NO.
DECEMBER 1973
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CREL

the only home -study.

college -level

train

program which gives you
10..eloÉtfoniC',Circtill:design ::

only CREI offers you

a

complete

cóllege-level Electronic; Design
Laboratory to speed :your learning
Electronic circuit design-source of all new development
in the application of electronics to new products and
services. Without this skill, we would be unable to monitor
the heartbeat of men in space. Without it, the computer
revolution would never have occurred. And we would have
yet to see our first TV show. Yet, only CREI teaches
electronic circuit design at home.

s

This free book can change your life.
Send for it.
If you are a high-school graduate (or
equivalent) and have previous training or
experience in electronics, then you are
qualified to enroll in a CREI program to
move you ahead in advanced electronics.

Send now for our full -color, eighty page book on
careers in advanced electronics. In it, you will find full
facts on the exciting kinds of work which CREI programs open up to you. And full facts on the comprehensive courses of instruction, the strong personal
help, and the professional laboratory equipment which
CREI makes available to you. All at a surprisingly
low tuition cost.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN
A key skill which paces our nation's progress in countless fields-from pollution control to satellite tracking
to modern medicine to exploring the ocean's depths.
And beyond. A skill which you must have to move to
the top in advanced electronics.

r"REI programs open up
ew worlds of opportunity for you.
In addition to electronic circuit design, CREI provides
I ou with a full advanced electronics education in any of
ttirteen fields of specialization you choose. Communica'Ions, computers, space operations, television, nuclear

And when you have it, talk with your employer about it.
Tell him you're considering enrolling with CREI. He'll
undoubtedly be happy to know you are planning to
increase your value to him. And he may offer to pay all or
part of your tuition cost. Hundreds of employers and
government agencies do. Large and small. Including some
of the giants in electronics. It they are willing to pay for
CREI training for their employees, you know it must
be good.
Send for Advanced Electronics today. You'll be glad
you did.

ower, industrial electronics-to mention just a few of
to career fields for which CREI training is qualifying.

iith

such preparation, you will have the background for a
'reer which can take you to the frontiers of the nation's
1st exciting new developments. And around the world.

CREI Dept. E1212D
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20016
Rush me your FREE book describing my opportunities in advanced electronics. I am a high school

graduate.
Age

Name

Address
City
II

State

ZIP

CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING
INSTITUTE

you have previous training in electronics. check here

Employed by
Type of Present Work
Veterans and servicemen, check here for G. I. Bill inlormatton

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20016

Hobby Scene
9 -Volt Regulator
Q. What's u simple 9 -volt regulator for use
with a cassette recorder in a car?

4-12V

2N3055

A. Circuit at right will deliver 9 volts at a
maximum cf 350 mA. For 6 volts, use 330
ohms and a 6.6 -volt zener; for 7.5 V, use
270 -ohms and 8.1 -volt zener.

9V

350mA
(MAX)

+9V
470K

10K

Waa-Waa Circuit

.47pF/

(---1.-OUTPUT
--iOUTPUT
`

01

56K

56K

Q. Can you show me a simple circuit that
produces the "weaa-icaa" effect heard with
certain rock groups?

.10F

2200pF

2200pF

I00K

Spooky Effects
Q. Many horror movies use a scope -like device to produce "hypnotic" waveforms. Are

these things real, and can I duplicate them?

A. Though not the best of circuits, the one
shown at left will work. Use a high -beta
(150) transistor for Ql. The guitar input
should be about 100 mV. With no signal input, set RI for minimum resistance and rotate R2 until a howl is heard. Leave R2 in
loudest howl position and back R1 do'a n
until howl stops. There should be no howl.
when R2 is moved over its complete range.
A. We

can't divulge the origin of this circuit,
but try it on your scope. You can use. npn
types by reversing voltage and capacitor
polarities. Try it out in a dark room.
4.5V
VERT

GND

6.3VAC

22
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Rugged
inside an. out
The new RCA WR-538A Super Chro-Bar
rugged inside because it hasa high -quality
glass epoxy PCB and the latest digital -IC circuits. Outside, its abuse -resistant die-cast
aluminum case provides the kind of rugged
protection you need for hard day-to-day

field use.
Added features:
75 ohm/300 ohm output for MATV/
CATV/CCTV
An RCA exclusive, "Superpulse" signal for
troubleshooting, tracking tests
An RCA exclusive, "Superpulse Sync"

is

control for weak signal test
An RCA exclusive, color bar markers for
positive bar identification
Wide operating temperature range 5° F to
145° F
All this plus one-year parts and labor warranty for only $129.95*
To buy: order from any one of the more
than 1,000 Authorized RCA Distributors
worldwide. For more information on RCA's
full line of color bar generators, write RCA
Electronic Instruments Headquarters,
Harrison, N.J. 07029.

`
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Electronic
Instruments

..+'-
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V rrusE
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*Optional Price
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TOOTHPICKS AND ERASER
END PHONO CARTRIDGE BLUES
Soldering a cable conductor to

Tips &Technique/
HOT -MELT GLUE GUN FIRMLY ANCHORS
BULKY COMPONENTS r0 CHASSIS

When it comes to mounting bulky components
like can -type electrolytic capacitors, lightweight auelio transformers, and the like in a
chassis, you can avoid much of the mess and
bother of drilling and cutting if you use a hot melt glue grin. A thick head of glue along the
length or around the perimeter of the component, when pressed into the chassis, will
form a heavy-duty bond. Do not, however,
attempt to mount bulky heavyweights like
power and output transformers in this manner;
they will tear loose and inflict disastrous damage. Also, do not use this technique for mounting heat sinks that require chassis sinking.
-Robert M. Perlman, WB2VRW
HOW TO PREVENT CAPILLARY SUCTION
WHEN SOLDERING PHONO PLUGS

One of the more annoying problems hi-fi enthusiasts have to contend with is solder being
sucked up the center contact of a phono plug

the end of a
push-on phono cartridge terminal is anything
but an enjoyable task. The operation requires
some fancy juggling of terminal, cable, solder,
and iron. Worse still, almost as soon as the
solder flows, it fills in the push -on end of the
terminal, and getting it out again is a major
operation. You can end these phono cartridge
terminal blues with the aid of a toothpick
and an eraser. Plug one end of the toothpick
into the eraser, and onto its other end, slide
the push -on end of the terminal. Now you
have only the solder and iron to juggle, and
the toothpick will prevent the solder from
fouling up the crimped push-on end of the
terminal.
-Harry G. Barnett
SOLDERING GUN DOUBLES AS
RESISTANCE SOLDERING TOOL

When it comes to heavy-duty soldering jobs,
nothing can heat the resistance soldering method. Forget specialized resistance soldering
equipment. If you already have a soldering gun,
you can adapt it for resistance soldering without modifying the gun itself. just remove the
soldering tip and replace it with two lengths
of the same gauge solid copper wire, gapping
them to suit the job to be done. In use, the
tip leads go on either side of the connection
to be soldered. Then, when the trigger is pulled,
current will flow through the joint to generate
enough localized heat to permit the application of solder-faster than would be possible
with the ordinary tip.
-Jeff Jourard
PLASTIC PILL CONTAINERS MAKE
HOUSINGS FOR HI-FI CABLE INTERCONNECTS

.;.
when assembling cables. The thing to remember is that capillary action-aided by gravity
if the job is tackled in the usual manner-is
responsible. So, the trick is to make gravity
work for, not against, your efforts. Hence,
when soldering the center. conductor of a cable
to the center contact of the plug, do the job
as shown in the photo, holding the soldering
iron below the plug. It helps if you pre -tin
the conductor and the inside of the tip contact.
Then apply only enough heat and solder to
-Marshall Lincoln
"wet" the connection.
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Empty plastic pill containers are well known
as small parts storage bins and test probe
housings. Now you can add another use to
your list: hi-fi cable interconnect housings. To
use the containers in this application, first
drill a %" hole through their bottoms. Next,
drill a hole through their caps, just large
enough for a snug fit around the cable, pass
the cable through and solder its conductors to
the jack's lugs. If the interconnect is to be
used in an input line, it is a good idea to line
the container with aluminum foil, followed by
heavy paper, to provide adequate shielding and
-John G. Wiegand
insulation.

Do you have a

TIPS WANTED
or "technique" that might help

"tip"

your fellow readers? It may be worth money to you.
Send it in (about 100 words, with a rough drawing
and/or clear photograph, if needed) and you'll receive payment if accepted. Amount depends on originality and practicality. Material not accepted
will be returned if accompanied by a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Send material to: Tips and
Techniques Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including
Electronics World, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.
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News Highlights
CB Clubs Get Promotional Aid

CH clubs can receive free promotional material to spread the story
of CH radio in their communities and promote membership in their
organizations. The promotion kit includes an easel display card complete with a hundred explanatory pamphlets, along with a free rubber

stamp made with the club name, address and telephone number. The
kit also includes a publicity guide for obtaining local newspaper and
radio coverage of the club's activities. CB clubs interested in obtaining
this free material while it lasts should write their equest on a club
letterhead and send it with their club address and telephone number
to: CB Club Kit, Room 700, 21 E. Ilubbard St., Chicago, Illinois
60611. The kit is being made available by the Citizens Radio Section
of the Electronic Industr'es Association.
NEA and NATESA Merger Attempt Fails
A merger or consolidation of the two national electronic service
dealer associations was the number one priority item for a recent
Kansas City convention. \Vhen the time carne for a final vote, however,
the NEA committee approved the articles of agreement, but were
turned down at the NATESA annual meeting by a 3 to 2 majority. NEA
went ahead to form a new association without NATESA, called
NESDA (National Electronic Ser\ ice Dealers Association). A few
new groups coming into NESDA were formerly members of NATESA.
According to NATESA, the total loss of membership dire to the merger
failure will at most he less than 200. NESDA starts out with 2500
dealer -members plus its technician subsidiary, ISCET, with membership of over 800 technicians.

New Shibata Stylus Production to be Doubled
A patent for the unique Shibata stylus developed by Victor Company
of Japan has been applied for at the U.S. Patent Office. This specially
shaped stylus was designed for use in the VC CD -4 discrete four channel stereo system. Upon obtaining a patent, WC will immediately
begin licensing U.S. diamond stylus manufacturers for the production
of the Shibata stylus. JVC also announced that Namiki Precision jewel
Co. Ltd., a Shibata licensee and sole but non-exclusive manufacturer
in Japan, is now producing 100,000 Shibata tips each month, suuffij

cient to meet the expanding world-wide demands.
Updated FM Atlas and Station Directory

For those of our readers who do F\1 broadcast DX'ing, there is a
revised and updated second edition of the "F\I Atlas and Station Directory." This 80 -page atlas includes a listing of FM stations by frequency (with effective radiated powers and antenna heights), as well
as geographically. Included in the new book are outline maps showing
the FM cities and frequencies of North America along with the station
directory giving call letters, comparative station coverage estimates,
music formats, stereo and other data on over 3300 F\i broadcast stations and translators of North America. Price is $2.50 per copy from
F\I Atlas, Box 24, Adolph, MN 55701.
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Here's proof from Radio Shack
that Realistic®4-channel is for you.
The price is unexpectedly low!

--

6 -Pc.
4 -channel

L/5tic_

Realistic QA -621 amplifier. 25 -watt
power, SQ decoder for matrixed or
discrete 4 -channel sound, magnetic
phono input, headphone jacks, more.
Walnut finish case included.

--

-Rath.tjhaek

rf

Our Solo -5 bookshelf speakers each
have a full -range 5" speaker in a
walnut grain enclosure.

'

p
P.

and ALLIED RADIO STORES

301

A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY

O. Box

1052, Fort Worth, Texas 76107

FREE '74 CATALOG
AT YOUR NEARBY STORE OR MAIL COUPON

And our Realistic "48" changer includes
a diamond -stylus ceramic cartridge,
base, cueing lever & anti -skate
adjustment. Ready to use.

180 Pages ... Full Color! Hi -Fi, Recorders,
Radios, CB, Kits, Antennas, Parts, More!
Apt

Name

#

Street

Get 'em all together at 13.75 off
our "each" prices. Or buy the
amplifier alone -79.95, #31-4012.
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puts you in the middle of the music
& hear it!

for "you are there" realism-come in

The heart of this system is our

CIRCLE NO.

System

L

State

City

ZIP

J

Prices may vary at individual stores.
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BY DAVID F. PLANT

AND LEWIS EIGEN

How latest electronics makes
the new cameras
easier to use.

"yES

SIR, it's completely solid-state."
The words were those of a salesman,
not one selling a hi-fi system, a TV, or a
radio, but selling a camera. And electronic
cameras are sweeping the market. Just
what kind of electronics are going into
modern cameras? What do they do and
how do they do it?
To begin with, the use of electronics in
cameras is directed toward one single and
essential purpose: to get the right exposure,
or putting it another way, to allow the appropriate amount of light to strike the film
for the appropriate amount of time. Involved with this are four variables as
shown in Fig. I:
(1) The amount of light on the subject.
(2) The amount of light which is allowed to pass through the camera lens.
(Most cameras have some kind of a diaphragm mechanism which produces a larger or smaller hole in the center of tie lens
through which light can pass. This is the
familiar f-stop number.)
(3) The amount of time that the film is
exposed to the light (the shutter speed).
DECEMBER 1973

(4) The sensitivity of the film (the ASA
or DIN numbers).
Before electronic photography, the photographer had to use his experience, intuition and judgement to determine all the
variables, and even with that he usually
"bracketed" his shots with greater and
lesser exposure shots just to make sure.
Electronics, in a sense, brought single -shot
photography.

Beginnings of Electronic Photography. In
the development of the use of electronics in
photography, one of the first steps was to
measure the light on the subject (the first
variable). The product that did this was a
light meter, which usually used a cadmium
sulfide (CdS) photocell hooked up to a
meter in a bridge circuit. The amount of
light on the subject was read and translated
into the "appropriate" combinations of the
other variables in order to get a proper exposure.
In the following years the light meter
became standard equipment for most serious photographers, and electronics entered
27

and became a permanent part of the state
of the art.
Enter Automation. \Vith electronics accepted as a means of taking better pictures,
camera manufacturers then attempted to
build the light meter into the camera housing and use its output to control the camera
automatically.
The CdS cell was placed on the camera
next to the lens so it would always point
in the same direction as the lens. The
light was "measured" and the bridge circuit vas hooked up to an electromagnet.
This would move the lens diaphragm
blades to make a smaller or larger opening, thus changing the f-stop appropriately. The cameras had a fixed shutter speed
and were designed for use with film that
had only a narrow range of sensitiN ity. Unfortunately, in some cases the expense of
the electronics put the cost of the camera
beyond the budget of the casual user, yet
it didn't give the performance required by
the se .ions amate it or professional photographer.
\Vith the evolution of the single lens
reflex (SLR), manufacturers placed the
CcIS cell in the camera itse f so it would
more accurately indicate the light falling on
the film plane. Also another cell was added
so an average light leve could be found
between the two. This system became
known as through -the -lens metering.
Ironically this was a step backwards because automation of the camera function
was clecreaxed. The operator would set his
shutter speed, look in the view finder and
adjust the lens opening (f-stop) until a
built-in light meter needle was centered.
At this point he would shoot his picture.
CAMERA

0
FILM

SUBJECT
A

SHUTTER

LENS

O

OPENING

B

C

DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES
B

SUBJECT BRIGHTESS
APERTURE

C

SHUTTER

D

FILM

A

0
UNIT MEASURE
FOOT LAMBERTS

f NUMBER.
TIME ON SEC)
'ASA VALUE

Fig. 1. Four variables in photography. Electronics can vary lens opening, shutter speed.
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While automation was decreased, the
elimination of lens aperture from the electronic circuitry together with other general
improvements now made the cameras
sufficiently accurate to he acceptable to
advanced photographers.
The refinements of this semi -automatic
type of SLR camera increased with every
year and most of the major quality camera
manufacturers introduced models using this
feature.
Automation and Binary Logic. Using
solid-state advances, several manufacturers
automated their models by physically connecting an amplified light meter output to
the lens aperture control, thus providing
analog control of exposure. Although this
system may have some shortcomings, there
are several fine cameras on the market that
use this technique.
The problem is that aperture control
requires analog logic-continuous control
from lens full open to closed. Not only is
this difficult to do accurately, it is also
mechanically very sensitive. This system
of automatic exposure control is called
"shutter priority" because the user manually selects a shutter speed as priority, and
the camera selects the correct aperture.
The a new principle was utilized-work
backward! Instead of first selecting the
shutter speed and then electronically attempting to match the lens aperture to
the lighting conditions, the "new" cameras would require the user to manually
select the f-stop (aperture)-or use a fixed
f-stop-and the electronics would control
the shutter speed.
The shutter is essentially a digital device in that it wants to be either open or
closed. Because of electromechanical requirements, it is much easier to control.
Simple, but still quite a breakthrough because now there is the possibility that
automation can equal or better the accuracy of the old reliable mechanical controls that were considered the peak of
perfection by the old pros.
Called "aperture priority" because the
user selects the aperture (or uses a fixed
preset aperture), this new system certainly
has changed a lot of thinking. And, because there frequently is still over -ride
provisions for those that want special effects, one now can buy a camera for all
u

seasons.

The electronically governed shutter has
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Fig. 2. The principal components that are employed in an

electronic exposure system.
Voltage on CI depends on the
lighting that is on subject.
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its problems, of course. The main and
most obvious being that the photographer
never knew at what speed he was shooting his picture. Previous cameras had discrete shutter speeds, like I/60 of a
second, 1/125, 1/500, etc. The electronic
control might decide that an exposure of
1/173 of a second, or a 1/422 is proper.
How does one know? The answer we
kept getting was that it wasn't really
necessary to know more than a ball park
number (which the camera provides) because the camera is accurate and the
exposure is repeatable.
By the way, aperture priority offers quite
another advantage because additional lenses
can he added to the camera and be automatically compensated.
Because
controlling the aperture electronically is
mechanically more difficult-again, the
analog problem-the shutter priority cameras can't usually offer as much flexibility.
Looking At the Electronics. With these
new cameras a lot happens when you
start to press the shutter release. Referring
to Fig. 2, "memory" capacitor Cl is
charged through the cadmium -sulfide cells
to a precise voltage that depends on subject
lighting. This level is then stored and fed
to a comparator through a field-effect
transistor buffer. As the picture is being
taken, SI opens and S2 closes, initiating
the shutter opening.
The shutter timing capacitor C2 then
begins its charging cycle, controlled by the
externally chosen programmable resistive
functions of film speed and an f-stop. When
the voltage level of C2 eqr als Cl, the
DECEMBER
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shutter

is closed until the next

picture

is

taken.

Simple, yes, but not a one evening project. Removing the bottom plate of our

new Pentax ES (see lead photo and Fig.
3) revealed four custom IC's, six potentiometers, several capacitors, and a PC
board that wasn't made in the basement.
According to the manufacturer's manual, all
this electronics will function from -4° to

+122°F.

Electronic exposure control has also eute .ed the snapshot and casual user market
with very sophisticated and complex electronics. Polaroid has recently introduced a
major entry and from what we hear, it is
a very sophisticated camera, offering both

shutter and aperture control.
The new Kodak entry is a compact camera series called "pocket Instamatics". Some
of these include a simple electronically governed shutter while the top-of -the -line
models feature a very well designed automatic exposure system that includes both
shutter and aperture control, and a host of
other features in a camera housing that is
one inch thick. And it works very well, too.
Kodak, in designing its pocket Instamatic
series, had a much more stringent miniaturization requirement than most other
camera manufacturers. As a result, they
utilized "flex circuitry", a flexible circuit
board composed of DuPont KaptonT" plated
with copper. This design was chosen so the
circuit could go around the body of the
camera and not interfere with the light
plane. The flexible circuit is only 8 mils
thick, double insulated, yet it provides the
mounting for all the electronics.
!y

mad

FILM
SPEED SELECTOR
(ASA)

APERTURE
SETTING

MAGNETICALLY
CONTROLLED
SHUTTER

ELECTRONIC
CONTROL
CIRCUIT

link in the chain. In the electronically
go\erned shutter camera the \veak link is
the CdS photocell, because it is not sufficiently accurate at low light levels. In the
past, that was less of a problem because
low-level photography was mostly empirical. No\\, with better film and automatic
exposure control, this facet of the art is
becoming more common-and the CdS may
get lost in the shuffle. The other problem
with the CIS cell is that it has an inherent
inertia, meaning that at a given moment it

still responding to a previous reading.
This can seriously affect very rapid picture
taking.
The answer to this problem may be here,
depending on the performance of the hardware involved. Fujica has converted to a
silicon cell that generates a voltage and is
filtered to react to visible light the same
way the film does. The silicon cell approach
is claimed to be much faster, yet competitive
with CdS in price.
Another area in photography that may
soon enjoy an advance is meter react -out.
The familiar needle in the viewfinder window is somewhat susceptible to mechanical
damage and is difficult to see at very low
light levels. Conversion to a digital format
using light -emitting diodes could possibly
save on eye strain. A new Fujica camera
uses no less than seven LED's that light up
in the viewfinder as they respond to light
variations or to changes made in f-stop or
shutter speed settings. Each diode represents a difference of one f-stop, the center
one indicating the proper exposure.
Rollei, makers of the famous Rolliflex
camera, has announced a 2i by 21 SLR
which should come on the market next year.
In it, the lens aperture and shutter settings
are part of the motor circuits that control
them. This technique is called a linear
motor (really a solenoid) and can provide
accurate analog control.
Historically, camera components were designed as mechanical devices and then electromechanically operated. Rollei has gone
back to base one and designed a camera
that wants electronic control. The new Rollei
is said to operate at twenty times a second,
a speed which would seldom be needed.
What else is there? Safe bets are more
compact size, lighter weight, improved battery sources, better motorized film transport,
and the application of digital logs to metering. One thing is for sure-your next camera
will have some electronics in it.
is

ANALOG SHUTTER SPEED
READOUT

CeS CELLS
SHUTTER
SWITCH

BATTERY

3. The simplified electronic interconnections for aperture priority system such
as that used in the Pentax ES. The ASA selector and aperture setting both program the
camera. The electronics then takes that information plus the stored light meter reading
from photocells and calculates the proper
amount of time to keep the shutter open for
correct exposure. The shutter speed is read
out for various apertures (f-stops) on the
meter which is seen through the view -finder.
Fig.

To combat the problem of fading battery
voltage (also, in cold climates those little
batteries can clrop 25% in voltage), Kodak
used Schmitt triggers that were set up to
respond to voltage ratios, rather than specific voltage levels. This technique works
well and down to the very end of the battery. We know this because in lab testing
the Instamatic 60 we ran down the battery by making a series of long exposure
tests (far beyond typical usage situations)
and then grabbed the same battery by
mistake for a weekend sail. Imi can't buy
batteries off -shore so we crossed our fingers. \Ve got some great pictures. That
voltage ratio technique will probably find
additional applications, along with other
improvements in the state of the art fostered by photography needs.

What's In The Future? In the next few
years we'll probably see refinements and
increased dynamic range capabilities with
the electronic shutter cameras. In a hi-fi
system, the speakers are usually the weakest
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HERE ARE FIVE ACTION EXPERIMENTS
YOU CAN

PERFORM WITH YOUR SW SET
BY C.M. STANBURY

1. The Changing

Speed of Light. Most
laymen are under the impression that elec-

tromagnetic radiation, which includes both
light and radio waves (as well as X-rays,
ultraviolet, and infrared) travel at a constant speed-a staggering 300,000 kilometers per second. Thus signals from two
time stations such as WWV and \V\VVH
should always be the same number of milliseconds out of sync (never more than
about 60) at any given listening post on
earth. Yet, if you listen to the second
"ticks" (each of which is 5 milliseconds in
length) o r these two stations, you will
note that sometimes they almost coincide,
sometimes they only partly overlap (thus
lengthening the sound) and occasionally
two distinctly separate ticks can be heard.
These differences often fluctuate from
second to second. A small factor producing
these effects is changes in the height of the
ionosphere at which the signals are being
reflected (more accurately, refracted), thus
slightly altering the distances that they
must travel to reach your receiver. But
DECEMBER 1973
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most of the change is clue to the fact that
the speed of electromagnetic radiation is
not constant. It varies with the density of
the media through which it is passing;
and the densities of the ionized layers of
gasses in the ionosphere are in a constant

state of flux.
To hear both WWV and WWVH at
the same time, periodically check 10,000
and 15,000 kHz. On these frequencies,
it can happen almost any time of the clay
or night. Add a tape recorder to document
your observations, along with other illustrative props you can dream up (a map
showing the locations of your receiver,
WWV 'at Boulder, Col., and \V\VVH on
Kauai, Hawaii, with appropriate distances). This could be the beginning of
a good science fair project. Note that when
one time signal is received by two drastically different ionospheric paths, similar observations can be made.

2.

Set Up Your Own International Weather
Office. How closely do weather patterns in
31

Aeradio on 55:3:3; 8833, and 13,312 kHz
on the hour and half hour.

Europe and Asia follow those in North
America? Speculation on global weather
interconnections, usually linked to the
sunspot count, date back at least to the
beginning of international communication
by radio. In fact, an extensive article on
the subject appeared as early as the July
1927 issue of "Science & Invention" magazine. Interestingly, the article dealt with

3. Visual Shortwave Reception. Shortwave
facsimile broadcasting has been around for
quite a while. It has been used by the
Navy and other government age icies to

broadcast weather charts and similar
graphic material, but only recently has
equipment been available to the general
public for its reception. Now the Xerox
400 Telecopier, intended for reception and
transmission of visual material by conventional telephone, is on the scene. While
this is the most expensive of the projects
\ve are describing, it also has the most
exciting potential. With direct broadcast.
TV satellites snarled in technical and legal
hassles, some are looking at SW facsimile
as a possible international visual alterna-

both long-term and seasonal variations in
temperatures and precipitation-the areas
still worth exploring today.
For example, if there are long-term factors which affect the weather on a global
basis, there should be about the same number and frequency of blizzards this winter
in the U.S. Pacific Northwest and in
western Europe (excluding the Iberian
peninsula) because both areas have generally the same sort of climate and should
therefore be affected similarly by global
and solar cycles. Daily conditions in the
Pacific Northwest can be determined from
\VWV at 12 minutes past each hour or
from weather broadcasts of Oakland Aeradio at 5 and 35 minutes past the hour on
2980, 5519, 8905, and 13,344 kHz. Conditions at London and other western European cities can be obtained from Shannon

tive.
How well can you get your receiver to

print those millibars and other weather
patterns that are broadcast? And, compared
to slow -scan TV, will the cost be reasonable?
Nationally, the Model 400 rents for
$59.50 a month with a minimum rental
period of three months. Some Xerox of -
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This QSL card was received by the author as verification
of reception of a Radio Korea broadcast on 2510 kHz.
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fices, however, seem to rent for less and
sometimes a 9 -clay trial rental can be

past medium -wave reception from the Far
East was virtually unheard of at that time
negotiated. (One SWL recently paid $45 of day.
a month.) The ideal arrangement would
Does this mean that the effects of the
be for three or four experimenters to pool sunspot low will be
especially noticeable
their resources.
this time around? If so, as the count drops
A facsimile signal sounds like a giant
even lower, one would expect that, on
insect chirping (or maybe slightly lower in days this winter, Pyongyang's 2850 some
transpitch). Feeding that signal from the re- mitter should be audible throughout eastern
ceiver into the Xerox 400 is not difficult.
North America at some time during the
Headphones are best because the machine 1630 to 1730 EST period. Another one
is designed to accommodate a telephone
to listen for is the lower -power Korean
headset. But a speaker can be used and, Broadcasting System ("Radio Korea")
at
in fact, we have achieved good results with
Seoul on 2510 kHz (just above WWV).
a small tweeter. One of the headphones (or
Scientifically minded SWL's should start
speaker) should be placed over the 400's keeping records around Dec. 1.
earpiece receptacle. To prevent possible
Similarly phenomenal reception in eastfeedback, the mouthpiece receptacle should ern North America was reported on the
be covered. The receiver's audio level medium-wave broadcast band last winter.
should not be too great as there is a ten- If the experimenter in western North Amerdency to overload. The 400's manual start ica doesn't have a local station on 1520 or
procedure is utilized. After a couple of days 15:30 kHz, he should listen for Radio
of practice you should have these me- Peking's Urumchi relay on 1525 kHz
(and
chanics down pat.
the Soviet transmitters intended to interA shortwa. e receiver with automatic volfere with it) between 1630 and 1730 PST
ume control is best but a clear frequency is or MST. If you want to limit yourself eneven more important. Unlike the human ear, tirely to shortwave, reception of transmisthe Xerox 400 does not distinguish between sion from Urumchi during the appropriate
different audio pitches. Thus, for example, a time period on 4750 or 4400 kHz can be
heterodyne whistle will usually spoil any charted.
print you attempt to receive. Therefore, depending on where you live, the stations to 5. Monitor Rocket Blasts from Cape Kenstart with are either NSS (U. S. Navy at nedy. If a rocket trail passes across the
Annapolis, \Id) on 3357, 4975, and 8080 ionospheric path of a signal to which you
kHz (24 hours a day) or N\IC (U. S. Coast are tuned, reception will be affected. The
Guard, San Francisco) on 4346, 8682, and signal will fade, jump or distort because of
12,788 kHz at 0445 EST (0145 PST) and unusual phase/time-delay shifts. This is the
on 12,788 plus 17,151.2 kHz at 1645 EST.
most difficult of our five projects. From
You might also watch for ITT's facsimile
news accounts, you must learn the time
broadcast from Brentwood, Long Island, of an expected launch then find a station
N. Y. at 1450 to 1650 EST on 17,4:36.5 kHz whose signal passes near Cape Kennedy
on
(WFK67). Brentwood was formerly the lo- its way to your location. From Boston, for
cation of a Voice of America transmitter.
example, a Managua transmitter would be
ideal. At night, Union Radio on 675 kHz
4. Charting the Time of the Quiet Sun. might do. From Cleveland, the famous misWhether or not the sunspot count has a sionary station HCJB (Quito, Ecuador)
practical effect on the weather, it definitely might come close enough.
affects the ionosphere. Once every 11 years,
For this project, a dedicated shortwave
solar activity and sunspots drop to an abso- experimenter could spend time on maps
lute minimum. Although the next low is not (or, better still, a well -marked globe) and
clue until about 1976, the ionsphere is alstation lists, finding out which transmitters
ready doing strange things to international he can hear and when. Then make up a
radio reception.
reference log of any station that falls on or
Between Dec. 1, 1972 and jan. :31, 1973,
ery near the great circle that includes
the Korean Central Broadcast station at
you, Cape Kennedy and the transmitter.
Pyongyang was audible in eastern Canada Keep checking the frequencies on your list
on 2850 kHz between 1630 and 1730 EST
and, with considerable patience, you will
on at least 40% of the dates. Both the fregradually build up a workable list of rocket
quency and time are very unusual; in the monitoring prospects.
O
N
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LOW-COST
OP-AMP TESTER
BUILD A

TESTS GAIN, STABILITY, INPUT OFFSET AND BIAS CURRENT
BY HARRY GARLAND

"[

AND ROGER MELEN

OP A\IPS become increasingly popular and useful, there is a growing need
for a good, low-cost op -amp tester. The
universal op -amp tester described here can
be used to test virtually all of the popular
units. It automatically checks the important
parameters and has a red light -emitting
diode (LED) to indicate the condition of
the op amp.
The parameters which are checked by
the tester are gain, stability, input offset
voltage, and input bias current. The tester,
which itself uses two op amps, can test
internally compensated op amps, such as
the 741, as well as uncompensated op amps,
such as the 709 and 7,8. Both 8 -Pin TO -5
and 14 -pin DIP sockets are provided.

If the op amp being tested is bad, the
two inputs to IC2 will not cancel and
LED1 turns on. Before LEDI turns on,
however, the ouput of IC2 must exceed
the threshold determined by the forward
voltage drops of two of the bridge diodes
(D1 to D4) and LEDI. Assuming a failure, this threshold will be exceeded if the
op amp has a gain of less than 60, an
input offset voltage greater than 30 mV
or an input bias current greater than 3
microamperes. Any of the popular IC op
amps should have parameter values better
than these. Similarly, the LED will turn
on if the op amp is unstable in the test
circuit or has any "shorts" or `opens."

Circuit Design. Integrated circuit ICI is
used as a square -wave generator and the
op amp being tested is used as an inverting amplifier with gain of 100. The output
of ICI is applied to both 1C2 and (through
voltage divider R4 and R.5) to the unit being tested. The output of the latter is applied as a second input to 1C2, which is
used as a summing amplifier.
If the op amp being tested is good, its
output will exactly cancel the square wave
applied to IC2 through R11. When these
two signals cancel, there is zero output
from IC2 and LED! will not light.

Construction. Most- any type of assembly
me -hod can be used for the tester. For the
prototype, the components were assembled
on two pert boards mounted in a 2%" by
41" by 3" metal cabinet. Printed circuit
boards could also be used.
The two test sockets (SO/ and S02)
were mounted on one perf board with their
associated components, and the board was
fixed to the upper inside surface so that
both sockets protruded through holes cut
in the upper surface.
The second perf board (with ICI and
IC2 and their related components) was
mounted on the bottom of the cabinet
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PARTS LIST
B1,B2-9-volt battery
-0.I -µF capacitor
C2-100-pF capacitor

C1

R7 -1500 -ohm, 14 -watt. 10% resistor
R8,R10-150-ohm, t/ -lea t, 10% resistor
R9-1-megohm, 14 -wart, 10% resistor

C3-3-pF capacitor

R12,R/3-47,000-ohm,

C4-0.0479.LF capacitor

SI-Opdt momentary contact

DI-D4-IN914 diode

IC1,1C2-741 op amp integrated circuit

LEDI-Light-emitting diode (Poly Pak
"Brite Red" or similar)
RI -270,000 -ohm. 1}-walt, 10% resistor

R2,R3,R 11 -100,000-ohm, 14 -watt, 10%
resistor
R4,R6-10,000-ohm, '/ -watt, 10% resistor
R5 -47 -ohm, Y4 -watt, 10% resistor

R 14-22,000-ohm,

switch

'r¡

-watt- 10% resistor
10% resistor
pushbutton

4-watt.

SO1-8-pin, TO-5 IC soch.et
S02 -14 -pin, DIP IC socket

Misc-Li1IB type 342 cabinet, rubber feet
(4), mounting hardware, etc.
Note: The following is available from NITS,
6238 Linn, NE Albuquerque, r'V9/ 87108:
complete kit of above parts, $29.95 plus
postage.

If op -amp plugged into SO1 is good, LED
remains off; if not, LED blinks.

with the two batteries. The LEIS was
glued (with epoxy) to protrude through a
small hole in the front of the cabinet with
SI mounted beside it. Four rubber feet on
the bottom of the cabinet will keep the
tester from slipping around when in use.
Operation. \Vith no op amp in either test
socket, depress S/. The LED should flash
on and off, indicating that the circuit is
working properly. To test an op amp, plug
it into the appropriate test socket and
operate SI. If the op amp is good, the LED
will not flash.
Any of the popular IC op amps with
the same pin configuration as the 709 can

be checked. This includes the 101,
301,
740, 741, and 748. Units with other
pin
configurations, such as dual op amps, can
also be tested if extra test sockets are wired
in parallel with the existing sockets.
Since different op amps have different
specifications, a "good" indication does not
necessarily guarantee that the op amp
meets all of the requirements. However,
for nearly all practical applications, the
tester will provide a valuable go/no-go
decision. You will find the tester particularly useful for sorting through bargain,
untested op amps and for quickly isolating
the trouble in an op amp circuit that
doesn't work.
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IF YOU CAN USE

ANY OF THESE

TOOLS...

you can build your own Bell & Howell solid-state 25 -inch
diagonal color TV... it's just part of a new, first -of -a -kind
program in digital electronics, the revolutionary new industry
offering well-paying career opportunities... now!

t«-

"EleaIro-Lab" is

a

registered trademark of the Bell & Hooell Company.

N.,
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The common household tools pictured at
left are all you need to start building your
own solid-state 25 -inch diagonal color TV.
But that's just part of the enjoyment and
discovery you can look forward to in this

complete learn -at-home program...

because this is the world's first television
course employing digital electronics technology-the remarkable new electronics
development that's certain to change all
our lives in the next few years!
Building your own color TV gives you
valuable "hands on" experience with
solid-state circuitry-the kind of practical
experience you'll need to step right Into a
successful part-time or full-time career in
home entertainment electronics.
What's more, by gaining knowledge of
the new, more accurate digital system of
electronics, you'll have the most up-todate electronics skills under your belt ...
ready to qualify you for choice career
opportunities in the digital industry or
enable you to earn extra income part-time
working on digital equipment.
Fix stereo systems ... FM -AM radios ...
phonographs ... tape recorders
With your new skills, you can build and
service stereo -hi-fi systems-including
FM -AM radios ... phonographs
open
reel tape recorders and cassette or cartridge player/recorders. You could even
build yourself a complete "home entertainment communications center" complete with the new gadgetry of cartridge
television when it comes out. The skills
you build by following this unique program are more than enough to service
almost any type of home entertainment
electronics device.
.

-

A complete at-home learning program
in home entertainment electronics

Your color TV project is probably the best
way for you to learn the most advanced
"state of the art" concepts of sophisticated electronics circuitry. It's part of a

complete at-home learning program prepared by skilled instructors at Bell &
Howell Schools. Mail the postage -free
card today so that our representative can
bring you all the facts at no obligation.
It doesn't matter if you've never had
any training in electronics before. Nobody's going to start throwing "diodes"
and "capacitors" at you right off. You
start with the basics. You take it one step
at a time. You walk before you run. And
you'll be amazed at how quickly you
start to feel comfortable with things that
seemed complicated at the beginning.

Attend special "help sessions" ... talk
to your instructors in person
A unique advantage of our learn -at-home
program is the "help session." Scheduled
regularly at Bell & Howell Schools and in
cities around the country, these informal
seminars give you face-to-face, personal
assistance from our instructors. You'll
also meet other students and enjoy talking shop.

Master the most up-to-date
solid-state and digital technology
As color TV moves closer toward total
solid-state, and as the more accurate and
reliable digital systems appear in home
entertainment electronics gear, you'll be

thoroughly familiar with the most advanced troubleshooting techniques for
the servicing and repair of this new

equipment.
Digital electronics is changing our lives
Computers. That's where this new digital
language of electronics first began. If it
weren't for digital electronics, the new
pocket calculators and digital clocks
would not have seen born and on the market today. Soon, everything from speedometers to stereos to kitchen stoves will
likely have digital measurement -direct
numerical readouts in place of conventional dials and needles. Plainly, the
demand for digital systems-and technicians who can design, build, service
and repair them is growing rapidly.

Detach postage -paid
reply card and
mail today for Free

Information!

-

their knowledge, experience
and teaching ability-plan
each program with the utmost
care and attention. Each year,

yu

.

Why you should get your training from
Bell & Howell Schools
Skilled instructors at Bell & Howell
Schools-carefully selected for

e

'

they spend over $200,000 improving programs to keep them
up-to-date with the latest technology. Many Bell & Howell Schools
graduates have used their home
study training to get started in exciting new careers or businesses of their
own in electronics. You could too!
With your first lesson you get...
...the Laboratory Starter Kit! A volt ohm -meter (VOM) with design panels,

a
25 -inch
picture
(measured
diagonally)

modular connectors, experimental

parts and battery power source.
Gives you immediate "hands on"
experience with your very first lesson.
You also build and keep the exclusive
Bell & Howell Schools Electro -Labs
electronics training system
To make sure you get practical experience with instruments used daily
by professionals, you build yourself a
Design Console, an Oscilloscope and a
Transistorized Meter (see details at right).
These are the three instruments you'll
work with constantly-both during your
program and thereafter.
CONSIDER THESE ADVANTAGES:
We've scheduled special
"help sessions" regularly at the Bell &
Howell Schools and in many other cities
throughout the U.S. and Canada. Top
instructors give you expert advice and
you meet other students, too.
Help Sessions

National Career Placement Center
When you complete your course, we will
help you in your search for a job in a field
of electronics that fits your background
and interests. Although we cannot
guarantee jobs to our graduates, this
placement service is available at any time
after you graduate.
Veterans' Benefits We are approved by
the state approval agency for Veterans'
Benefits. Check the box for details.
Student Financial Aid We are an eligible
institution under the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program. Check the box for details.

Bell & Howell Solid -State 25 -inch
color TV. Ultra -rectangular tube
25 inch picture measured diagonally
full 315 square inch viewing area. Solidstate modular circuitry ... 4 advanced IC's
... 100 transistors ... 72 diodes ... individual plug-in circuit boards. Special
UHF/VHF tuning features... built-in selfservice components.
Design Console Use this to rapidly
"breadboard" circuits without soldering.
Equipped with buitt-in power supply ..
test light ... speaker ... patented plug-in
modular connectors.
Oscilloscope Portable 5-inch wide band oscilloscope offers bright, sharp
screen images ... calibrated for peak -to peak voltage and time measurements ...
3 -way jacks for leads, plugs, wires.
Transistorized Meter _Combines most
desired features of vacuum -tube voltmeter and quality multimeter. Registers
current, voltage and resistance measurements on a large, easily -read dial. Features sensitive, 4 -inch, jewel -bearing
d'Arsonval meter movement.
.

.

For Free Information, Mail Card Today!
If

card has been removed, write:

An

Electronics Home Study School

OrVRV I115TITUTE OF TECHnOLOGV

oocarK

BELL

E.

HOWELL SCHOOLS

4141 Belmont. Ch,cégo. Illinois 60641
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Four -Channel Firms Up

LEONARD FELDMAN

Trends in Tape Machines
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HERMAN BURSTEIN

Trends in Record Playing
Equipment

Here are the state -of -the-

art options available
to go quadraphonic now

49

JULIAN D. HIRSCH

BY LEONARD FELDMAN

Trends in Speakers

.

51

VICTOR BROCINER

,POPULAR ELECTRONICS

ex-

amines the state of high-fidelity components as we move
into 1974. Where it has been,
where it is at, and where it is
going are explored by audio
experts.
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TO PARAPHRASE Charles Dickens, the
year 1973 was the best of times, and it
was the worst of times-at least as far as
quadraphonic sound reproduction was

concerned. After three years of flurried
activity, partisan promotion of a variety of
4 -channel formats, and sales of a variety
of program -source material and component equipment, some measure of stability
has come to this newest home entertainment sound medium. At the same time,
some conflicts, ambiguities, and redundancies continue to exist in both the software and the hardware currently available
to the consumer.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

Records. In the U.S., the number of
available discs issued by Columbia and
other companies utilizing the SQ'''" matrix
encoding technique is greater than that
of all other matrixed discs combined.
The most recently issued of these display
a growing understanding of the musically
satisfying effects that can be engineered
into such discs. Engineers have learned
to take advantage of the desirable characteristics of SQ-full left -to-right separation, stereo compatibility, etc.-and to
steer clear of its inherent limitations such
as disappearance of center -rear vocalists
in mono playback and minimal front -torear separation. Second- and third -generation playback decoding equipment has
also helped to overcome some of the limitations imposed by the SQ encoding
technique.
There still exists a battle between SQ
and other matrix techniques, such as Sansui's QS or RM (Regular Matrix). In Japan,
the RM format appears on more discs
than does any other system, and the QS
variation is popular and dominant. Even
in the U.S., many records are available
using this matrix and more are released
or imported each month.
The availability of more than one kind
of matrix has complicated matters. Manufacturers of amplifiers and receivers
have been forced to incorporate a selector switch and associated circuitry in
their equipment to vary playback to suit
individual disc requirements.
Though a late entry in the 4 -channel
disc race, the CD -4, or "Quadradisc," discrete record developed by JVC and RCA
promises to constitute yet another major
factor in disc competition. For all its faltering starts and problems, CD -4 discs
currently being released seem to have
substantially improved. There is little
doubt that the "discrete" disc is here to
stay because so long as matrix systems
claim to provide virtually the same separation capability as discrete 4 -channel
program sources, there will be listeners
and manufacturers who will not settle for
"virtually" if the real thing can be
obtained.
When RCA introduced the Quadradisc,
later than they had hoped from a competitive viewpoint, matrixed discs were
already widely accepted. Were it not for
the desire to get into the marketplace
before it was too late, more sober judgDECEMBER
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ment might have induced RCA to wait
until all the technological problems were
solved. But now the Quadradisc is a viable

competitor.
Tapes. In spite of the fact that 4 -channel sound can be recorded on open -reel
machines with relative ease, the tape format has hardly taken the listening public
by storm.. The relative paucity of prerecorded open -reel 4 -channel tapes has not
helped much either. The rapid improvement in cassette deck performance has

prompted open -reel machine producers
to confine their products to the high -price
category, where comparative audible
superiority can still be achieved. Certainly, top-of -the -line Sony/Superscope and
Teac 4 -channel open -reel decks are
nearly professional studio recorders, but
how many audiophiles are ready to invest
the kind of money these machines cost
to get the very "purest" kind of 4 -channel sound available?
The 0-8 cartridge, another RCA first;
is in plentiful supply, but hardware manufacturers have not kept up with technological progress; the average 8 -track
tape player has just about the same poor
signal-to-noise ratio and frequency response capability that have been its
limitations from the beginning. That these
machines rarely offer recording capability
(there are only a few models that can be
MONO

L°1

MONO

(A)

L
AÍiR

TAPE
HEAD

7////!l.//////
/7/7/7/

7////////N

!////

'7777/7

C

o

__>

BIL
I,R

(B)

Fig. 1. To maintain compatibility, 4 -channel
system would have all four tracks arranged
to pass over single tape -head gap in mono (A)
and two gaps in stereo (B) cassette head.

used for both recording and playing
back) has also limited their popularity.
Cassette decks should have been a
"natural" for 4 -channel use, but manufacturers have steered clear of the new
sound for another reason. All cassette
41
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tapes. Worse, if such a cassette were
played on a stereo machine, the listener
would hear the two front channels only
recorder manufacturers are licensed by when
playing side A. If he then attempted
Philips Co. of Holland, the original devel- to play
side B, he would hear only the
opers. In an effort to popularize the cas- rear
channels playing backwards!
sette, Philips has always insisted that all
To retain the total compatibility insisted
cassettes and all cassette decks be com- upon, Philips
has suggested that the total
patible with each other. Thus, the mono number of
tracks be increased to eight,
machine head and tape have their tracks with four
being used in each direction.
and gaps arranged as shown in Fig. 1(A),
Manufacturers and tape duplicators, alwhile stereo machines and tapes have the
ready plagued with the extremely narrow
track arrangement shown in (B). A mono tracks of a
cassette, have until recently
machine playing a stereo cassette will unanimously
resisted this suggestion.
play the "sum" of both left and right
Further reduction in track width, besides
stereo channels in each direction, while causing
severe alignment problems,
a stereo machine playing a mono -recordwould again degrade the hard -fought -for
ed cassette will simply reproduce the
signal-to-noise ratio of tapes and the
same program in each channel. In both
reasonably good frequency response now
cases, two -direction use of the cassette
available with the better cassette decks.
is possible.
Much of the noise reduction achieved by
If four quadraphonic channels were to the
Dolby noise reduction system used in
be recorded in one direction using the
many cassette recorders would be offset
presently available four tracks of a cas- by such new
standards for quadraphonic
sette, playing time would be halved, as cassettes. Still, 4
-channel sound must and
is the case with open -reel 4 -channel
will come to cassettes. Already, JVC has
SPECIAL
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Fig. 2. First -generation quadraphonic

hookups used separate decoder connected to the tape monitor lacks of the existing stereo
system.
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announced the production of a machine
that follows the 8 -track Philips suggestion. How soon tape duplicating companies will solve the problems implicit in
reduced track width is anyone's guess.
FM Broadcasting. Since all matrixed
records are basically "2 -channel" discs,
it has been possible from the outset to
broadcast such recordings over the air
via stereo FM. The same kind of decoder
that extracts four program channels from
matrix discs at home works for the decoding of quadraphonic broadcasts, and
it works well. Some 200 stations around
the country devote all or part of their
broadcast days to quadraphonic programming, and more are joining the ranks
weekly as the amount of available matrix -encoded music increases.
Because Quadradiscs employ a super audible pair of carriers, at frequencies
ranging from 20,000 Hz to 45,000 Hz, as
part of their complex groove modulation,
these records cannot be directly broadcast over FM at the present time. To

SPECIAI

broadcast them, it would be necessary to
first decode them through a CD -4 demodulator and then to send out the four
decoded signals using an as yet unapproved transmission system. The Federal
Communications Commission and an
industry committee called NQRC are
currently studying no less than 10 methods for doing just this. Among the proponents are RCA, GE, Zenith, and
Motorola, all of whose "systems" are
variations of a method first proposed by
Louis Dorren whose company, Quadracast Systems, Inc., has been at the forefront of 4 -channel research for more than
three years.
Dorren's system is also one of those
being considered by the FCC and NQRC.
Judging by past performance (it took
more than three years to approve the 2 channel broadcast system), it is not likely
that approval and standardization of a
discrete 4 -channel FM system will be
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combination decoder/amplifier reduced the number of electronic
components required-unless you want to add CD -4 disc playing capability.
F.g. 3. A
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for that arrangement and now want discrete disc sound, you still need a separate demodulator "accessory" as shown

forthcoming for some time to come. Experiments with Dorren's system conducted in 1971 on the West Coast proved
that it worked well. All other systems will
be field tested under controlled conditions (now slated for early 1974). Reams
of data will have to be analyzed by the
FCC and such problems as compatibility,
further degrading signal-to-noise ratios,
and possible adjacent -channel interference will have to be thoroughly explored.
The continued use of FM by SCA services (background music and other private subscriber services) must also be
considered since most of the proposed
quadraphonic broadcast systems involve
changes in those services as well.
Fortunately, all of the proposed systems will lend themselves to adaptation
using present FM tuner designs, plus the
inevitable "outboard" accessory decoder.

in Fig. 3.

Equipment. In the four years since
quadraphonic sound was introduced, four
generations of equipment have come to
pass. The earliest products were matrix
decoders that easily connected to an
existing stereo system as shown in Fig.
2. Early enthusiasts ended up with an
extra pair of speakers, a second stereo
amplifier, and the decoder of their choice.
If there seemed to be too many knobs
even for the inveterate twirler, it was
small price to pay for the joys of "surround sound."
Such decoders were quickly followed
by amplifier/decoder combinations. But
that was before the introduction of CD -4
discrete 4 -channel records; if you opted

The first integrated receivers were
merely tuners plus twin stereo amplifiers.
Later, receivers sported switch positions
for built-in SQ decoding and a variety of
other matrix decoding schemes. In late
1972, Lafayette Radio Electronics introduced the Model LR-4000 receiver, the
first high-powered unit of its type to include SQ decoding plus full dual -logic
circuitry in an all -in -one receiver.
Logic circuitry simply senses channel
dominance
and
enhances
apparent
audible separation of channels, when
matrixed discs are played. While all current matrix systems provide four distinctly
different program channels even in their
simplest configurations, the ability of a
matrix decoder to pinpoint sound sources
is somewhat limited. This, in turn, makes
the optimum "listening position" in the
room more critical. The various "logic
circuits" now available in third- and even
fourth -generation quadraphonic equipment attempt to solve these problems
with "gain -riding" circuits that emphasize the dominant channel and/or decrease the loudness of the other channels
(or increase
instantaneous
channel
separation).
Good logic circuitry is often more complex and more expensive than the basic
matrix decoding circuits themselves. As
the time approached for the introduction
of the 1973-1974 crop of quadraphonic
receivers, manufacturers hoped that such
circuitry would have been reduced to
IC's at low cost and that they would offer
matrix plus logic plus CD -4 in receivers

Teac's Model 2340 tape recorder both records
and plays back in discrete 4 -channel format.

Pioneer's Model QX-747 receiver features RM
and basic SQ decoders and CD -4 demodulator.
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priced in a range consumers could afford. Unfortunately, the IC's were not
ready on time. So, the latest receivers
include CD -4 demodulation facilities and
a variety of matrix -decoding options, but
they do not include logic circuitry. Those
receivers that have logic circuits generally do not have built-in CD -4 demodulators. The demodulator circuitry is also
scheduled to be translated into inexpensive IC's, but their use is still about a
year off. In summary, we know of no
quadraphonic receiver that contains CD 4 facilities, matrix decoder, and full logic.
Many of the new receivers offer power strapping facilities, an idea designed to
coax reluctant buyers into purchasing a
2/4 -channel receiver that performs at full
capacity whether operated in the 2- or
the 4 -channel mode. In the earlier quadraphonic receivers, if you wanted to revert
to stereo listening, you simply turned
down the volume to the rear speakersand cut the power capability of the receiver in half! In power -strapping amplifiers and receivers, a switch enables you
to parallel connect the four amplifiers
into two pairs, each of which produces
more than double the power of a single
quadraphonic channel.
In general, the new quadraphonic receivers offer considerably less power per
channel (within a given price category)
than did their stereo predecessors, which
presents speaker selection problems.
Most popular speaker systems are low efficiency, air -suspension or acoustic
suspension types that require fairly large
amounts of driving power to produce
reasonably loud sound levels. With lower powered receivers, the rule rather than
the exception in 4 -channel gear, speaker
Lafayette's LR-4000 has two synthesizers
and full -logic SQ, but no CD -4 demodulator.
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manufacturers are attempting to devise
small, more efficient enclosures.
Phono Cartridges. Quadradiscs contain frequencies of up to 45,000 Hz, while
nearly all stereo phono cartridges roll off
at 20,000 Hz or less. So, if you are planning to listen to discrete 4 -channel discs,
you will need a specially designed cartridge (stereo compatible, of course). Because of their specially shaped stylus
tips and other critical requirements, the
4 -channel cartridges are more expensive
than their stereo counterparts. Demodulators, on the other hand, are no more
expensive than top-quality matrix decoders with built-in logic; prices are likely to
come down as the complex circuitry required for CD -4 demodulation is reduced
to IC form. The availability of such IC's
from one domestic and one foreign
source has already been announced.

Headphones. Before you conclude that
headphones can be used only
by mutants with four ears, listen to them.
Quadraphonic phones may not offer the
same sonic perspective you would get
from four corner -positioned loudspeakers,
but they afford front and rear sensations
that are beyond anything you have ever
heard from stereo headphones. Variation from model to model is great, and
one's ear shape, hearing, and a host of
other unexplored factors will undoubtedly
determine which kind of 4 -channel
phones are best for a given individualwhich is more or less the same sort of
problem you would encounter when
choosing a speaker system.
4 -channel

"Vario matrix"

in Sansui's QRX-3500 offers
SQ separation, but no CD -4.

improved QS and
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a quarter of a century has
"I gone than
by since the first home tápe re-

corder made its debut. Judging from the
flurry of current design activity, the tape
recorder is a long way from becoming
a "settled" device. Today, differences
among tape recorders tend to rival their
similarities. But one thing is an incontrovertible fact: today's machines are a
distinct breed from those produced only
few years ago.
To help provide a perspective on what
tends to be a bewildering situation, we
will be commenting upon what appear to
be the chief trends in features offered
and the state of the art achieved in tape
recorders. Our main concern will be with
high-fidelity equipment.
a

Cassette Recorders. Six years ago,
even the very best cassette recorders
suffered from inordinate noise, appreciable wow and flutter, high distortion, and
deficient treble response. Today's machines, by contrast, are true high-fidelity
decks.
With the aid of noise reduction circuitry, a substantial number of cassette
decks meet or exceed the minimum requirement for good S/N ratio performance, running as high as 60-63 dB. An
important share of the credit belongs to
improved recording tapes. But much of
the credit for quiet performance must be
given to improved tape recorder electronics, particularly to the various noise
reduction systems now in popular use.
In the early days, tape recorders that
46

operated at 71/2 ips were lucky to reach
out to 8000 Hz on the high end. Considering that each halving of speed
theoretically roughly halves the upper
frequency limit, assuming constant S/N
and distortion, it is little short of fantastic
to find that today's better cassette decks
maintain almost flat response out to
14,000 Hz (some to 16,000 Hz) at only
17/8

ips.

Treble response, particularly with chromium dioxide tape, can be extended well
beyond 15,000 Hz, but at the cost of reduced signal-to-noise ratio. Manufacturers on the whole appear to be foregoing
super-extended treble response in favor
of giving the listener the satisfying quietness of 60 dB or more S/N.
With increasing frequency, cassette
decks are offering features usually the
hallmark of open -reel decks. New cassette deck features that were once the
province of open -reel recorders include:
hysteresis motors, separate capstan and
reel -driving motors, reverse operation,
separate record and playback heads for
tape monitoring. Cassette decks have
also led the way with such features as:
noise -reduction circuits, switches for
varying bias (and often record equalization and bias current to accommodate
various tape formulations), memory index
counters that permit the cassette to be
automatically rewound to a desired place
on the tape.

The 4-Channel View. Because of the
undecided state of affairs existing in 4POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

channel sound, not much has been done
to promote this new medium for tape
recorders. Many recorders offer only
stereo facilities. A few open -reel decks
are designed for full 2 -channel flexibility
and offer playback-but not record-fa-
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ratio. True, a cartridge track is narrower
than a cassette track, which reduces the
S/N ratio somewhat, but the difference
in track width is not all that great, and
the faster speed should provide the necessary compensation.

Other Developments. In the tape recorder area, other developments, trends,
or even lack of trends seem noteworthy:
Frequency Response. At 7V2 ips, a
number of open -reel machines are excellent in this respect, many virtually flat
to at least 20,000 Hz and a few going
out past 25,000 Hz. At 33/4 ips, some of
today's machines are flat out to 15,000
Hz or better. However, at 17/8 ips, none
of the open -reel machines can vie with
the cassette deck's performance. Typically, open -reel decks drop off beyond
8000 Hz or so at 17/8 ips.
Reverse Operation. A substantial numTandberg Series 3300X has crossfield heads.

cilities for 4 -channel tapes. Some decks
both record and play 2- and 4 channel material. But none of the open reel machines currently on the market
offer a matrix facility which would permit
4 -channel material to be conveyed on
two tracks.
There are several matrix decoders
which could apparently be used with
either quadraphonic (SQT" or QS) discs
or with two -track tapes made from such
discs. Conceivably, encoders might eventually appear as auxiliary and built-in
components.
At this point, it is clear that the eight track cartridge system has a natural advantage for 4 -channel use. Four tracks
could be used in each direction for discrete 4 -channel sound. There are signs
that eight -track machines might fulfill
part of their destiny in 4 -channel sound.
A very few cartridge machines now permit
4 -channel recording and playback in both
directions, while a greater number operate conventionally in stereo and permit
4 -channel playback. Most machines, however, still ignore 4 -channel reproduction.
Considering that cartridges operate at
twice the speed of cassettes, they should
be able to offer high fidelity performance
in terms of frequency response and S/N

ber of open -reel decks operate in both
directions, but there are a great many
that do not. Apparently, this feature has

can
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Advent 201 has Dolby, tape/bias switching.

become a popular option but is not on
the way to becoming "standard." Most
decks that offer this feature provide it
only for playback. Even though more
heads are needed, reverse operation is
also desirable for recording. Perhaps
manufacturers will hear our plea for reversing operation during recording.
Signal -To -Noise Ratio. At 71/2 ips, a
goodly number of open -reel decks offer
55 dB or better S/N. Few decks provide
figures as high as 70 dB; those that do
are among the very best available.
47
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Noise Reduction Systems. While Dolby
and other noise reduction systems are
strong in the cassette area, open -reel

equipment is lagging behind. Obviously,
owing to the lower speed and narrower
track widths, the cassette deck is in most
need of noise reduction circuitry. However, we forsee that noise reduction systems will eventually become as popular
in open -reel equipment as they are in
cassette decks.
Crossfield Heads. It has been some
time since the introduction of the cross field head that is placed opposite the
record head, with the tape passing between the two. Audio current is supplied
to the record head, and bias current is
fed to the crossfield head. Thus, the
tendency of bias current to erase the
high frequencies is substantially reduced,
permitting better treble response and
higher S/N. If it proves to be more economical at the higher tape speeds than
the Dolby noise reduction system in yielding superior S/N, more open -reel decks
will likely contain fhe crossfield head.
Switchable Bias: The variety of tapes
on the market calls for different bias currents, recording equalization, and audio
drive current to achieve optimum performance. Many cassette decks provide
switches for changing bias and often
equalization and drive current. There is
still a small but definite trend to provide
switching in open -reel decks, but as yet,
the going is slow.
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Sony TC-228 cartridge record/playback deck.

Long -Life Heads: These generally have
the term "ferrite" in their description.
While conventional heads are supposed
to yield about 2000 hours of good service,
ferrite heads are claimed to last up to
200,000-if some claims are to be be48

lieved. An increasing number of tape
machines boast these heads. However,
considering the number of high -quality
machines that do not use ferrite heads,
it is possible that some of the non -ferrite
heads have been improved in their life
spans-at least one hopes so.
Peak -Indicating Meters: While VU meters appear to be professional looking
devices, most do not indicate peak transient signal level. Most VU meters-assuming that they are VU meters-indicate
average signal levels. Consequently, it
takes some sixth sense to set up meterequipped decks for optimum record
levels. To circumvent the disadvantage
of the average -indicating VU meter, some
manufacturers have introduced the peak indicating meter that allows the user to
adjust recording levels so that peak signals will not overload the tape. Another
approach is to provide a conventional
averaging meter with a light that flashes
whenever the peak signal level exceeds
a preset acceptable distortion
level.
Hopefully, we will be seeing more decks
with the peak-indication feature.
Wow and Flutter. As mentioned earlier,
wow and flutter figures for good hi-fi
cassette decks are generally much better
than 0.25 percent. With respect to open reel machines, all high -quality decks now
specify wow and flutter at below 0.1 percent; a number are specified at about
0.05 percent; and at least one specifies
0.01 percent:
Miscellaneous. In many tape recorders
are found such features as sound -on sound, automatic shutoff, pause control,
echo, and monitoring facilities. A fair
number permit the mixing of one highlevel and one microphone input on each
channel, and one provides mixing facilities for up to four microphones or highlevel inputs.
A few decks-but in increasing numbers now-permit true sound -with -sound
recordings, providing facilities for using
one channel of the record head as a
playback head.
In connection with cassette decks, we
note the appearance of the automatic
changer, similar in function to the automatic record changer. Finally, there is a
new breed of "combination" tape deck
that attempts to be all things to a user:
combination open -reel, cassette, and/or
eight -track cartridge machine.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World
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BY JULIAN D. HIRSCH,

years, an interesting role
change has taken place between record changers and manual players. With
the adoption of balanced tonearms, heavy
non-ferrous platters, and provisions for
manual play of single discs, the "automatic turntable" has replaced the "record changer" in component hi-fi systems.
But even modern single-play turntables
are now equipped with integral tonearms
that shut off the motors and return to
their resting posts after playing a disc.
Some will even index automatically to the
record's lead-in groove when a lever or
button is operated. Hence, today's singleplay turntables can perform any function
of an automatic turntable-except sequentially play a stack of records. Indeed, some manufacturers call them
"automatic turntables," too.
OVER the

Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

In modern record players, better isolation from motor -induced rumble and flutter is usually possible with the flexible
belt type of drive system used in most
single -play turntables. (The better automatic players achieve nearly the same
degree of over-all record-player performance with the idler -wheel system,
whose tighter coupling simplifies operation of the changing mechanism without
slippage.)
The early single -play technique of using the inertia of a heavy platter to reduce motor -induced flutter and rumble
is still used in many of the finest single play and automatic turntables. An equally
effective approach uses a small lightweight synchronous motor to drive a very
light platter. Operating at 300 to 600
rpm, the motor has very little rumble
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automatic changer

Dual 701 automatic single -play
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concentrates its energy at sub audible frequencies.
Electronic drive systems are used in
some of the finest single -play turntables,
offering a convenient method of operating
a low -speed motor that is immune to line
voltage and frequency changes and provides a vernier control for adjusting
speed. Perhaps the ultimate development
is the direct -drive system used in a few of
the most expensive turntables. A special
motor operates at the desired 33 1/3 or
45 rpm speed. The platter is mounted
directly on the shaft of the motor, and the
rumble and flutter are reduced to almost
unmeasurable levels.
and

Tonearms and Cartridges. Most tone arms are designed according to the same
time-proven principles. At one end is the
cartridge at an offset angle, while the other
end is supported by low -friction pivots.
A counterweight balances the arm to a
level position, and the desired tracking
force is set by a spring or sliding weight.
Anti -skating compensation is applied by
a spring, weight, or magnetic repulsion
system. Most of the differences between
tonearms are a result of the level of
precision used in their manufacture.
Another important factor is tonearm
mass. Low mass is essential with high compliance cartridges to avoid audio -

frequency resonances that could interfere with tracking warped discs or
aggravate acoustic feedback from loudspeakers.
A few tonearms have been designed to
carry the cartridge along the radial path

,
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Looking Ahead. We can see clear
trends in automatic and single -play turntables. Both will continue their overlapping processes. Electronic drive systems and direct-drive turntables will
become more wide -spread in higher
priced equipment. There will be more integrated record players in which the cartridge is included in the overall design
for optimum performance.
Radial tonearms will continue to hold
their place, but without significant expansion. New cartridge designs will emphasize CD -4 operation. In all, we are
confident that 1974's record playing equipment will be even better than the standards set in 1973.
O
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followed by the recording cutter instead
of in an arc as is the case with the conventional pivoted arm. Absent with radial
arms is even the negligible tracking error of well -designed pivoted arms, and
no skating effect exists. These tonearms
are relatively bulky and expensive, and
they cannot be used with all turntables.
Another tonearm is available with a
pivoted offset that results in little or no
tracking error.
The phono cartridge has been dramatically improved in recent years. The
trend in modern cartridges is toward reducing moving mass in increasing compliance to obtain good performance at
low tracking forces. As this process is
carried to its limits, a cartridge becomes
more fragile and expensive, and the
tonearm's requirements become more
critical. Low moving mass, in particular,
is necessary for the extended high -frequency response needed to play CD -4
quadraphonic discs.
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Technics by
Panasonic SP1O transcription turntable
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Garrard Zero 10OC automatic changer
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BY VICTOR BROCINER
Vice President, Engineering, Stereo Products

Avid Corporation

recently, the success

UNTIL
acoustic -suspension principle

of the
seems

to have restricted speaker system designs
to a more or less uniform format. Lately,
however, a spate of new designs have
appeared. Some are elaborations of old
attempts at the unconventional, others
are modern versions of systems used in
the past, and a few appear to be truly
novel. In all, an impressive improvement
has taken place in the tone quality and
accuracy of speaker systems during the
past few years.

New Speaker Concepts. In a concert
hall, most of the sound energy that reaches a listener's ears has been reflected
by one or more walls. The ear accurately
locates the sound source by distinguishing between the different arrival times of
the direct and reflected sound waves.
When listening to reproduced sound in
a home, most of the sound energy heard
is also reflected. However, because of
the room's smaller size, the reflected
energy is not delayed nearly as much as
it is in a concert hall. Proponents of the
reflected sound principle claim that increasing the ratio of reflected to direct
sound improves realism and reduces
hardness during reproduction.
Several speaker system designs provide 360° horizontal sound distribution
with multiple speakers aimed in different
directions, reflectors, or specially designed enclosure/speaker setups. But
truly omnidirectional sound requires full
coverage in both the horizontal and vertical planes. This is accomplished in designs that approximate a radiating sphere
where the speakers are mounted on the
flat surfaces of the polyhedron that makes
up the sphere.
DECEMBER 1973

Some designers feel that only a small
fraction of the sound actually heard
should be aimed directly at the listener.
They state that the major portion of the
sound would best be reflected from the
wall behind the speaker system, originating from a number of loudspeakers
mounted on the rear walls of the speaker
cabinet. (This is the tack that Bose took
in designing its speaker system in which
a large number of identical speakers are
used to cover the entire audio spectrum.
The irregularities of each speaker are
claimed to be cancelled out by the other
speakers to produce a smooth, flat fre-

quency response. The system also employs an electronic equalizer.)
Various means are used to obtain wideangle distribution with speaker systems
that are essentially front -radiating and
intended for use against a wall. The most
obvious and simplest means to accomplish this is to use speakers that are inherently capable of uniform distribution
within their frequency ranges. But this is
not easy to achieve. So the trend is to-

Cavity behind BIC venturi's woofer tapers
into duct that opens into listening room.
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ward the use of multiple tweeters aimed
in different directions.
A new design uses five dynamic
speakers-each for a separate frequency
range-on a flat baffle. A dividing network equalizes their on -axis responses
with special compensation for on -axis
time -delay distortion to keep all phase
relationships coherent.
A variety of interesting innovations in
speaker driver designs have appeared
in recent years. For example, the Heil Air
Motion Transducer uses a rectangular
diaphragm which is a thin plastic film
with "printed circuit" conductors, folded
accordion fashion, and suspended in a
magnetic field. Audio -frequency currents
in the conductors cause alternate folds of
the diaphragm to move closer while the
other folds spread apart. This squeezes

of the cone are so coordinated that the
wave reaches the edge of the cone just
as the horizontally spreading wave from
the voice coil reaches a circle on an
imaginary cylinder through the cone's rim.
The Magneplanar is an electrodynamic
counterpart of the full -range electrostatic
speaker; it measures 6 ft by 4 ft by 1
in. Woofers and tweeters both have
stretched thin Mylar diaphragms that
carry "voice coils" of closely spaced con-

ductors positioned in a magnetic field.
Like the diaphragm of the Heil reproducer, these diaphragms are driven over
a large part of their surfaces and have
less tendency to "break up" into vibrational modes than do cones driven at
their apices.
In spite of the advent of the new
dynamic drivers that are claimed to offer
the virtues of the electrostatic driver,
the latter is still solidly with us. It is
usually assigned middle -register and
high -frequency duty, in conjunction with
a conventional woofer.
Ceramic tweeters (or "super tweeters")
for reproducing the extreme highs are a
recent novelty. One spherical -surface
tweeter, claimed to provide uniform angular distribution, is used in a full -range
electrostatic reproducer. Not to be overlooked are the tremendously improved
woofers, midrange drivers, and tweeters
of more conventional design. A great deal
has been learned in recent years about
design, materials, and quality control in
large -quantity production.
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Called "the last loudspeaker" by Ohm Acoustics, the Model F employs a Walsh driver.

air out of one side and sucks in air on
the other side of the diaphragm as the
signal varies. The diaphragm is exceedingly light, and efficiency is relatively high.
A Walsh -licensed reproducer is another
unconventional design. The cone of this
speaker has a very small included angle.
At frequencies above the piston range,
the motion of the voice coil produces a
wave that travels outward toward the
cone's rim where it is absorbed. Essentially, this happens with all cones, but in
the Walsh design, the material and shape
52

Woofers and Their Enclosures. There
"different" designs
in woofer/enclosure combinations to
challenge the supremacy of the acoustic suspension woofer. The "new" designs
are almost without exception modern
versions of devices originated many years
ago. For one thing, bass reflex enclosures
are back to provide greater efficiency, extended bass range (or both), lower distortion, and new woes. The basic principle
is unquestionably valid-if very careful
attention is given to enclosure design.
The passive -radiator design replaces
the auxiliary opening of the vented enclosure with a second cone that is elastically suspended and mechanicallynot electrically-driven by the air pressure in the box.
Also available are enclosures that act
has been a rebirth of

POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

as tuned pipes (folded horns) to "load"
the speaker over certain frequency
ranges. The modern versions of this design (it goes back some 25 years) are
smaller than their forebears. A physically
similiar design is the transmission -line,
or untuned pipe, system. With sufficient
absorption in the pipe and suitable acoustic termination, this design is claimed
to resistively load the woofer, absorbing
the back wave without raising the basic
resonant frequency of the loudspeaker.
A truly signficant development has
taken place in the design of closed -box
and vented enclosures. With the aid of
computers, enclosure dimensions can be
optimized for any given speaker, particularly for low -frequency drivers whose
enclosures must at all costs be optimized.

What To Expect In 1974. Predictions
speaker system trends over a one-year
period of time are risky, but certain
in
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which all of the parameters w'll contribute
to performance, rather than to the fads
and personal preferences and prejudices
of the designer.
Automated testing procedures will permit a complete performance check of
each speaker system manufactured-at
less cost than the rather sketchy techniques heretofore employed.. This will eliminate the human testing error and assure
greater production uniformity in samemodel systems.
Still more attention will be paid to the
speaker system/listening environment/
listener combination as a system, rather
than the speaker system as a single unrelated element.
Quadraphonic reproduction poses the
problem of locating lour speaker systems
in a room without detracting from the

4,,
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The ESS amtl (left) employs a Heil Air Motion transformer. Bose 901 with equalizer (rear)
and lower -cost 501 (foreground) are shown at center. EPI Model 1000 "Tower" is at right.

trends are evident. For example, wood is
fast disappearing as the principal cabinet
material. It is rapidly being replaced by
durable vinyl -covered particle board that
has been so greatly improved that it can
be indistinguishable from wood grain.
Semi -automated V grooving machines
and other advanced production techniques afford economical cabinetry that is
expected to dominate the field. "Value
engineering" in computer -aided electrical and acoustic design should result in
highly optimized systems designs in
DECEMBER

1973

decor. This might put considerably more
pressure on manufacturers to emphasize
compact speaker systems in their lines.
Column -type speaker systems offer an attractive alternative to the bookshelf system; some even look like lamp tables.
Also, a decorator assist is offered in
those "picture -frame" systems that require no floor space at all, looking like an
ordinary painting or print when hung on
the wall. However, these "flat" speaker
systems do not provide the sound obtainable from traditional designs.
O
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This important job (and its big income)
is reserved for a qualified
electronics technician. It can be you!
It's a fact. There are thousands of jobs like this one
available right now for skilled electronics technicians.
What's more, these men are going to be in even greater
demand in the years ahead. But how about you? Where
do you fit into the picture? Your opportunity will never
be greater ... so act now to take advantage of it. The
first step? Learn electronics fundamentals ... develop a
practical understanding of transistors, trouble -shooting
techniques, pulse circuitry, micro -electronics, computers
and many other exciting new developments in this
growth field. Prepare yourself now for a job with a
54

... unlimited opportunity with lasting
security ... prestige and a steadily growing paycheck.
Cleveland Institute of Electronics courses have been
stepping stones to good jobs in electronics for thousands
of ambitious men. Why not join them? You can learn at
home, in your spare time, and tuition is remarkably low.
Read the important information on the facing page.
Then fill out and mail the reply card or coupon today.
We'll send you all the details and for your convenience,
we will try to have a representative call. Act now
and get your high -paying job just that much sooner.
bright future

.
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How You Can Succeed In Electronics
...Select Your Future From Seven Career Programs

The

"right" course for your career

An FCC

Cleveland Institute offers not one, but seven different and
up-to-date Electronics Home -Study Programs. Look them
over. Pick the one that is "right" for you. Then mark your
selection on the reply card or coupon and mail today. In a
few days. you will have the complete details.

License...or your money back!

The CIE courses described here will prepare you for the FCC
License specified. In fact. we are so certain of their effec-

tiveness we offer this Money -Back Warranty: when you
complete any CIE licensing course, you'll be able to pass
your FCC exam or be entitled to a full refund of all tuition
paid. This warranty is valid during the completion time
allowed for your course. You get your FCC License
or
your money back.

-

1A. Electronics Technology

A comprehensive program covering

Automation, Communications,
Computers, Industrial Controls,

CIE's AUTO -PROGRAMMED' Lessons help

Solid -State Devices, and preparation for a 1st Class FCC License.

you learn faster and easier

111

Cleveland Institute uses the new programmed learning approach. Our Auto -Programmed Lessons present facts and
concepts in small, easy-to-understano bits ... reinforce them
with clear explanations and examples. Students learn more
thoroughly and faster through this modern, simplified
method. You, too, will absorb
Tetain
advance at

Electronics Technology

with Laboratory
Includes all areas of Course 1A
including 1st Class FCC License
preparation. In addition, student
receives 161 -piece Electronics
Laboratory and 17 -lab- lessons for

Once enrolled with CIE, you will get a bimonthly listing of
high -paying, interesting jobs available with top companies
throughout the country. Many CIE graduates hold such jobs
with leading companies like American Airlines, AT&T,
General Electric, General Telephone and Electronics, IBM,
Motorola, Penn Central Railroad. Raytheon, RCA, Westing,
house and Xerox ... to name a few.

2. Broadcast Engineering
Here's an excellent studio engineer-

ing program which will get you a 1st
Class FCC License. Now includes
Video Systems, Monitors, FM Stereo
Multiplex, Color Transmitter Operation and Remote Control.

CIE Lessons are continually up -dated
All lesson books and materials from CIE are continually
revised or replaced according to the current needs of indus
try and the rapidly advancing and changing state of the art.

3. First Class FCC License
If a 1st Class FCC ticket is your goal,

this streamlined program will do the
trick and enable you to maintain
and service all types of transmitting

Approved Under G.I. Bill
All CIE career courses are approved for educational
benefits under the G.I. Bill. If you are a Veteran or in
service now, check box for G.I. Bill information.

equipment.

CIECleveland

4. Electronic Communications
Mobile Radio, Microwave and 2nd
Class FCC preparation are just a few
of the topics covered in this "compact" program. Highly recommended
for jobs with telephone companies.

6.

1776 East 17th Street Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Accredited Member Nations' Horne Study Council

1115`.`4

a,r -.

Mail coupon for 2 FREE BOOKS
Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send me your two FREE books:
1.
2.
I

Your school catalog, "Succeed in Electronics."
Your book on"How To Get a Commercial FCC License."

am especially interested in:
Electronics
Technology

Broadcast
Engineering

Electronic
Communications

Electronics
Technology
with Laboratory

First Class

Industrial Electronics
& Automation

FCC License

Electronics Engineering

Name

Age
(please print)

Address
City

State

7ip

Veterans and Servicemen:

+.:CIRCLE NO.
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Electronics Engineering

through Calculus.

Institute

of Electronics, Inc.

_

A college -level course for men
already working in Electronics ...
covers Steady -State and Transient
Network Theory, Solid -State Physics
and Circuitry, Pulse Techniques,
Computer Logic and Mathematics

...

Employment Assistance available for
all CIE students ... at no extra cost

"hands-on- experience.

5. Industrial Electronics
& Automation
Thisexciting program includes many
important subjects such as Instrumentation. Solid -State Devices used
in Pulse. Digital and power controls.

...

your own pace.

rf

5

Check here for G.I. Bill information.
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AN ELECTRONIC
SIREN

BY PAUL EISENBRANDT

For entertainment or for auto burglar alarm
WIIETHER
for use in

for sound effects purposes or

plan on using a socket with IC1; don't
try to solder the interconnecting wiring
directly to the IC's leads_ Also, during
assembly take care to properly index ICI
and observe the polarity of C.5.
After the circuit is assembled, connect
its output to the input of an audio amplifier (your hi-fi system will do fine). Turn
on the system and familiarize yourself with
the effects each potentiometer has on the
sound you hear. Setting all pots to mid -

theft alarm system, a great
many experimenters have tried to make the
electronic equivalent of a police siren.
Many designs have appeared in the past,
but very few can match the range of ad instability provided by the one shown in
the diagram.
The heart of the electronic siren is a
quad two -input gate MC717 integrated
circuit. The four gates are used in pairs
a

Siren circuit uses single quad
twc-input gate IC. Gate pairs
form two separate oscillators;
potentiometerspermitprogramming

L.I

CI
1

lo

I

a

wide range of effects.

C6

14.

ouT

1

3

PARTS LIST

CI,C2,C6-0.1 µF capacitor
C3-05-50 µF, 10-vo!t electrolytic capacitor

ICl-Motorola

+9V

to make two oscillators. One oscillator varies the frequency of the other.

Assembling the electronic siren is a
straightforward procedure. You can use a
printed circuit board of your own design,
or you can go the perforated board-and flea clip route. If you choose the latter,
58

11/C7171' or HEPC2502

Rl,R3,R5,R7,R9-680-ohm, Vi -watt resistor
R2,R4,R6,R8,R10-1-megohm potentiometer
i list. -9 -volt battery or power supply; printed circuit board or perforated phenolic
board and Ilea clips; IC socket; etc.

position should yield a sound much like
that of an air raid siren. Experiment with
the pots, and you will soon have the sound
like that of a police siren. In fact, as you
experiment with the pot settings, you u ill
find that this circuit will do a lot more than
give just siren sounds.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

How to add
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DIGI::CtOCK
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SECONDS

LECTRONIC
DIGITAL
CLOCKS

MAKE YOUR DIGITAL CLOCK
"FAIL-SAFE"
BY CALVIN DILLER

problem encountered with elecclocks that operate from
the ac power line is that they become useless if they are disconnected from the power
line for any reason, even if the disconnect
lasts for only a small portion of a second.
Once this happens, and when the power
is restored, the readouts will indicate the
wrong time and the clock must be reset.
\Vhat is needed is a power source that
will automatically take over if there is
a power -line outage and some type of
"clock" signal that closely approximates the
60-1Iz timing signal normally derived from
the power line. This should also come on
automatically (preferably without losing a
second) when the power goes off.

AMAJOR
tronic digital

and capacity to drive the load for as long
as desired. To determine the battery current required, operate the clock from the

8.5V

VOLTAGE
REG.

+5V
I

t
I

R

-----J

LOGIC
LOAD

DI

VOLT
RECHARGABLE
BATT.
5

1

Automatic Power Supply. Two possible
do power supplies are shown in Fig. I. In

normal operation, the supply delivers operating power to the clock logic and readouts, while RI supplies a small charging
current to the rechargeable battery. Diode
DI is reverse biased in this mode so that
it doesn't "see" the load. When the ac
power fails, D1 conducts and permits the
battery to carry the load. The batters,
selected should have the correct voltage
DECEMBER 1973

LOGIC
LOAD

4-1
-1-15 VOLS
15

RECHARGABLE

1

BATT

Fig. 1. Typical digital clock power supplies.
Modifications are shown in the dotted lines.
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ac power and insert a do current meter
between the regulator and the load and
record the clock current req lireme its. Add
a little to the value to be on the safe side.
Diode DI is any silicon rectifier, while the
value of RI is selected to provide the
trickle -charge current required by the battery. This value should be listed in the

I

I

I

I

I

PICK THE

250 _10%

NEAREST STANDARD
VALUE FOR RI

200
1150

loo

1>attery specifications.
50

Automatic Timer. The circuit shown in
Fig. 2 uses a 555 timer and is designed
to oscillate at 60 Hz with the values shown.

o5

Fig. 3. Use this chart to determine
value of RI (Fig. 2) when 60 -Hz reference voltage level in rms is known.

+5 TO +15V

10yF

REF1

50K

4I.2K

TO

CLOCK -4

60 -Hz
INPUT

Fig. 2. This oscillator operates at 60 Hz when
battery powered and it automatically synchronizes to the 60 -Hz power line when on.

With the addition of the two components
to pin 5, the circuit will automatically
synchronize with the 60 -Hz line frequency.
If the power fails, the 555 will continue
to oscillate at 60 Hz as long as it is supplied with do from the rechargeable battery. The system can also be changed to
operate at 50 IIz. As soon as the ac power
is restored, the 555 immediately jumps
into exact line synchronism.
The line reference signal required should
he sinusoidal and is usually obtained from
the clock's power transformer. It is referenced to ground. Measure the ac rms voltage available, and use Fig. 3 to determine
the value of RI.
The auxiliary timer can be set to exactly
60 Hz by connecting a frequency counter
to pin 3 and adjusting the potentiometer.
If you do not have access to a frequency
counter, try the phase detector scheme
shown in Fig. 4, using silicon diodes for the
bridge and any type of I5 -volt dc meter
as the indicator.
60

10
15
20
25
30
35
REFERENCE VOLTAGE -VOLTS RMS

With the rechargeable battery and auxiliary timer connected to the digital clock,
disconnect the clock from the ac line. The
readouts should still indicate the time
(showing that the rechargeable battery circuit is working), but the actual time may
start running fast or slow (showing that
the auxiliary timer is working but is not
exact). With the phase detector circuit
connected as shown in Fig. 4, note that
the voltmeter needle has a quivering motion, indicating that there is a phase (frequency) difference between the auxiliary
timer and the power line reference. Adjust
the auxiliary timer potentiometer until the
motion of the needle slows down and comes
to a stop. The auxiliary timer is now operAUX

CLOCK

TIMER

AC

POWER

LINE

-15'VOLT

METER

Fig. 4.

set the

Simple phase detector is used to
auxiliary timer to exactly 60 Hz.

ating at the power -line frequency. The
meter needle may drift about a little indicating a slow change in the free -running
frequency.

Reconnect the digital clock to the ac
power line and note that the meter needle
deflects to some point on the scale and
remains there indicating that the auxiliary
timer has locked in phase with the power
line.

.Q
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UNIVERSAL DIGITAL CLOCK
ALARM FUNCTION
BY EDWARD FRIEDMAN

popularity and availability of elecdigital clocks suggests some interesting applications and modifications of
these devices. The most obvious c range is
to add an alarm function, and this is the
purpose of the circuit shown be ow. Although this circuit is general in nature, it
will show von one approach to creating the
alarm function.
The 11C1) chata (1,2,4,8) from the tens
and unit hours and the tens of minutes are
extracted from the appropriate digital
counters. The data from each digit goes to
a 4 -bit comparator (7485) which is wired
to produce a positive -going output (at pin
6) when the counter input data exactly
snatches the switch -selected values of the

Thetronic

desired alarm lime.
Let us assume you wish the alarm to
sound at 07:30. The hours -tens switch is

left closed (off); the hours -ones switches
are all opened (on) except "8" (1+2+4=
7); and the minute -tens switch :3 is opened.
It should be noted that with the exception of the minute -tens digit, the standard
1-2-4-8 code is used. The minute -tens digit
must reset to 0 after a count of 5, and the
output of this modulo-6 counter is coded

If the switches are set as just described,
at exactly 07:30, all three 7485's will have
positive outputs. If the "alarm" switch is
turned -on", this data will appear at the
three -input AND gate (7411) which then
produces an output signal for as long as the
switch settings are appropriate. In this case,
the alarm will remain on for 10 minutes, or
until the "alarm" switch is turned off.
The output of the 7411 can 1>e used to
drive an npn transistor using a couple of

Four comparators combine

the clock digit counters
with switch -selected inputs
and, when the combination
is correct, an output is
developed to sound alarm.

1-.14
MIN

TENS
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hundred ohms in series with the base. The
load for this transistor can be a lamp, LED,
buzzer, or other audible alarm device. A
relay can be used as the collector load, with

this relay driving almost any type of alarm.
You can also use this output to drive an
SCR or Triac if higher driving power is

required.

Q

ALARM SYSTEM FOR THE
11
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
"LOW-COST DIGITAL CLOCK"
BY DAVID G. REESE

oNE good addition

to most electronic
digital clocks is an alarm system. The
alarm described here was specifically designed for use with the "Low -Cost Digital
Clock" described in POPULAR ELECTRONICS
Including ELECTRONICS WORLD in March
197:3. The complete circuit is shown in the
schematic. It uses three low-cost, readily
available TTL logic IC's; a 6 -position, 3 pole rotary switch; a 10 -position, 4 -pole
rotary switch; a spst switch; and a corn -

mercial tone alarm. The power can be derived from the original clock. Switch Si
selects. the tens of minutes, switch S2 selects the unit hours, and S3 selects the
tens of hours.
For example, assume you want an 07::30
alarm. Set S3 to 0, S2 to 7, and Si to :3.
When the 7430 gate has the correct levels
on its eight inputs, it will cause the alarm
to sound for a ten-minute interval until
07:40, if it is not turned off by S4.
OO
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Product
Test Reports
TEAC MODEL 450 CASSETTE TAPE DECK
(A Hirsch -Houck Labs Report)

TILE

Teac Model 450 departs from the
conventional format for cassette recorders in that its major operating controls are
on the front panel where they are most
likely viewed and operated from eve level.
The tape cassette, however, loads from the
top in the conventional manner. The transport's control levers, legended on both the
top and front panels, can be operated from
the front or above. If installed on the shelf,
the recorder requires only
of vertical
space. The 1711 in. by 101 in. by 7 iii.
Model 450 weighs 21 pounds. It conies complete with wooden end plates and a sneaky
plastic dustcover at a retail price of $400.

fl
rm7,_

21,31t_

9r

General Description. The recorder's outer rotor hysteresis synchronous motor and
heavy flywheel provide unusually low flutter
claimed by Teac to 1w less than 0.07 percent.
The light -pressure transport keys control
cassette ejection, recording interlock, rewind, play, fast forward, stop, and pause
functions. Below the three -digit index counter is a row of red lights that glow sequentially to indicate both the direction and
speed of tape movement.
The front panel of the deck is dominated
by two large illuminated \'U meters that
are similar in size and performance to those
used on Teac's open -reel machines. A light emitting diode flashes when peak recording
levels exceed +3 \'U; another LED serves
as a recording indicator.
Three pairs of slide -type potentiometers
are Used to control microphone and lisle input gains and playback output levels. Inputs
from dynamic microphones (150-600 ohms
impedance) can be mixed with the line inputs during recording. The two phone -jack
mike inputs and a stereo headphone jack
are located on the panel to the left of the
VU meters. Above these controls are five
DECEMBER
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toggle. -type switches and a pushbutton
power switch. Two of the toggle switches
are used to select- bias and equalization, both
recording and playback, for NORMAL and
xlcx energy ferric -oxide and chromiumdioxic e tape formulations. (The new 70 ¡is
playback equalization characteristic is used
for chromium -dioxide tape to yield the
best signal-to-noise ratio.)
One of the toggle switches controls the
built-in Dolby Noise Reduction System. A
DOLBY FM Copy switch adds unique flexibility to the \lodel 450, allow ing a DDlbv-ized
FM broadcast to be recorded "as recessed"
while passing it through the recorder's noisereduction circuits on its way to the playback
output jacks. The broadcast can thus he
heard with its full dynamic range and correct frequency response, even if no recorcling is made. Later, when the tape is played
back throng the Dolby system, it will also
be heard cinder optimum eilnditions.
\\'hen the DOL1;Y FM 'rnrY switch is on,
the front panel recording level controls are
replaced by two screwdriver -type adjustments located on the rear of the deck. Once
these have been set for the correct meter indications, using the test tones that are periodically broadcasted by FM stations using
the Dolby system, there is no need to repeat
1
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the process or to disturb the normal recording level control settings each time an
off -the-air recording is made.
The remaining toggle switch, labe ed
TIMER,
IEH, allows an off-the -air recording to be
made in the absence of an operator. With
an PM tuner plugged into the deck's
switched ac accessory outlet, the recorder is
connected to a clock timer. It is placed in
the record mode, with the PAUSE control,
TINIER, and POWER switches activated.
\Vhen the timer applies power to the system, there is a short delay to allow the
tuner to stabilize. Then the PAUSE control
releases and the recording is made. When
the tape runs out, the mechanism disengages automatically and switches off the
power to the recorder.
In the rear of the recorder are the line
inputs and two pairs of outputs, as well as a
DIN connector and the uoc.nv FM calibration pots. A well in the top of the deck holds
up to six cassettes without their cases.

Dolby circuits tracked well, affecting the
overall frequency response by less than 2
dB.

A line input of 73 mV (or microphone input of 0.16 n\') was needed for a 0 -VU
recording level. The corresponding playback output was 380 -mV. The recording
level indicator began to glow at +4 VU.
This tape recorder has considerable recording "headroom." The distortion at 0 VU
was only 1.2-1.7 percent (depending on the
tape used). To reach the standard :3 -percent THD reference level, ferric -oxide and
chromium -dioxide tapes had to be recorded
at +7 VU and +5 VU, respectively. The
unweighted S/N ratio, referred to 3 -percent
harmonic distortion, was between 55 and 56
d13 with both ferric -oxide and chromium dioxide type recording tapes. At maximum
gain, the microphone preamplifiers increased the noise level by 27 dB, but at a
more normal 3 mV (for 0 VU output), there
was no increase in noise over the line inputs.
The tape speed was very accurate, within
0.1 percent of the correct value. In the fast forward and rewind functions, a C-60 cassetie wound from end to end in 92 seconds.
Using a Philips flutter test tape, the flutter
measured out at 0.19 percent, but since the
tape was rated with a residual flutter of 0.2
percent, this figure has little meaning. The
combined record/playback flutter was 0.11
percent, which tends to confirm the machine's impressive 0.06 -percent weighted
flutter specification.
Headphone Volume was good, appreciably higher than we have found is the case
with most cassette decks. The ballistic characteristics of the \'U meters were excellent.
The meters indicated within
dB of the
correct value on tone -burst test signals. This
is considerably better than we have found
with other meters in most home tape recorders, open -reel or cassette.

Laboratory Measurements. The playback
frequency response with a Nortronics No.
AT200 test tape was -±1.5 dB from 55 Hz
to the upper limit of 10,000 Hz. The output
rose at lower frequencies-to +6.5 dB at
:31 Hz. Using TDK SD tape with ruck bias
and equalization, the measured record/playback frequency response was ±2 dB from

22 Hz to 13,500 Hz. With TDK ED or Capitol 2 tape, the high end was slightly improved, with a ±1.5 d13 variation from 25
Hz to 1.4,000 llz. Chromium -dioxide tape
yielded the best results: -!-1.5 dB from 25
Hz to 16,000 f iz.
Although the NORMAL bias and equalization are presumably intended for "standard"
tape formulations, the recorder seemed to
be over -biased for a typical "standard" tape
such as the Memorex. The response fell off
above 7000 Hz to
dB at 11,500. The

1
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User Comments. The Teac Model 450
deck did a superior job of recording and
playing back cassettes. Its bass response was
audibly better than mOSt cassette machines,
which usually have a roll -off or irregular
bass response. Unlike the typical cassette
recorder that requires great care in setting
level to avoid tape saturation and distortion,
the Model 450 was almost as non -critical
as the better open -reel machines. As long as
the VU meters indicated on -scale, there was
no problem with overloading.
\Ve could never hear flutter, and recordings made from discs or FM broadcasts

were indistinguishable from the original programs. The recorder was very easy to use,
and we appreciated the bonus of being able
to listen to Dolby-ized FM broadcasts as
they were meant to be heard. (It is 'a pity,
ihough, that no provision was made to shut
off the recorder's motor when using the system as an FM Dolby playback processor.)
Although the Model 450 is considerably
more expensive than most high -quality cassette decks, it de fivers a correspondingly
high level of performance and flexibility.
As of now, we would rate it among the best
recorders that we have tested.

Circle No. 65 on Reader Service Cord

TECHNICS BY PANASONIC MODEL SA -6000X RECEIVER
(A Hirsch -Houck Labs Report)

Technics by Panasonic Model SA is a highly versatile, competitively
priced ($360) 2/4 -channel AM/stereo FM
receiver. Its direct -coupled amplifiers are
conservatively rated at 10 watts/channel
into 8 -ohm loads with all channels driven
simultaneously and over a range of 20 Hz to
20,000 Hz. A switch on the rear of the receiver straps the front and rear channels on
the left and right sides to provide at least :3.5
watts/channel in the 2 -channel stereo
mode. The FM tuner section has a rated
1IIF sensitivity of 1.9 µV and correspondingly good specifications throughout.

THE
6000X

General Description. The upper half of
the receiver's front panel is occupied by a
"black -out" window, behind which are the
AM and F\I dial scales and a relative signal strength meter that light up when power
is turned on. A large tuning knob is also located on this part of the panel.
Three pushbutton switches below the dial
control power to the receiver and the tape
monitoring facilities for two stereo tape
decks or an external CD -4 demodulator and
one tape deck. The lower half of the front
panel is dominated by the large volume control located in the center. The volume control is flanked by four individual channel
level control knobs, the positions on the
panel representing the usual placement of
speaker systems in a 4 -channel installation.
Separate headphone jacks for the front
and rear channels are located at the extreme left of the panel. Plugging phones
into either jack automatically disables the
corresponding speaker systems. The bass
and treble controls affect all four channels
"
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simultaneously. Two lever -type switches are
assigned to FM interstation muting and
loudness compensation duty.
On the right side of the control panel are
the \MODE and source SELECTOR switches.
The latter has positions for Am, F\I ( with automatic stereo/mono switching), PHONO,
AUx 1, Aux 2, and MX. The nearby phone type mic jack accepts microphones in the
medium -to -high -impedance range. The output of the microphone appeals equally in
all channels as well as at the tape outputs.
The MODE switch has positions for \roNo,
STEREO, and three 4 -channel setups. A large
illuminated numeral 2 appears to the left of
the dial scales when this switch is set to the
STEREO position. It changes to a numeral 4
when the switch is set to any of the 4 -channel positions. There are two decoding matrices for discs, with a choice of 0° or 90°
phase shifts, and a DISCRETE position for a
4 -channel tape deck or an external CD -4
demodulator.
A unique feature of the receiver is two
horizontal slide -type controls labeled Am
(Acoustic Field Dimension). When decoding
a 4 -channel matrixed recording, one control
varies the apparent width of the sound pattern, while the other varies the front -to-rear
65
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depth. The user is encouraged to experiment
with the control settings to obtain the most
satisfactory quadraphonic effect, but each
control has optimum positions marked for
the SO and BM matrices.
On the rear of the recei e are the various input and output connectors, screw type speaker outputs and output protection
fuses, antenna terminals, and one switched
and one always -live ac accessory outlets. A
4 CH \LPX jack is provided for use with any
discrete quadraphonic FM broadcasting system that might be developed (and approved
by the FCC). Finally, there is a socket for
plugging in an optional Model SI1-1011
remote balance control, a "joystick" device

IK

41(

IOK

30K

that simplifies balancing the sound levels
from the four speakers.

Laboratory Measurements. With all four
channels driven simultaneously into 8 -ohm
loads, the output waveform from the SA 6000X receiver clipped at 15.6 watts/channel at 1000 Ilz. This increased slightly to
16.2 watts when only two channels were
driven simultaneously. Into 4 ohms, the output was 24 watts ;channel, and into 16
ohms it was 11.3 watts. In the "strapped,"
or 2 -channel mode, the output was 41.5

watts/channel.
The 1000 -Hz harmonic distortion was
less than 0.1 percent (typically about 0.06
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percent) up to several watts output, attaining 0.15 percent as 15 watts/channel. The
IM distortion increased smoothly from 0.1
percent at 0.1 watt to 0.75 percent at 15
watts. Using the manufacturer's l0 -watt/
channel rating as a full -power reference
level, the THD vas between 0.13 percent
and 0.22 percent from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz.
At half power, it was between 0.08 percent
and 0.13 percent, and at one -tenth power
(1 watt), it was 0.055-0.11 percent from 20
Hz to 20,000 Hz.
The AUx input sensitivity was 235 mV for
10 watts output, with a 77.5 -dB S/N ratio.
Through the PHONO inputs, sensitivity
was 3.6 mV and S/N was. a very good 70.4
d13. These measurements were made with
the individual channel gains set as recommended -about 3 dB below their maximum
values. The phono input circuits overloaded
at a very safe 100 mV input.
The bass tone control characteristic had a
variable turn -over frequency that ranged
from about 1000 Hz to less than 200 Hz.
The loudness compensation boosted only the
low frequencies as the volume control setting vas reduced. The RIAA equalization
was within ±0.5 dB from 30 to 15,000 Hz.
The measured FM tuner sensitivity was
1.9 µV, exactly as rated, and 50 dB of
noise quieting was reached at only 2.75 V.
The ultimate S/N ratio was about 72.5 dB

mono and 64 dB in stereo. In mono, the
FM distortion was a very low 0.1 percent;
in stereo, it was typically 0.5 percent.
The capture ratio was a ' ery good 1.1
dB. AM rejection was 52.5 d13, image rejection was 64.5 dB, alternate -channel selectivity was 60 dB, and 19 -kHz leakage was
-59 dB -all good. The muting and automatic stereo switching threshold was 6µV.
The stereo F\1 frequency response was
-*0.5 dB from 30 Hz to 15,000 Hz. Channel
in
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separation was between 30 dB anti 32 dB
from 30 Hz to 1500 Hz and remained a
strong 22 dI3 even at the upper limit of 15,000 Hz. The AM quality was average, with
a limited frequency response that was down
6 dB at 100 and 3100 Hz.
User Comments. As a stereo receiver, the
Technics by Panasonic Model SA -6000X acquitted itself admirably. Its ease of handling
and general sound quality left nothing to
be desired. The FM muting circuit operated with no clicks or thumps, and tuning
was not critical, giving the impression of a
small amount of afc action.
Although the phono sensitivity was some\\ hat less than that of many other receivers
and amplifiers, we found it more than adequate even when using high -quality cartridges and low-efficiency speaker systems.
In this regard, we noted that four relatively
low -power channels can produce a surprisingly high overall volume level since all
four speaker systems are normally driven
even in the mono and stereo modes. Of
course, if only two speaker systems are
used, the 41.5 watts/channel available in
the strapped mode places the receiver firmly
in the "light -heavyweight" class. There is no
provision for operating the receiver with
two or three sets of speaker systems, but
this should not inconvenience most users.
We judged the 4 -channel performance of
the receiver by listening to various SQ- and
RM-encoded discs. Frankly, it was difficult
to determine the optimum settings for the
%Fn controls and phase selector by ear;
their effects were relatively slight with any
type of program material. A pleasing
4-channel effect was obtained with all discs.
However, we would guess that the decoding
matrix does not employ any form of logic
for directional enhancement.

Circle No. 66 on Reader Service Card
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HEATH MODEL GR-110 VHF SCANNING MONITOR RECEIVER
(A Hirsch -Houck Labs Report)

communications activities of police
fire departments, ambulance and
marine services, MARS, CAP, and other
public services are conducted in the 145174-\l1lz band, using narrow -band F\I.
It is often necessary to monitor the channels
used by several neighboring communities
or services. Obviously, the use of several
receivers to accomplish this is uneconomi-
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A convenient solution to the problem is
the automatic scanning monitor receiver, in
which a crystal -controlled local oscillator is
sequentially switched through a number of
frequencies that correspond to the active
channels being monitored. The r -f and mixer circuits, of course, must be "broad banded' to provide coverage of the frequency band being scanned.
The usual practice is to mute the audio
output and scan continuously until a signal
appears in one of the channels. The receiver
then pauses on that channel and comes out
of imite for the duration of the transmission. When transmission ceases, the receiver again mutes and resumes scanning.
\7hf monitor receivers with the scan function have been available from several manufacturers, but it is now possible to build
your own from a kit-at an appreciable saving in cost. The Heath Model GR-110 scanning monitor can receive up to eight channels in any 9-M liz segment of the 146174 -MHz hand. The extension to 146 \IHz
makes the receiver useful for monitoring the
amateur FM repeaters in the 2 -meter band.
The Heath Model CR -110 vhf scanning
monitor receiver is list priced at $120. Crystals may be ordered from the company at
ti 1.95 each.

General Description. The receive has two
r -f amplifier stages and a mixer, all using
dual -gate \IOSFET transistors. Five coils
between the antenna and mixer are easily
aligned for proper sensitivity across the selected 9 -MHz -wide hand. A simple crystal controlled alignment generator is supplied with the kit. It heterodynes the local
oscillator output to generate a signal al the
receiver's input frequency.
After conversion to 10.7 MHz, the i -f signal passes through two crystal filters that
supply a rated 40-dI13 selectivity against
signals :30 kI-Iz removed from the desired
68

channel. Two IC amplifiers provide gain,
limiting, and quadrature F\I detection. A
five -transistor squelch circuit cuts off the
first audio aniplifier in the absence of a predetermined signal level. The audio amplifier
supplies about 2 watts of power to a builtin loudspeaker or to an external 4 -ohm
speaker.
The heart of the receiver is its switchable
crystal -controlled local oscillator. A digital
control system that uses four IC's connects
each of the eight crystals in sequ ence to the
oscillator transistor (at a rate of about 17

channels/second). The oscillator frequency
is tripled and amplified before being applied
to the mixer.
A unique feature of this receiver is its
"priority" channel on which any activity
will be heard regardless of the usage of the
other channels. Every four seconds, the local oscillator switches to the priority channel's frequency for about 20 ms, returning
to the original frequency if no signal is present. If a signal is received, the scanner remains tuned to the priority channel during
its transmission, after which it returns to the
scanning mode or to any manually selected
channel. Whenever a signal disappears from
a

channel, there

is a

delay of about four

seconds before scanning resumes.
The front panel of the receive

contains
eight pushbutton switches that correspond
to the specific channels for which the receiver is set up. Any channel-or group of
channels-can be disabled by pushing in
the appropriate button or buttons. A switch
is used to select between automatic and
manual operation. In the latter mode, a second momentary -contact switch advances tuning by one channel each time it is pressed.
The number of the channel being received
is indicated by a seven -segment incandescent readout. An internal connection permits
the readout to blank during scanning, ilium POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

Mating only when the seamier stops on a
channel.
A SQUELCH knob permits adjustment of
the muting threshold, and an AUDIO volume
control is combined with the power switch.
Built into the receiver is a 117 -sort ac power
supply and facilities for operation on 13.8
volts dc for mobile use. The built-in speaker
faces downward; a phono jack on the rear
of the receiver disables this speaker when
an external speaker is plugged into it. Another phono jack is used for the antenna
input.

Laboratory Measurements. The GR-110
receiver met or surpassed all of its published performance specifications. The sensitivity for 20 dB of quieting (rated at
ti,V or better) was
t V on one channel
and 0.6 µV on another. The adjacent -channel selectivity (±:30 kHz spacing) was 60
dB-considerably better than the 40 -dB
specification. The image response, which
was difficult to measure repeatedly, was
1.

1

-:32

(1B,

compared

to

its

rated

-40

d B.

The modulation acceptance bandwidth of
the receiver is rated at -*7.5 kHz; we found
that deviations of as much as -.±10 kHz could
be accommodated without excessive compression. The audio output was 2.7 watts
into 4 ohms and 1.25 watts into 16 ohms.
The muting threshold could be adjusted
from just above the noise level (0.7 ¡.XV) to
12

V.

User Comments. The scanning and priority functions of the GR-110 receiver operated exactly as claimed. The periodic
"quick -look" at the priority channel could
be heard as a slick "tick" every few seconds.
The orange -filtered channel indicator was
brig -it and easy to read. We preferred to
leave it activated during scanning to use
as an indication that the receiver was operating, since no "power -on" light is included
on the front panel.

Circle No. 67 on Reader Service Card

MITS MODEL 1440 DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

SEEMS like only yesterday that we built
first digital electronic calculator (see
the November 1971 issue of POPULAR ELECTIioNICS). That kit sold for a fat $180 and
provided us with little more than the capability of adding, subtracting, multiplying
and dividing via its eight -digit entry/readout scheme. Although it was a major breakthrough at that time, it did not take us
long to "use up" the calculator and come
to the decision that we needed a more
powerful calculator. That first model was
retired to homework use for the kid, as
newer, more versatile calculators took its
place.
Recently, we obtained a new MITS
lodel 1440 digital electronic calculator kit
that retails for $200. For that $20 more, we
obtained the usual four arithmetic functions, a 14 -digit entry/readout display, a
"scratch-pad" memory, a constant-data
memory, a square-root function, a squaring
function, and a very useful exchange function.
After unpacking the newly arrived kit,
we were very much pleased with the high
quality of both the materials supplied and
the extremely well written and illustrated
assembly/operating manual. Both were of
the highest caliber-something we would

IT
our
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like to see more of in equipment from other

manufacturers.
One interesting feature of the 1440 is
that it contains provisions for later addition of a programmer and printer (both will
be mailable in kit form in the near future).
This means that when we get to the point
where we feel that we need an even better
calculator (you would be surprised at how
quickly you can outgrow a calculator), or
have a need for a hard -copy print-out, we
can quickly and relat'vely inexpensively expand our 1440 to perform the functions
needed. There is no need to "trade up" the
1440 for a "better" model. We will just
get the modification kits as we need them.
Our kit went together very easily. Thanks
to the excellent manual, we encountered
neither electrical nor mechanical problems
during assembly. The bulk of the electronics
69

was mounted on a large "mother hoard."
TWO other boards were used: one was for
the power supply, and the other was for

the readout subassembly.

Using the Calculator. The assembled 1440
calculator is a cinch to use. The problem
is entered just as it would he written on
a piece of paper. If an entry error is made,
depressing the CE (clear -entry) key can be
depressed to permit reentry of the correct
digits. Operating the CE key clears the
last entry without wiping out the stored
previous calculations and entries.
The decimal point can be positioned at
any of the seven places provided. if an
improper move is attempted, the calculator
simply stops everything and displays an
E (error) on the left -most display indicator. This same signal also occurs if an attempt is made to cutter too many digits.
(When the "constant" function is switched
on, the left indicator displays a C.)
If it is desired to store a number for
later use, operating the "M+" key does the
job. This automatically enters the displayed
readings in a memory until it is recalled
by depressing the "MR" (memory recall)
key. If desired, numbers can be added to
the memory by depressing the "\1+" key
or subtracted by operating the "\I-" key.
A very useful function is performed by
operating the "EXC" (exchange) key. Depressing it permits the two numbers of an
operation to he interchanged. This is particularly valuable when it is desired to use
the digits stored in the memory.
Circle No.

Why We Assembled the Kit. lou may be
wondering why we chose to assemble a kit
rather than buying an assembled calculator
at almost the same price. Well, since almost all of the equipment we have came in
kit form, we realized that we could obtain
a better piece of equipment for the price
if we assembled it ourselves. But there is
another side to this approach. There :vas
the thought that this calculator might someday require service. By assembling it ourselves, we became intimately familiar with
the "innards" of the calculator. Should
the time come when it might need it, replacing a component would be a lot easier
-and a great deal less expensive-than it
would be if someone else did it.

68 on Reader Service
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B&K MODEL 281 DIGITAL MULTIMETER
been the relatively high prices demanded
in the past for these instruments. AVhat.
with bottom -end prices starting in the 8200$250 range, many technicians and experimenters have stuck with their old analogmeter VO
\ow, however, there is a 8170
Model 281-that should go a long
B&K's
y w,
s...Y-way toward removing the price obstacle and
get this modern test instrument into a great
many more hands. This 21-digit instrument
has designed into it the most common and
useful field and bench service function/
range complement.
Many service technicians and experimenters
General Description. The Model 281
have not had the experience of owning and
D\iM has five dc voltage ranges, going lip
operating a deceit digital multimeter. Perto 100 mV, 1 V, 10 V, 100 V, and 1000 V
haps the main reason why this is so has

i., 18.

1)\I\I-

..
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full-scale, with an overrange capability
of 100 percent. Input resistance is 10 megohms, and accuracy is within 1 percent of
full range +1 digit. The do voltage circuit
can accommodate both positive and negative inputs. If a do voltage of the wrong
polarity is applied to the input, the first
digit stays on while the other two blank out.
The ac voltage circuit is calibrated to
provide readings is rms. In this function,
the ranges and overrange capability are the
same as on do volts. Accuracy is -1.5 percent (calibrated at 60 Hz). The input impedance is 10 megohms, and frequency response is 20-1000 IIz. If input voltage to the
ac voltage circuit exceeds 200 percent of
full scale, all digits blink on and off.
Both alternating and direct cllrrenls can
be measured with the DMM in ranges that
top off at 100 pA, 1 mA, 100 mA, and l A
full-scale. There is a 100 mV drop across
the input terminals at full range. Overrange
capability is 100 percent and accuracy is
1.5 percent of full range.
There are seven resistance ranges in
decade steps that go from 10 ohms to 10
megohms full-scale, all with 100 percent
overange capability. Accuracy is 2 percent to 1 megohm and 3 percent on the 10megohm range. The test voltage is 0.1 V
on the 10 -ohm range and 1.0 volt on all
other ranges. The maximum test currents
are: 10 mA on the 10- and 100 -ohm ranges,
1 mA on the 1000 -ohm range, 100 ILA on
the 10,000 -ohm range, 10 p 9 on the 100,000 -ohm range, 1 µA on the 1-megohm
range, and 100 nA on the 10-megohm range.
The circuits are protected by diodes- and
series current -limiting resistance on the ac
and do voltage ranges and a fuse and diode
on the resistance ranges.
Physically, the Model 281 is 9 in. by 7
in., by a slender 3',1. in. high. It weighs only
5 pounds. A carrying handle attached to
the instrument doubles as a tilt stand for
easy viewing of the display system. Also
furnished with the 117 -volt ac operated
DMM is a test probe into which is built a
switch that permits selection of direct or
100,000 -ohm isolation input.
How It Fared. We put the digital multi meter through' its paces using our laboratory do voltage standard and our selection of ' ery close tolerance resistors. In all
cases, we found the Model 281 came within
its stated specifications.
Circle No. 69 on Reader Service Card
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to 100 KHz.

0.1 Hz.

For only $39.95
Our new FG-2 Function Generator kit gives
you all five of the most useful waveforms for
design and testing at one fourth the cost of
previous similar instruments. Thanks to improved IC's the FG-2 now features amplitude
stability of ±1 db over any range, Sine wave
distortion of less than 1% from 20 Hz. to
20,000 Hz. and an output of 4.0 Volts
peak -to -peak with adjustable offset. The offset selector lets you put the positive peak,
negative peak, or the center of the waveform
on DC ground. The DC coupled circuit keeps
the waveforms in exactly the same position
no matter what the level control setting.
Gray impact plastic case 5% x 6% x 2%. 115
Volts 60 cycle power supply included.
FG-2 Function Generator Kit
shipping weight 3.0 lbs. $39.95

+

postage.

GET OUR

NEW 1974 CATALOG
listing this and other unique kits
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E"

by simply circling our number
on the reader service card.
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SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL
PRODUCTS CORPORATION

DEPT. PE
Rhapsody, San Antonio, Texas 78216
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Great careers

Join the high -paid electronics technicians
who got their start through NTS Home Training.
Your home can become your own

private classroom -workshop. NTS
sends you everything you need to
learn valuable technical skills in
electronics. You get easy-to -grasp
lessons, comprehensive kit manuals,
large fold -out charts, and more. Plus
the finest professional equipment
available today. It's all included in
your tuition, yours to keep.
You'll work with commercially -

designed equipment, and school

training material. Cash in on the tremendous opportunities in the expanding, exciting world of electronics.
If your field is television, you
might decide to join a first-class TV
repair center. Or start a shop of your
own. Or specialize in industrial applications of television. Once you
master an arda of electronics, the
direction you take is really up to you.
And you'll be able to use the test
instruments you built yourself.
It all begins at home, with NTS
Project Method Training. Chéck card
or coupon today for free lull -color
NTS Catalog and complete details.
No obligation. No salesman will call.
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NTS COLOR AND B&W TV

NTS AUDIO

SERVICING

ELECTRONICS SERVICING

Build the largest most advanced color
TV made! It's a Heath! Over-all solidstate design, 315 sq. in. ultra -rectangular

screen.

24

channel detent UHF/VHF

power tuning, matrix picture tube, builtin self -servicing features, "Instant On,"
A.F.T., solid-state VHF tuner, and much
more! This is a commercial set. the kind
you'll encounter in the field
and not
for training purposes only. Also build and
keep AM -SW Radio. Solid-State Radio,
FET Volt-Ohmmeter. and Electronic Tube
Tester. Learn trouble -shooting, stereo
multiplex systems, radio, color and B&W
TV servicing.

-

:--..---

ft'

-

t1

Solid-state Heath Stereo
Receiver and Speakers

Solid-state
B&W TV
74 sq. in.

Learn
home
up a
about

picture
(cabinet
included)

-

sound theory
how it works in
radio, 4 -channel, and more! Set
spectacular music system. Learn
sound distortion, amplification and

control, loud -speaker baffles, problems
of system installation, etc. Included is

Learn advanced solid-state circuitry as
you build this B&W TV receiver. Course
covers the full range of home entertainment electronics.

Volt -Ohmmeter. In -Circuit Transistor
Tester and solid-state Radio. Prepare
yourself for great opportunities in the
Home Entertainment Industry!
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New solid-state
315 sq. in.

color TV

NTS

NTS COMPUTER

NTS AUTOMATION/

ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS

Build and operate the exclusive NTS
Compu-Trainer! Loaded with integrated
circuits.. it teaches you the how, what,
and why of computers
faster, more
thoroughly. You perform all wiring and
patch -cording. No shortcuts! No pre wired circuit boards. Also receive an
FET Volt -Ohmmeter and a 5" wide -band
Solid State Oscilloscope.

-

NTS ELECTRONIC

COMMUNICATIONS

Resident A Home Study Schools
World -Wide Training Since 1905
40005. Figueroa SI., Los Angeles, CA 90037

Systems automation is the future of the
Industry and you can play an important
role! Enter the age of electronic controls
by training on the NTS Electro-Lab
a
complete workshop. Also
receive a Solid State
5" wide -band profescrewcut
sionally rated Oscilloscope. Build five
Aº
industrial controls to
Trq
regulate motor speed,
temperatures, pressure, liquid level and
A
much more.

-

-

5" Solid State

Oscilloscope

..et`;y

AM

Please rush Free Color.
Catalog and Sample
Lesson, plus information on course
checked below. No
obligation. No sales
man will call.

National Technical Schools
Resident

Home Study Schools

Color TV Servicing (For Advanced
Technicians)

I

-

Master Course In SAW TV

&

Servicing

L Master Course

Radio

in Electronic

Communications

CLASSROOM TRAINING
AT LOS ANGELES
You can take classroom training at Los
Angeles in sunny Southern California.
NTS occupies a city block with over a

&

World -Wide Training Since 1905
4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, CA 90037
Master Course in Color TV Servicing

n
0

million dollars in facilities devoted exclusively to technical training. Check box
in coupon.

transmitter/

SCHOOLS

NATIONAL

I

Gain the prestige and earning power of
owning an FCC First Class Radio Telephone License! Two exciting courses in
the fields of transmitting and receiving.
Experiment with an amateur phone 6 meter VHF transceiver, NTS exclusive
6-transistor solid-state radio and a fully
transistorized volt -ohmmeter.

5 -watt

Compu-Trainer

Practical Radio Servicing

FCC License Course
Master Course In Electronics

Technology

Amo

I

Cutoomputerati

n A

nstrial

Electronics

ElectronIduics

Basic Electronics
Audio Electronics Servicing

(Mgt.

205.123
Name

Age

Address

receiver.

4
11Í.0
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APPROVED FOR VETERANS
Accredited Member: National Association of Trade and Technical Schools:
National Home Study Council.

City
State
Zip
Check if Interested in Veteran Training
under new G.I. bill.
Check it interested ONLY in Classroom
Training at Los Angeles.
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Sy Mutt P. Spinello, KHC2060
of 50 ALERT and REACT
UPWARDS
teams, individual clubs and C13'ers honored CB Scene with personal invitations to
visit on site with their memberships this
past year. The requests grew out of PoruL\R ELECTRONICS NIonitour conducted in
11 heavily CB -populated regions from as
far \Vest as Las Vegas, Nevada to as far
East and South as \Vashington, D. C. Additional mail and telephone response to the
Monitour concept has drawn positive reaction at a ratio of about I00:1. The one
negative retort came out of New York State
from a reader who felt that PE was wasting
money shipping \latt Spinello around the
country to listen in on CB radio transmissions. The assumption drawn by our reader
may be that CB radio is the same, no matter
where. But is it?
\Iouitour, POPULAR E1.ECTRoxtcs 111011iboring loin across country, was conducted
during the second and third quarters of
197:3. The tour drew more than the applause of readers. It zeroed in on combtions as they actually exist. Reac Mg mail
from an area is one thing; sitting across
from CB'ers in that same area with a mug
of whatever turns you on can produce something else! In person, veils are lifted, discussions become more frank and "live" exchanges generally bring out more truths.
That is not to say that CB'ers reports to
electronics journals are colored. \lost- individuals will, however let their \ erbal hair

Year-End

Prose &Con's
76

down and speak more freely in person than
on paper.
Monitour uncovered problems more common to specific parts of the country and
prompted CB'ers to bring case histories to
our attention. It also found them asking for
advise on how to cope with situations such
as the heavy use of linears by truckers
through the state of Pennsylvania, flagrant
misuse of CB channels by RV motorists
throughout the country and the use of linears and directional beams in the Shenandoah mountain range that all but knock
out communications on the upper part of
the band for licensees in Maryland, Virginia
and the District of Columbia.
If \Ionitour generates nothing more than
the riling of the CB community on which it
reports, it accomplishes a worthy mission.
If you nodded in agreement at reports we
made this year regarding code names, linear
amplifiers and lengthy, unnecessary chitchat, do something about it! If illegal operations reported parallel conditions that surround you, make your move! Start with the
district FCC field office nearest you (listed
in the telephone directory under U.S. Government) with a wrillen complaint specifying the condition, requesting action and a
written response. To acid strength to your
request, include a petition signed by as
many CB'ers as you can muster, being sure
to include their consigns and full addresses.
Keep several copies of all correspondence
you initiate. Follow up like clockwork by
calling the district office once a week to see
what action has been taken. Log your conversations by date, time and subject discussed.

If your efforts have not produced satisfactory results within a reasonable amount
of time, write a formal complaint to the FCC
in \Vashington, I). C. Send 12 copies of
your letter, your telephone log with the
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

district office, the petition and all other correspondence pertaining to the original subject matter. You have at least two more
steps to take if all else fails: write to your
Congressman and your state Senator. Be
sure to include the hefty bundle of correspondence, petitions and replies you have
accumulated. Don't write the White Ilouse.
They have their own communications problem to deal with.
In essence, Monitour provides CB Scene
with the shape of current trends and those
to come; it calls to the attention of the FCC
extreme trouble spots; it reminds local
C13'ers that it's time they organize to work
with (and prod if necessary) governmental
agencies to make 27 MHz a better place to
live. In the final analysis, readers have been
more factual in their reporting since the
publishing of Monitour and the tour has
prompted many to fill us in on their club
and team activities as well as conditions
that plague their communities. It also weighs
down the mail bag that arrives across this
desk, and that's the heart of what enables
us to report what's happening coast to
coast.

If your CB organization is interested in
having CR Scene make a "live" \1onitour
appearance in your area in 1974, have a
club officer forward a request on your club
letterhead, filling us in on your organization: officers, membership totals, activities
and if available, glossy action photos. In
addition, he sure to include some hack issues of your newsletters and place us on
your mailing list for future releases. Address
all material to Matt P. Spinello. CB Editor,
Popular Electronics, One Park Avenue, New
York, N. Y. 10016.
SSB Tech Tip. It sloes not require a direct
a bolt of lightning to cause damage

get at all those things we promised would
be clone last summer. To protect your system and youself install a coax ligtining arrestor. Radio Shack makes one available
for under 54 (catalog #2I-1049). It attaches easily between the antenna input of
the transceiver and the antenna coax. You
need only attach to the set screw on its
barrel a heavy duty wire not less than 12
gauge and run it to a water pipe, attaching
it securely with a clamp. You should also
consider grounding the antenna mast for
the same protective reasons.

...

Scanner/Monitor Frequencies
Monitoring of the Public Service and emergency
radio bands by CB'ers has become increasingly popular of late. Scanner monitors are
especially useful to emergency monitoring
teams for base and mobile station operation.
The CB monitor must be careful not to
re-transmit the public service message he is
receiving. Also, the Communications Act of
1934 does not allow the divulgence of information intercepted from the agency dispatcher.
Many CB Scene readers have requested
information regarding the frequencies used
in their areas by Public Service agencies.
A complete directory of callsigns and frequencies for the area of your choice is available from CR13 Research, Inc., P.O. Box
56, Commack, N.Y. 11725. Their directories cover every state, county, municipal,
police, fire, sheriff and local governmental
agency service in their respective areas.
They include all base and mobile channels
on the vhf low and high bands and the
uhf band. If monitoring railroads, jet
pilots and control towers interests you, these
frequencies are also available from CR B.
I'll CB'ing you next year.
OO

hit from

to your rig. Two recent mishaps occuring
to SSB transceivers were created by a
nearby strike which affected the antenna
circuits in both rigs, destroying a rectifier
in the S\VR bridge and simultaneously destroying the bfo transistor in one. AM
transmit and receive were not affected.
Symptoms resulting from non -grounded systems that have been in thunderstorm areas
may include one or several of the following:
garbled SS13 reception, loss of control of
r f gain and limiter adjustments, loss of
meter functions in the S\VR, power and
internal load positions. Although thunderstorms are seasonal, now is a good time to
DECEMBER 1973

"Do you mean it will be Monday
before you can buy more lead-in wire."
77

Great Products
MaIse Groat Gifts!

FOUR-WAY FLASHER
Ideal for older cars
and campers
BY

TH 30

M. D.

HILKER

flashing lights are standard on

Four-way
most new cars. However, if you have an
TH-30 Find buried gold,
silver, coins, etc. with this Solid
State Metal Locator. Add fun, excitement and profit to weekends.
Kit $29.95 Wired 537.50
EICO

EICO TA -12 Two way Solid State
Telephone Amplifier enables you
to talk "Hands Free." Ideal for
message taking or business con-

ferences. Includes extension
speaker and battery. $17.95
EICO

T0-8 Update your home

FREE

music system to play 8 -track
stereo tape cartridges with this
deluxe solid state tape deck.
Easily connects to your stereo
amplifier or receiver. AC synchronous motor. $49.95 Wired
EICO WR-1 Unique solid state
radio is preset to monitor the
official U.S. weather station
broadcasts. Listen to continuous
24 hour weathercasts by simply
pushing a button. 3'/u" cube design. S15.95 Wired.

32 PAGE EICO CATALOG

For latest catalog on EICO Test Instruments, Stereo, EICOCRAFT
Projects, Environmental Lighting, Burglar/Fire Alarm Systems,
and name of nearest EICO Distributor, check Reader Service
Card or send 250 for First Class mail service.
EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
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RADIO, TV &

older car or a trailer that you want to equip
with four-way flashers, use the circuit shown
below.
The existing turn signal circuit is shown
at the left and the additional circuit at the
right shows how to install the new four-way
system. The three silicon rectifier diodes
effectively isolate their respective leads due
to their high back resistance. However, they
conduct quite readily in the forward mode.
The flashing is turned on by closing Sl.
The other side of SI can go to either the
vehicle's normal flasher (ignore the break
at "X" in this case) or through an extra
flasher and fuse to the vehicle battery
(break the lead at "X" in this case).
In some cases, the car's present flasher
may not be able to handle four lamps.
If this is so, use a heavy-duty flasher.
The silicon diodes called for can handle
six amperes, so a campe with several lights
can be flashed. The circuit will work on
fi or 12 volts, and if you have a positive
ground, simply reverse each diode.
If you use the external flasher, install the
fuse, heavy-duty flasher, switch, optional
indicator, and silicon diodes in a separate
small box near the dashboard. OO
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Your Buying Guide for
Everything in Electronics
Stereo, HI -Fl, TV's,
Radios, Tape Recorders,
CB, Kits, Tools, Books,
and Electronic Parts.
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SI

WRITE FOR

IT TODAY!

I

ZIP

EXISTING TURN SIGNAL
SYSTEM

ADDITIONAL FOUR-WAY
FLASHER CIRCUIT
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Solid -State
By Lou

ADDITION to visions of sugar plums
INand glittering decorations, the Holiday
Season generally entails the happy, though
often puzzling, task of choosing gifts for
ones family, friends, relatives, neighbors

and business associates or school pals. The
task can he a rewarding experience rather
than a chore if von combine a dash of imagmillion with a modest budget. Chances are
you can find just the right gift for virtually
every one on your list from among the wide
variety of solid-state products available in
today's market. As in the past, we'd like to
oiler a few suggest imns.
on'll find scores of exciting gift ideas in
the annual and special catalogs published
by the major distributors and kit manufacturers, such as Radio Shack (2617 West
7th St., Fort Worth, TX 76107), Lafayette
Radio (I
Jericho Turnpike, Syosset, L.I.,
NY 11791 ), the Ileath Co. (Benton Ilarhor,
49022), Eico (283 Malta St., Brooklyn,
NY I1207), and CC Electronics' Calectro
l

l

\II

Division (Rockford, IL 61101).
for that extra special someone, yon can
even put "something of yourself" in a gift
by personally assembling a project, either
from a kit or from scratch, following a construction article published in current or past
issues of this magazine. The choice is wide,
and the total cost can range from less than
five dollars to as much as you wish (or can
afford) to spend. An inexpensive gift for a
wife or mother might be Health s photoelectric lamp switch, No. CD -600, priced at
only 85.00.in kit form.

Transistorized receivers make excellent
gifts for everyone from sub-teens to retirees, and can be purchased at virtually
every price level. Small AM pocket sets are
available for under five clollars, while a generous giver with a pocketbook to match
could spend well over a hundred dollars for
DECEMBER 1973

Garner

a multi -band AM TM 'SW receiver. Most
girls (and ladies) would adore one of Radio
Shack's cuddly plush animal radios; listed at
$9.95 each for poodles and terriers, prices
range rip to $14.95 for a collie. And with
bicycle travel increasingly popular at all
age levels, you might consider a bike radio
as a gift. These are available from both
Radio Shack (Cat. No 12-1168, $14.95) and
Lafayette Radio (Cat. No. 17 E 8600:3,
$16.95), and the latter is even equipped
with a built-in light.
You may prefer to select a gift which
complements your recipient's avocation.
Here, the selection is so broad that the only
Inuits on choice are your imagination and
budget. Typically....
Audio buffs-amplifiers, preiunps, audio
test equipment, color organs, or even a

sound level meter (Radio Shack, No. 3:31028, 549.95).
Auto enthusiasts-burglar alarms, electronic tachometers, solid-state ignition systems, tune -rep meters (Heath, No. ID -29,
$29.95), radar sentries (Radio Shack, No.
28-4008, $24.95), or perlwps an electronic
speed control (Lafayette, No. 11 E 59011,

$22.50).
Boaters-gas fume detectors, multiband
receivers, weather receives, depth finders,
dock strobe lights, power megaphones, or
even a combination power hailer/foghorn.

Gifts for the
Holidays
79

Campers-camper burglar alarms, CB
walkie-talkies,
cab -to -camper
intercoms
(Heath, No. GD-160, $25.95), treasure finders (Radio Shack, No 60-3001, $34.95), or
maybe a dc/ac power inverter (Radio
Shack, No. 22-130, $49.95).
Fishermen-NI ini weatheradios (Radio
Shack, No. 12-162, $14.95), CH walkietalkies, thereto fish spotters, ( Heath, No.
MI -104, $24.9.5).
Home Hondrlpersons-lamp dimmers
(Ileath, No. C15-1018, $7.9.5), motor speed
controls (Lafayette, No. 13 E27006, $9.95),
burglar alarms, door answering intercoms
(GC/Calectro No. N4-101, $14.95), flood
alarms (Lafayette, No. 14 E2050 I, $14.95),
disaster alarms (Radio Shack, No. 28-4006,
$19.95), or flashlight/battery chargers
(GC/Calectro No. N4-05:3, $6.95).

Hunters-CB walkie-talkies, Mini weatheradios (Radio Shack).
TIMING
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RESISTOR FILTER
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Musicians-amplifiers, preamps, "fuzz"
sound adapters (Lafayette, No. 99 E 91993,
$14.9.5), FM wireless microphones (Radio
Shack, No. 33-1048, $17.95) , reverberation
units (Lafayette, No. 99 E 92025\V,$24.50)
electronic metronomes (Radio Shack, No.
28-3392, $12.95; Heath, No. TD -17,
$9.95).

Sitot terbugs-electronic strobe flashers,
automatic slave flashers, enlarger timers.
If you're choosing a gift for someone
who, as yourself, is interested in electronics,
you could select something as inexpensive
as an interesting new IC device from
Motorola's extensive HEY line or a project
manual-perhaps even a subscription to
PE/Ew. A beginning ham might appreciate
a code practice oscillator or inexpensive S\V
receiver kit. With more to spend, your gift
might be a test instrument kit or one of
Kurz-Kasch's new Powrboards.

LOOP
TIMING
FILTER RESISTOR
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al Ma
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TIMING
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Fig. 1. Pin connections for Exar's
new XR-2567 IC containing two PLL
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tone decoders and a voltage regulator. Fig. 2 shows some applications.
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New FM Wireless Microphone works
at home... at the beach ...anywhere

A great gift

Gives endless hours of pleasure in creative
fun and games, drama, song, instruction, etc.

F

t.q

-

Cordless, no cables to plug-in, no wires to hook-up
uses
standard 9 volt battery Faithfully transmits voice and music
through your FM tuner or radio, including portables Drift-free
frequency stability
Lavalier included
Lightweight, reliable,
compact
Complete operating instructions
Fully warranteed
FCC approved
Send just $29.95 check or M.O. No COD's
We pay shipping and handling. NY State res. add 7% s.t.

Roydon Enterprises Limited
1
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A technically inclined sub -teen alight appreciate an inexpensive assembly kit from
Radio Shack's Science Fair® "P -Box" line or
an Eico Eicocraft kit. If your budget permits, a good choice might be one of the

multi -project kits offered by Radio Shack
and Lafayette. Available at prices ranging
from less thaíl ten to nearly thirty dollars,
some of these may be used for assembling
over a hundred different circuits.
Where your budget is unlimited, your
possible choice of gifts multiplies considerably and the sky's the limit. Give a deluxe
quadraphonic hi-fi system or a solid-state
color TV. A pocket calculator makes a nice
"stocking stuffer," while a cassette recorder
would be appreciated by both students and
business men (and women). An automatic
telephone answering device is a gift that
would be welcomed by nearly ever\ one
from a housewife to a professional or business person. These range in price from less
than a hundred dollars (Radio Shacks Duo Pone®, $79.95) to several hundred dollars,
depending on brand, model number, and included features. The less expensive models
will answer the phone automatically, play a
pre-recorded message, and record an incoming call, while the more expensive models may include facilities for two-way recording and remote playback. Finally, if
)on really want to splurge, you might consider a solid-state digital wristwatch for
that super special someone
in a precious
metal case, the watch could cost \se over
a thousand smackers!

...

1

A

Dual

Tone

Decoder IC. Comprising

two 567 -type PLL (phase -locked loop) tone
decoders and a voltage regulator in a single
1.6-pin DIP, the XR-2567, Fig. I, can be
used in a variety of hobbyist, commercial
and industrial applications. Typically, it can
he used for Touch -Tone® telephone decoding, in communications paging systems, for
ultrasonic remote control and monitoring,
in wireless intercoms, and as a precision
oscillator in signal and function generators.
\Vith a center frequency range of 0.01 Hz
to 500 kHz and an adjustable bandwidth
from 0 to 14%, each decoder section consists of a phase -locked loop, a quadrature
AM detector, a voltage comparator, and an
output current driver capable of handling
loads up to 100 mA. The device can be operated on supply voltages of 4.5 to 12 volts
dc, with internal voltage regulation provided for sources of 7 to 12 volts. A monoDECEMBER
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BUILD YOUR OWN CIRCUIT DESIGNER,

WITH ALL THE OUTSTANDING FEATURES
OF EXPENSIVE MODELS

...

AT A LOW

BUDGET PRICE.

EJE5

UESJI151EI

Th s compact package contains a
regulated 5VDC supply, selectable
frequency clock, E&L-socket, dual
bounce -free pushbuttons (pulsers), 4
slide switches for voltage/ground, plus
4 independent "logic lights" for on/off
states of various logic circuitry. Exclusive Breadboarding Sins offer input/
output connections tc socket, eliminating. all soldering. All your circuit components are reuseable. Use any #22
gage solid wire. Send check or M.O
today for. your choice. of two models.
DD1-K, Kit Form (incl. p.c. boards, all
components, instruction manual) $59.95
DD1-A, Assembled, ready for use $95.00

Add $1 postage, handling
25% deposit on C.O.D.'s
Ask for FREE IDEA -PACKED, ILLUSTRATED
CIRCUIT DESIGV CATALOG.

HH

-E&L INSTRUMENTS, INCORPORATED
61

First St., Derb,r, Conn. 06418
Telephone: 203/735.8774
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lithic unit manufactured by Exar Integrated
Systems, Inc. (750 Palomar Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086), the XR-2567 is available
primarily through local franchised industrial distributors, but also is stocked by
some snail order outlets.
In operation, each decoder's center frequency is set by external components which
determine the free -running frequency of its
PLL oscillator. When an input signal is applied within the circuit's passband, the PLL
locks on this signal, and the output, nor malls high, switches to a lose state. In addition, each decoder's oscillator output is
available separately as square or triangular
waveforms, permitting the device to be used
in function and signal generators. Each decoder section is independent, and they may
be used separately, simultaneously, or interlocked.
Typical XR-2567 circuit applications are
illustrated in Fig. 2. These were abstracted
from the 8 -page specifications, applications
bulletin published by Exar for the device.

Both tone detection and tone generation
functions are combined in the duplex tone
transceiver circuit illustrated in Fig. 2(A).
Unit A serves as a tone receiver, unit B as
a tone transmitter. The transmitter section
can be keyed by applying control pulses to
pin 8 through an isolation diode. If desired,
the transmitter also may be frequency modulated by applying a modulation signal to
pin 10. This basic circuit may be used in a
variety of interesting applications. Typically, it could be used for selective calling
of wireless intercoms, for remote monitoring, for remote control, etc.
Suitable for use in such projects as signal
generators, CPO's, musical instrument tone
generators, function generators and similar
applications, the precision oscillator circuit
given in Fig. 2(B) uses only half of an XR2567. Capable of switching loads of up to
100 mA, the oscillator's frequency can be
modulated over +6% of its £, by applying
a control voltage to pin 15 (or pin 10 if the
second unit is used).
OO

RECEIVER
OUTPUT

UNIT A
RECEIVER

TRANSMITTER
OUTPUT

TRANSMITTER
KEYING INPUT

v.+

o
V

(A)

OFF

l

R ANSVIT TER
FREQUENCY MOD.

INPUTIIOPTIONALI

CC

COUPL' NG CAPACITOR

VCC

2. Two applications for the XR2567 dual tone decoder. In the duplex
tone transceiver circuit shown at (A),
unit A serves as a tone receiver and
unit B as a tone transmitter. In (B),
at. right, only half of the IC is
utilized to form a precision oscillator --for use in circuits such as a
musical instrument tone generator.

VCC

Fig.

1p
VCO

TERMINAL
(_6%)

(B)
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Test Equipment
Scene
By Leslie Solomon, Technical Editor
HAVE meters for measuring just
every electronic parameter-and
when a meter won't do the job, we usually
turn to other readout instruments, like
scopes. However, there is one parameter
that we always overlook, yet it plays a
very important role in the servicing and
operation of much of our equipment. At
one time or another, we have all noticed
the effects of this parameter, but we didn't
realize what was causing the trouble.
Many times, of course, we didn't even
realize that something was wrong. One
reason that we haven't given much consideration to this problem is that it is
"hidden" from us when using ever\ day
test equipment. There has really been no
easy way to detect this paramete let alone
measure it.
\\ e are speaking of magnetism. Probably
the closest that most of us have ever come
to this subject is to use some form of degaussing coil on a color T\ receiver or a
head demagnetizer on an audio tape set.
In these cases, we do not really know if
we are applying the demagnetizer in the
right place, or whether or not we are doing
a complete job.

WEabout

It Starts With Steel. The problem of
magnetism actually starts with the need
for physical strength. When we purchase
a piece of equipment-tape recorder, color
TV, or whatever-we want it to stay all

A Magnetic
Discussion
DECEMBER 1973

one piece for a decent period of time,
not falling apart with reasonable use. Although plastics seem to have taken over
most of the world, there are still some
places where steel (in various forms) has
to be used.
Stee is strong, low in price, long-lasting
and readily workable into many strange
and different forms for electronic gear.
Sometimes steel is employed because of
its magnetic properties, so it is used in
transformers, relays, electric motors, and
tape recorder heads-to name a few applications. This type of steel is metallurgically
designed for its high magnetic permeability
and also for its very short magnetic memory
in

(retentivity)
There are other types of steel that are
alloyed, heat -treated, or work -hardened to
be used w sere superior mechanical strength
is required. Although this type of steel has
less ability to conduct magnetism, it usually
has a relatively good magnetic memory
when exposed to a magnetic field. It is
these latter steels that are used as capstans, guides, rollers, springs, mounting
hardware, etc.
Two of our most common consumer devices work because of controlled magnetic
fields. A tape recorder utilizes magnetically sensitive tape to operate properly,
and a color TV receiver uses controlled
magnetic fields to achieve color purity. Of
course, there are other magnetically operated devices (meters and speakers, for
example) but these are rmt as susceptible
to stray magnetic fields as are recorders
and TV receivers.
Unfortunately, there are many hard-steel
elements in a recorder's tape path that can
magnetically "bias" the tape as it passes
through, thus producing all types of distortion in the reproduced audio. The previously mentioned capstans, guides, rollers,
and springs are examples of these.
.
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Let us know 6 to 8 weeks in advance so that?you
won't miss a single issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS
INCLUDING ELECTRONICS WORLD
Attach old label where indicated and print new
address in space provided. Also include your mailing
label whenever you write concerning your subscription. It helps us serve you promptly.
Write to: P.O. Box 2774, Boulder, Colo., 80302, giving

the following information.

Change address only.
Extend subscription.
CIEnter new subscription.
(1)
5 yrs. $21 (2)
3 yrs. $15 t3I
1 year $6
Payment enclosed
(1 extra issue per yr. as a BONUS)

In color TV, the use of the "wrong"
mounting hardware, the close presence of
speakers (especially outboard types), or
various items containing steel that call be
placed close to or on top of the cabinet
can induce the stray magnetic fields where
they are not wanted. That is why most
CRT devices include a Mu -metal shield
and automatic degaussing (in the case of
color TV).

Other Types of Fields. There are other
types of magnetic fields. Whenever a curBill me later.
rent flows in a circuit that is external to
the recorder or TV set, a magnetic field
If you have no label handy, print OLD address here.,41
is generated. Inductive spikes can cause
really large currents (and associated
name
please print
JnX some
magnetic fields). True, most of these events
ñ03 are rare and may not affect the device in
address
question; but what of inadvertently magcity
netized steel tools? There are many tools
41
sla e
zip -code
that come into contact with the steel parts
of recorders and TV receivers.
Fairly long iron or steel construction
name
members that may be oriented with the
please print
0783
earth's magnetic field may be magnetized,
address
with their magnetic field extending some
distance from the end; and, even though
city
state
zip
the end may he within a wall, the wall
Add'I postage: $1 per year outside U.S., its possessions & Canada.
may not shield the magnetic field.
The solution is not to place expensive,
magnetically susceptible equipment too
EVERYTHING YOU
close to the ends of steel girders and pipes,
if they are oriented either vertically or in
WANTED TO KNOW
a general north -south direction.
ABC
OD T
TI ON .>':
Also keep ín mind that transistor radios
SYSTEMS BUT DIDN'T'::;
have a powerful magnet (the speaker) enclosed in a plastic (hence non-magnetic
KNQW;:;;:nIQM':;
shielding) case. Keep these away from
magnetically sensitive devices. Don't forget that VOM meter movements or photoSend for FREE Tiger booklet (20
meters
also contain magnetic devices.
pages) which answers all your
Asa rule of thumb, anything that meaquestions.
sures more than one gauss (the earth's
field is about half a gauss) should be suspect.
Great, you may say, but how can the
Name
electronics experimenter or service technician make these kinds of measurements?
Address

o

1
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City
State

Zip

Low -Cost Magnetometer. This problem
confronted us too, until we ran into the
low-cost, portable magnetoniete made by
the R. B. Annis Co. (Indianapolis, Incl.).
It is 2 inches in diameter and is about $7. It
conies with scales indicating from 0.5 gauss
to 20 gauss full scale. \Ve used the one that
indicates to 5 gauss.
\Ve had a close look at the stee tape -
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path parts of several tape recorders and
were surprised at the levels of some of
the unwanted magnetic fields. It took many
applications of our demagnetizer tool to
reduce the unwanted effects. Before doing
any mechanical work, we checked our tools;
and lo and behold, if we had used that
particular set of tools to replace anything,
we would have re-magnetized every thing
the tool touched. Now we have a special
set of demagnetized tools which are tnagnetically checked before use and kept exclusively for all our tape recorder work.
We keep them in an old \1u -metal CRT
shield which we have formed into a small
box.

When using a demagnetizer, it is important to shift the physical relationship between the steel part and the demagnetizing
field during the process. This will insure
optimum demagnetization.
Another important point is that there must
be no sudden interruption of the power to
the demagnetizer when it is in close proximity to the part being demagnetized. If this
does occur, the chances are that the steel
part will he left in a highly magnetized state
as a result of being magnetized by the last
half cycle of the power line prior to the
interruption.
Always move the still -powered demagnetizer with power on as far away as possible
before turning the power off. This, of course,
applies to both tape head demagnetization
and to color-TV degaussing.
A look around some color -TV chassis
and cabinets showed r s why some sets
could not he converged. In some cases,
someone had installed extra speakers in
the large wooden cabinets, and sometimes
long steel mounting hardware had been
used. In another case, a do clock, conerred from a vehicle type, had been installed on the front of the color TV. After
checking them out with the magnetometer,
we discove red some really strange magnetic fields that the receiver designer never
imagined. After removing these unwanted
fields, the owner discovered that his set
could be converged and could produce a
pretty good picture. We had only one case
of a metal building member affecting a
unit; and once the equipment was moved,
the problem was cured.
The pocket magnetometer has now found
a permanent place with our other test
equipment, and has enabled us to defeat
one more source of headaches.

HOW
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YOU CAN INSTALL YOURSELF.

'
,

Save hundreds of dollars in alarm installation and monthly service
charges. The EICO SS -500 "install -it -yourself" burglar -fire alarm systern offers you the kind of professional protection you have been looking for, at a price you can afford. The SS -50J has been designed on
the EICO "Expandability Concept" that enables you to "add-on" protection to meet your own special needs. Before you purchase any security
system, we suggest you read the EICO Security Handbook and see how
easy EICO makes it to "Os -it -Yourself"

O

FREE EICO CATALOG/SPECIAL OFFER!
r,

Security handbook (Reg. S2.95) only S1.50 with this ad. Includes a
catalog on EICO Security Systems, Test Instruments. Stereo, Hobby Kits
and name of nearest distributor. For catalog only, check reader service
card or send 25t for first class mail service.
EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
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The great new

It

`scans 360° in
milliseconds with
5.75 dB gain: Or beams
an 8.75 dB gain signal
where acid when you
want it-instantaneously.

(Otherwise, its ¡ust

another beautiful
base antenna.)

y
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A PROFESSIONAL é
BURGLAR-FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

0

MS-1f9'Supe
nner electronic beam,
incl. control console- ugg. price, 9995
MODEL
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the antenna specialists co.
Division of ORIDN INDUSTRIES, INC.
12435 Euclid Ayo., Cleveland, Ohio 44106
Export: 2200 Shames Dr.,
Westbury, L.I., New York 11590
Canada: A. C. S mmonds á Sons, Ltd.
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MOODY TOOLS PHILLIPS/ALLEN TOOL KIT

New Products

Addi ional information on new products
core,ed in ibis section is available from
the manufacturers. Either circle the item's
code number on the Reader Service Card
inside the back cover or write to the manufacturer at the address given.

Moody Tools Inc. is offering a six -piece
Phillips -head driver and Allen -type wrench tool
kit. Designated the Model PA -5; the kit contains Allen wrenches in #4, #6, and#8 sizes and
Phillips drivers in sizes #0 and #1. All five
tools fit interchangeably into a rugged chuck type handle. The handle has a swivel top for
operating convenience. The kit comes in a
handy two-piece molded plastic case.
Circle No. 71 on Reader Service Card
COURIER AM/SSB BASE STATION

The new Centurion \\I SS 3 base station for
CB from Courier employs a crystal lattice filter
on SSB to provide freedom from adjacent channel interference and better than 80 (113 (at 20

SUPERSCOPE QUADRAPHONIC AMPLIFIER

Superscope, Inc., has announced availability of

their Model A-260 integrated amplifier with
(5 nadraphaseT
circuitry. This new top -of -the line amplifier developer 45 watts of II IF power
and features a high level of flexibility and per -

e

fliHflhIHH

t

k11z) selectivity. A mechanical filter is used in
the A\I receive 'rde. Two separate i -f strips,
one each for AN] and SS13, provide peak performance in each operating mode. Also featured are a ±(30(1-1 Iz clarifier control, a separate
microphone jack, and a digital (mechanical)
alarm clock. The power, blanker, and PA/C13
switches are rocLer type. Illumination is pro-

min
formance. It was designed to provide 2- and 4channe compatibility. The exclusive (5 uad a phase circuit, plus a pair of extra speaker systems, enables the amplifier to derive 4 -channel
effects from both ordinary stereo and matrix encoded sources. Features are a loudness contour switch, graphic balance control, bass and
treble controls, mono selector switch, and
stereo headphone jack, The preamplifier and
power amplifier can be made to operate as in de lendent units.
Circle No. 70 on Reader Service Card

vided for the "orr-the-air" transmitter indicator,
channel selector, receive erode indicator, and
the calibrated S/r-f and power meter.
Circle No. 72 on Reader Service Card
SCOTT INSTRUMiENT SOUND LEVEL METER

Scott Instrument Laboratories has announced
availability of their new \lodel 451C professional sound level ureter with "C" weighting.
Designed for both professional and amateur
use, the pocket-size instrument gives direct
readings that meet or exceed existing ANSI
type S3C accuracy. Its range of 45-130 (iBC

NEW SPACE SAVING FORMULA(
Save panel space on your next project. Mount the FCB in a 1/2" hole
and you have a fuse holder, pilot
light and power switch in one neat
package. Connect 3 terminals and
you're in business. Uses 3AG type
fast or slow blow fuse. UL listed. Send
check or money order for $5.00 each
plus 50c. shipping and handling to:

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS
CIRCLE NO.
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sound pressure level permits measurements of
ambient and background noise, as well as signals of interest. The 451C is housed in a
rugged metal case. It uses a single 9 -volt battery that gives more than 200 hours of opera-

tional life.
Circle No.

73 on

Reader Service Card

ACE AUDIO BASIC STEREO PREAMPLIFIER

The Ace Audio basic preamplifier is said to he
a perfectionist's control center where the audio
signal is subjected to as few operations as
possible. Because it contains no tone controls
or complicated switching. the preamplifier reportedly delivers an inherently clean sound
without compromise or subtle deteriorations.
The preamp features only five controls: source
switch, tape input switch, power switch, and
left and right volume controls. Balancing the
two channels is accomplished by adjusting the
volume controls. The preamplifier can be used
alone to provide true flat response without tone
control error, or with a graphic equalizer for
complete control over tone.
Circle No. 74 on Reader Service Card
CHRISTIANSEN RADIO ASSEMBLY STATION

With the Christiansen Radio electronic assembly station, you can quickly convert any office,
classroom, or workshop area into an ideal place
for drawing up designs and building electronic
projects. The station consists of a 30 in. by 20

in. work surface, topped
cuit board vise; a lamp;

with Formica;

a

cir-

six -outlet switched
and fused power distribution box; and an ada

justable, temperature -controlled soldering iron
with holder. Optional equipment for the electronic assembly station are a tool box with tools
and a multimeter.
Circle No. 75 on Reader Service Card
RECTILINEAR BOOKSHELF SPEAKER SYSTEM

Rectilinear's Model XIa

is designed to optimize
all design elements in a simple, moderately
priced two-way speaker system. A high efficiency 10" woofer crosses over at 1000 Hz
to a 331" closed -back cone -type tweeter. An
unusual series -type crossover network manages to achieve steep attenuation slopes with
only one choke and one calcitor, partly by
(A) 60 -unit

cassette case. 131/2" high x 125/8"
deep x 51/2" wide. $15.95 each; 3 for $45.00.
(8) 30 -unit cassette case. 131/2" high x 61/2"
deep x 51/2" wide. $11.95 each; 3 for $33.00.
(C) 12 -unit 8 -track cartridge case. 131/4" high
x 61/2" deep x 41/4" wide. $7.95 each; 3 for
$22.00.
Units A, B and C have titled compartments to
prevent spillage and include pressure sensitive labels for titling.
(D) 6-unit 7" reel case. 8" high x 71/2" deep x
5" wide. Holds reels in original boxes. $5.25
each; 3 for $15.00.
(E) 20 -unit 12" record case. 131/4" high x

A COMPLETE'SET OF
MATCHED STORAGE CASES.

121/2" deep

x

31/2" wide. Holds records in

original jackets.'$5.95 each;

3

for $17.00.

°

Here's the ideal solution to the problem of keeping all your
records and tapes stored neatly, safely, conveniently and
attractively. A complete set of matched storage cases,
designed by the editors of STEREO REVIEW magazine, for
your records and all your tapes: cassette, cartridge and 7"
reel. Now you can keep them side-by -side on your bookshelf or cabinet, easy to identify.and readily available.
These cases are sturdily constructed and covered in a
handsome leatherette. The outer case is elegantly embossed in gold and comes in your choice of three popular
decorator colors-black, brown and green-so that they
lend themselves readily to the decor of any room.
STEREO REVIEW large capacity storage cases are just
what you've been looking for-they're the ideal solution to
keeping your records and tapes neatly stored for easy use.

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER
Send your order to Ziff -Davis Publishing Co., Dept 23, One Park Ave.,
N.Y., N.Y. 10016. Be sure you identify
the type of case ordered and indicate
your color choice for the back of the
case-black, green or brown (sides in
black only). Print your name and address clearly and enclose the amount
indicated above for the units being
ordered PLUS an additional 50c per
unit for postage and handling. Outside U.S.A. add $1.00 per unit ordered.
CHARGE YOUR STORAGE CASE ORDERS
TO YRUR AMERICAN EXPRESS
OR BANKAMERICARD ACCOUNT

A,,, j2:115

Mail your order, name, address and
credit card number. You will be billed
for the amount indicated above.

Why pay retail
for hifi?
Buy direct from us, and you save money
with our high- volume prices on more
than 100 name brands.
Order from the branch
nearest you to save
time and money
on freight.

using the natural roll -off of each driver. A
tweeter level control is provided. The tube vented cabinet is dined for optimum bass response to maintain efficiency clown to the low
bass frequencies without roll -off. The 8-ohm
system can be driven by a 10 -15 -watt amplifier
but will handle up to 50 watts rms. Frequency
range is flat from below 60 IIz to almost

30,000 Hz.
Circle No. 76 on Reader Service Card

KURZ-KASCH STUDENT MODEL LOGIC PROBE

Kurz-Kitsch, Inc., has announced availability
of their Model LP -520-002 overload -protected
logic probe. This special probe was designed to
withstand the abusive treatment often encountered in technical school laboratories and by
unskilled persons. The probe can test all 2.4-

Send for
our free
catalog.
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MAIL ORDER DIVISION

Wisconsin Ave,
3309 E.
Carpenter Frwy,
Downers Grove, Ill 60515 Irving, TexW 75062
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Now... -the most enjoyable
do-it-yourself 'project
of your life=a Schoberl
Electronic'Organl
You'll never reap greater
reward, more fun and proud
accomplishment, more
benefit for the whole family
than by assembling your own
Schober Electronic Organ.
You need no knowledge of electronics, woodwork
or
music. Schober's complete kits and crystal-clear
instructions show you whoever you are, whatever your skill (or
lack of it)
how to turn the hundreds of quality parts into
one of the world's most beautiful, most musical organs,
worth up to twice the cost of the kit.
Five superb models, with kit prices from $500 to around
$2,000, each an authentic musical instrument actually
superior to most you see in stores.
Get the full story FREE by mailing the coupon TODAY
for the big Schober color catalog, with all the fascinating details!

-

5.5 -volt de logic circuits. It indicates white for
logic zero, reel for logic 1, and blue for logic 1
for pulses faster than :35 ns. All indicators remain off to indicate an open circuit or unwired
pin. An amber overvoltage lamp protects the
probe input, and the probe is also protected

against power lead reversal.

Circle No. 77 on Reader Service Card
NEW SQ 4 -CHANNEL DECODER FROM SONY

new 4-channel decoder, the Model SQD2020, has been announced by Sony Corp. of
A

-

a.

*e.,

,1111

")-f;71;9

a9ole2

The
Organ Corp., Dept, PE -53
43 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y. 10023
Please send me Schober Organ Catalog.
Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12 -inch L.P.
record of Schober Organ music.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
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31
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ZIP
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America. The decoder handles SQ and RM
discs. Since SQ-encoded 4 -channel records normally retain full left -to -right separation but exhibit reduced front-to -rear separation during
playback, the SQD-2020 has a dual logic circuit that substantially increases front -to -rear
88
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separation. A special wave comparator circuit
also eliminates possible crosstalk along the
sides of the listening area. SQ separation is 20
c113 across
the front and rear and 15 clB between the front and rear. Included in the decoder are a master volume control, individual channel level controls, bass and treble controls for the rear channels, and four VU meters
for monitoring and balancing program material.
Circle No. 78 on Reader Service Card

forms, features 36 metric conversions (length,
area, volume, liquid, mass, and temperature),
the usual four arithmetic functions, and a percent function-a total of 41 functions in all.
Other features include an eight -digit LED display, chain calculation capability, memory,
floating decimal system, sign indicator, true
credit balance, overflow indication, low -battery
indicator, display blanking to conserve battery
power, etc.
Circle No. 80 on Reader Service Card

SSI LOW -FREQUENCY EQUALIZER

Those bass notes that you hardly hear from
many of today's bookshelf speaker systems can
come alive with the
lode) BD -1000 low -

EQUALIZER

DIRECT

HEATHKIT C/D IGNITION SYSTEM

Any car or truck with a conventional negative ground electrical system can get increased gas
mileage and go longer between tnncups with
the Model CP-1060 capacitive discharge igni-

'TAPE REC.

(r

i

A?KrGI1p1I0M
`:

frequency equalizer introduced by Sound Systems International. This device boosts freclllencies below 250 Hz without affecting the
midrange or high frequencies. \nd it can be
used with all types of speaker systems currently in use. For convenience and flexibility,
the 13D-1000 also has its own mode switch that
allows the user to switch the equalizer in and
out of a hi-fi system as desired.
Circle No. 79 on Reader Service Card
MITS CALCULATOR WITH METRIC CONVERTER

A new handheld calculator with built-in auto-

matic (on command) metric converter is now
available from MITS, Inc. The Model 941 calculator, available in both factory -wired and kit

.'

cP1,+
,a
,
.

N

{

-

system from the Heath Company. The
CP-1060, available only in kit form, delivers a
higher voltage to the spark plugs for more complete combustion. It automatically varies spark
duration, yielding longer firing for cold morning starts and shorter firing time for high
rpm running. It also puts very little current
through the points, substantially reducing the
heat that causes pitting and burning. An external override switch is included, permitting
switch -over to the conventional ignition system
when desired.
Circle No. 81 on Reader Service Card
Lion

BUILD Your Own Biofeedback Monitor
offers the Alpha Brain
Wave kit as featured in Jan. '73
Pop. Elec. for the sophisticated
amateur or experimenter. Your
friends will enjoy hearing their
brainwaves and trying to alter
them. The IC technology of
EDC-1 Biofeedback Monitor
EDC

4 -pole

filter.

Alpha, Beta, Theta Bandswitch.
Direct or Integrated feedback mode.
Permanent Ag-AgC1 electrodes as
illustrated available $14.95 pr.

performance exceeds cost.

Complete with disposable electrodes, contact cream and instructions; $59.35.

CIRCLE NO.
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Extended Digital Concepts
Box 9161, Berkeley, Calif. 94709
$59.35 enclosed; ship EDC-1 kit with
disposable and stainless steel electrodes, contact cream 8. instructions.
$14.95 enclosed; ship Ag-AgC1 permanent electrodes.

o

Name
Street
City
State

Calif.
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add Sales Tax.

Zip
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1974 LAFAYETTE
CATALOG 740
LAF A1j1TT1

Re4,dzt Woad

`New Literature)

Your Complete Electronics Buying Guide

TRIPLETT TEST INSTRUMENT CATALOG

Stereo/Hi-Fi Components
CB Transceivers &
Walkie-talkies
PA Systems
Tools & Test Equipment
Antennas
PhotogPolice/Fire Monitor Receivers

comprehensive 16 -page catalog featuring an
easy -to -read tester selection guide that allows
direct comparison of performance characteristics for each model listed is available from
Triplett Corp. The No. 59-T catalog lists the full
range of Triplett VO\f's-both analog and
digital-and accessories and a temperature
tester. A photograph of each tester model and
accessory is shown, accompanied by a list of
technical specifications and retail price. Address
Triplett Corp., Bluffton, OH 45817.

raphy Equipment

Ham Gear

Books, Parts, and More!

Lafayette Radio Electronics

Send
Today!

P.O. Box 10, Dept. 35123
Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791

r

351231
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ABOUT YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION
Your subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS is
maintained on one of the world's most modern,
efficient computer systems, and if you're like 99%
of our subscribers, you'll never have any reason
to complain about your subscription service.
We have found that when complaints do arise,
the majority of them occur because people have
written their names or addresses differently at
different times. For example, if your subscription
were listed under "William Jones, Cedar Lane,
Middletown, Arizona," and you were to renew it
as "Bill Jones, Cedar Lane, Middletown, Arizona,"
our computer would think that two separate subscriptions were involved, and it would start sending you two copies of POPULAR ELECTRONICS each
month. Other examples of combinations of names
that would confuse the computer would include:
John Henry Smith and Henry Smith; and Mrs.
Joseph Jones and Mary Jones. Minor differences in
addresses can also lead to difficulties. For example, to the computer, 100 Second St. is not the
same as 100 2nd St.
So, please, when you write us about your subscription, be sure to enclose the mailing label
from the cover of the magazine-or else copy your
name and address exactly as they appear on the
mailing label. This will greatly reduce any chance
of error, and we will be able to service your
request much more quickly.

90

RELEASES NEW CALECTRO HANDBOOK

Filled with practical do-it-yourself information,
charts, formulas, and tables, the new Calectro
No. FR -7:3-C handbook published by CC
Electronics features a free, easy-to -use Ohms
Law calculator and giant wall chart of electronic
symbols. The 72 -page handbook illustrates and
describes hundreds of basic Calectro parts and
accessories available
through
distributors
throughout the U.S. and Canada. Address: CC
Electronics, Div. of IIvdrometals, Inc., 400 S.
Wyman St., Rockford, IL 61101.
AMPEX BLANK RECORDING TAPE BROCHURE

An eight -page hrochu e that details the fea tu es and specifications of Ampex's complete
line of blank recording tape for consumer use is
available for the asking. The full -color booklet
ranges in description from the all-purpose and
economy cassettes to the top -of -the -line studio -

quality cassettes and professional recording
tapes. Copies of brochure No. T973 are available from: Ampex Corp., 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 9406:3.
TEAC HAS TAPE RECORDING BOOKLET

"Expanding the Art of Tape Recording" is the
title of a new 24 -page booklet available from
Teac. It describes how various accessories or
extensions to a tape recorder are engineered
to increase their productivity and usefulness.
Shown in the booklet are microphone and impedance converters, service accessories, special
effects accessories, pause/repeat accessories,
tinier controls, remo e controls, etc.. as well
as a troubleshooting chart and essentials to the
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Including Electronics World

:.Yol,wuiiz,

care of a tape recorder. Address: Teac Corp.
of America, 77:3:3 Telegraph Rd., Nlontebello,
CA 906,10.
RADIO SHACK CATALOG FOR 1914

Radio Shack's new 1974 electronics catalog
(No. 2:38) introduces the company's new line
of stereo and 4 -channel receivers, electronic
calculators, automatic tape cartridge changer,
and a complete telephone answering system.
Also featured in the 180 -page catalog are a
complete line of home -entertainment products,
audio equipment, CB radios, test instruments,
antennas, Archerkits, automotive products, and
much more. Thousands of hard -to -find items
for the hobbyist/experimenter round out the
listings. Address: Radio Shack, Dept. R-24,
2617 \V. Seventh St., Fort Worth, TX 76107.
POMONA ELECTRONICS

GENERAL CATALOG

Featuring more than 500 products in its 64
pages, the 197:3 general catalog of electronic
test accessories from Pomona Electronics highlights the company's latest version of their
"Crabber" mini test clip. Other new products
include two molded breakout test cables, a 0.04 in. in tip patch cord, a twinax cable plug, an
11 -pin relay test socket adapter, and a large
cover plate for D -size shielded "black boxes.
The catalog gives illustrations and complete engineering information on all products. Address:
Pomona Electronics Co., Inc., Union Bank
Plaza, 201 S. Lake Ave., Pasadena, CA 91101.

16á

11

Includes
Includes
FREE
Ohms
Calculator

RCA AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER BROCHURE

A 20 -page

brochure that describes the basic
concepts and techniques employed in the design of transistor power amplifiers is available
from RCA. "Audio Power Amplifiers," Publication No. APA-5.50, describes significant design features, basic circuit configurations, rating methods, and stability requirements for
solid-state power amplifiers. The classes of
operation and selection of optimum class for
a given power output are discussed, drive requirements are defined, and the effects of operating conditions on circuit design are analyzed. Address: RCA Solid State Division, Route
202, Somerville, NJ 08876.
DECEMBER 1973
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20"x 30"
Wall Chart

72 pages

of products,
projects tips,
formulas,
tables; etc.
from yew
local
CALECTRO
Electronics
Distributor!

GC
_ROS"
417.-""

GC ELECTRONICS

DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS. INC
ROCKFORD ILLINOIS 61101 U $.A
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ANTENNA SPECIALISTS CB ANTENNA BOOKLET

Dozens of subjects related to CB antennas are
covered in an interesting eight -page information
booklet (titled "\Vhy CB Antennas?") available
from Antenna Specialists. Profusely illustrated
with diagrams, patterns and sketches, the booklet explains the technical side of CB antennas.
The brochure also includes a handy table of
definitions used for CB antennas and a gain -to effective -power chart. Address: Personal Products Dept., The Antenna Specialists Co., 124:35
Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 011 44106.
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SAVE!
MONEY
lbc

TIME.

FREIGHT

QUALITY STEREO EQUIPMENT
AT LOWEST PRICES.

kYOUR REQUEST FOR QUOTATION RETURNED SAME DAY.
FACTORY SEALED CARTONSGUARANTEED AND INSURED.
ihr SAVE ON NAME BRANDS LIKE:
A.D.C. KOSS
KLH
DYNACO
FISHER SHURE SONY
A.R.

AND MORE THAN 50 OTHERS
BUY THE MODERN
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Department 873 12 East Delaware
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discipline understanding, one section of the
book is devoted to electronics for non electronics personnel. The discussion covers
basic principles of physics and electricity, giving only sufficient background so that medical
personnel will be aware of the accurate and
safe use of electromedical equipment.
Published by Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit,
PA 17214. 272 pages. $9.95 hard cover; $6.95
soft cover.

Electronics Library}

BASIC ELECTRICITY:
THEORY AND PRACTICE

NORTH AMERICAN RADIO -TV STATION
GUIDE, Ninth Edition

by Milton S. Kaufman

by Vane A. Jones

This handy guide contains listings for all radio
and television stations in the U.S., Canada,
Mexico, and the West Indies, a total of more
than 10,000 stations in all. The A\I, FM, and
TV stations presently in operation, scheduled
to start operation soon, or temporarily off the
air are each listed by geographical location,
frequency or channel, and call letters. Important statistics such as day and night power,
height of F\I antennas, and sharing of time
with other stations are given. Also listed is the
network affiliation for each station. Educational
stations are designated, as are FM stations
broadcasting in stereo.
Published by iioward W. Sams & Co., Inc.;
4300 \Vest 02 St., Indianapolis, IN 46268. Soft
cover. 160 pages. $4.50.

by Burton Klein

This hook ties together medicine and electronics in a manner that can be understood and
digested by members of both professions. For
nonmedical personnel, the human body is described as an anatomical and physiological system. There is continuing tie-in of physiological
activities of the body with the equipment designed to detect, amplify, and p esent data signals concerning the boc y. As an aid to cross -

l

jilttnlosh

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904
Dept. 16-5

SEND

TODAY!

COLOR TELEVISION: Theory And Servicing

Analyzing basic color fundamentals, this book
surveys color TV technology as it is today. Covered are all types of operation-from systems,
color CRT principles, and operations to r -f and
i -f circuitry. Explained is troubleshooting based
on picture analysis and instrument application.
Carefully detailed is the R -V and B -Y systems
before the I/9 system is introduced. In addition,
color TV accessories and optional featres, test
equipment, receiver installation, setup procedures, and CATV systems are discussed. The

Get all the news and latest information on the new
McIntosh Solid State equipment in the McIntosh
catalog. In addition you will receive an FM station
directory that covers all of North America.
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Published by .McGraw-Hill. Book Co., 1221
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020.
Soft cover. 528 pages. $9.95.

CATALOG and FM DIRECTORY

NAME

CITY

rent, resistance, inductance, capacitance, and
Ohm's Law). In addition, motors, generators,
simple measuring instruments, transformers,
house wiring, and other applications are examined. The math level never rises above simple arithmetic. The hook is written for students
with at least an eighth -grade reading level.

by Clyde N. Herrick

INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL
ELECTRONICS

FREE

This is an introductory book, written especially
for occupational and trade students with reading and comprehension difficulties. Well illustrated and inherently self -instructional, the
material is presented at a slow pace, then is
reinforced in programmed reviews. The hook
covers ac -dc topics ( magnetism, s oltage, cur-

24 ON
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AM FM/FM STEREO TUNER PREAMPLIFIER
READER SERVICE CARD
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text is fully illustrated with line drawings and
photos, 14 of which are in color.

Published by Reston Publishing Co., Inc., Box
547, Reston, VA 220.90. Hard cover. 376 pages.
$13.95

SOLDERING,*
DESOLDERING f
.RESOLDERING
o

.

-

i

SOLDER ABILITY
ELEMENTARY

ELITE

TO

WORLD'S MOST PRACTICAL SOLDER HANDLING TOOLS

BUCHSBAUM'S COMPLETE HANDBOOK

OF PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC REFERENCE
DATA
by Walter H. Buchsbaum
In this timely guide, you will find hundreds of
formulas, graphs, charts, and tables to help you
work more efficiently in even- maim area of
electronics. The book covers all of the latest
aspects of electronics. The text contains valuable definitions, standards, and basic reference
information for the circuit designer, systems
analyst, space scientist, medical technologist,
and those people who teach courses in the
various areas of electronics.

with

meets industries demands
a

COMPLETELY PORTABLE SOLDERING/DESOLDERING/RESOLDERING SYSTEM
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Published by Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 07632. Hard cover. 529 pages. $15.

0.11

alszx
15951 ANMINTA STREET

THE PRINCIPLES OF SWITCHING
CIRCUITS
by Frederick H. Edwards

A unified treatment of switching theory, with
particular emphasis on sequential circuit theory,
is presented in this book. The first four chapters deal with basic principles and combinational circuit theory. They introduce number
systems,
binary codes, Boolean algebra,
switching functions, analysis and synthesis of
combinational gate circuits, and threshold logic,
among other topics. The remainder of the book
is devoted to sequential circuit theory. A general treatment is emphasized by classification
of the sequential -circuit operation as either
fundamental mode or pulse mode, and as either
clocked or not clocked.
Published by The 111IT Press-. 28 Carleton St.,
Cambridge, MA 02142. Hard cover. 329 pages.
$15.50.

DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS MANUAL,
Second Edition
More than 1500 digital integrated circuits are
listed by type number and case/pin _onfiguration in this handy updated manual. This second
edition contains three times as many listings as
were included in the first edition. The scope
has been expanded to include, in addition to
TTL devices, many DTL, ECL, MOS, and special circuits. A listing in order of type numbers
appears first, followed b; a listing in order of
case configuration numbers. Short function
descriptions follow each IC listing.

Published by Electronetics Co., Inc., P.O. Box
278, Cranbury, NJ 08520. 41 pages. $3.95.
DECEMBER 1973
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SAVE ))\T Brand Name
a

Audio Compóriéntso-

Write Today for Our FREE
Wholesale Audio Catalog
DIXIE, one of the largest stereo wholesalers. fills all your
orders promptly. At prices actua'ly LOWER than "Discounters". See our exciting new Wholesale Price Catalog,
or write for quotes. Choose the famous brand stereo
equipment and accessories you desire. Everything

shipped factory -sealed.

KLH

GARRARD

SHURE

DYNACO

DIXIE HI -Fl WHOLESALERS
5600 Second St., N.E., Washington, D.C. 20011
Please rush me your FREE Wholesale Audio Catalog
and
complete information. I understand there is no obligation.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Carrier -Current Transmitter (Harmon)
34
47
Accessories for Your CB Rig (Humphrey)
Amateur 2 -Meter FM Repeaters (Moody)
84
Antenna Turner for SWL's (Drumeller)
71
Antennas for CB'ers and Hams (Drumeller)
95
Antennas for CB'ers and Hams, Part 2
(Drumeller)
51
Challenge of Slow -Scan TV, The (Humphrey)
49
47
CHU-Time Signals for Everyone (Holford)
Crystals for CB & Ham Communication
(Freeland)
100
Directory of Single-Sideband CB Transceivers
(Houck)
43
Effective Radiated Power (Houck)
34
Experiments with a Shortwave Receiver
(Stanbury)
61
"Free-Power" Radios, How to Build (Lyon)
62
Getting the Most from Your Transmitter
5 -Watt

.

.

(Moody)
How to Become a Radio Amateur
Milestone in Space Communications

(Leinwoll)

June
Oct.
May
Jan.
Sept.
Oct.
Aug.
Sept.
Mar.

Aug.
May

Dec.
Oct.

94 Aug.
49 July
35 Feb.

Move Up to Business Radio Band (Thomas)
NEA Plans Course for TV Technicans
Next Communications Satellite?, The
Reducing TVI on 6-, 10-, and 11 -Meter Bands

(Winkelpleck)
Short 80- Through

31

111

June
Feb.

37 Mar.

62 Nov.

10 -Meter Band Ham Antenna
(Yammus)
56
Squelch Circuit, Build a Low -Cost (Ramsey)
110
Those Wild Hams of the 1920's (Hay)
72
Understanding Shortwave Receiver Specs
(Feldman)
53
Using Your CB Set for Emergencies
35
What's New in Cd Equipment? (Friedman)
44
Which Antenna for CB? (Craven)
64

Apr.
Feb.
Oct.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.

Jan.

Enlarger Exposure Calculator (Mangieri)
Enlarger Timer, Build an (Mangieri)
Four -Way Flasher (Hilker)
Headlight Operated Garage Door or Light
Switch
Headlight Reminder (Fahnestock)
IC Light Modulator, Build an (Yandek)
IC Photo Development Timer (Marchant)
94

40 June
42 Mar.
63 Nov.
35 Sept.
94 Jan.
62 Apr.
32 Jan.
51

Nov.

47 Mar.
72

Feb.

46 Mar.
50 Mar.
56 Oct.
31 May
34 Sept.

DEPARTMENTS
Editorial (Snitzer)
Quadraphonics Now or Later
A Look Into the Future
Parts for Construction Projects
The Future of the "Floppy Disc"
Electronics Helps Fight Crime
An Advance in Personal Communications
Trade Shows for the Industry
IC's and the Hobbyist
The Fork in the Road

Skyrocketing Solid-State
The Electronics Seer
Out of Tune
A 5 -Watt Current -Carrier Transmitter
(June 1973)
Tips & Techniques
97 Aug., 74 Sept., 97 Oct., 97 Nov., 98 Dec.

6

Jan.

6 Feb.
6
6

Mar.
May

June
July
Aug.
6 Sept.
6 Oct.
6 Nov.
6 Dec.
6
6
6

111

Oct.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC

CONSTRUCTION
Add Luxury Features to Electronic Digital
Clocks, How to (Diller, Reese, Friedman)
Alpha Pain -Wave Feedback Monitor, Build an
(Waite)
Audio -Visual CMOS Toy (Gaskill)
Digital Clock -Calendar, Build a (Green)
Cosmos Die, Build a (Robbins)
Color Organ, Design Your Own
Digital Clock, Low -Cost (Larsen)
Early Warning Storm Forecaster (Fox)
Easy Way to Make PC Boards, The (Roubal)
Electronic Thermometer, Low -Cost (Squires) .
Electronic Siren, An (Eisenbrandt)
Electronic Wind Chimes (Simonton)

Light -Activated Slave Strobe Trigger
(Mangieri)
Light Probe, Build a (Mims)
Logidex-An Electronic Game for All Seasons
(Nurse)
Monodigichron, Build the (Robbins)
Novel Temperature Control System (Green)
Rechargeable Flashlight, Build a (McNarney)
Simple Alarms, Build a Pair of (Caggiano)
Simple Electronic Combination Lock (Rolf)
Solder & Soldering (Barber)
Special Tools for the Electronics Workbench
(Tooker)
Squawk Box Toy for $3, Make a (Loftsgaard)
Stopping Engine Run -On (Johnsson & Johnsson)
Tailor -Made Zener Diode, A
Unique Digital Clock (Young)
Welcome Beacon Prevents Stumbling in the Dark

31

Dec.

40
38
29
59
62

Jan.
Oct.
Nov.
June

51

72
102
78

Mar.
Sept.
Oct.
Jan.
Dec.
Apr.
Nov.
Feb.
Dec.

33
86
88
70

Mar.
Jan.
Aug.
Oct.

31

65
46
58
51

May

Components for Electronics Music Systems
(Lancaster)
Electronic Music Synthesizers (Anderton)
Introduction to Electronic Music (Lancaster)

47 Nov.
40 May
35 Oct.

GENERAL FEATURES
Anatomy of a Lightning Bolt (Heiserman)
Charles P. Steinmetz (Heiserman)
Computer Art as a Design Tool (Heiserman)
Electromagnetic Radiation in Medicine
(Garrison)
Electric Power from the Earth (Lawrence)
Electronic Pollution-An Impending Crisis
(Garrison)
Electronics and Insect Control (Lawrence)
Electronics and Water Quality Control
(Lawrence)
Electronics in Cameras (Plant and Eigen)
..

60 Mar.
107 Oct.
48 May
65 Sept.
32 Apr.
42 Apr.
30 Aug.

26 May
27 Dec.

Electronics in Habilitation and Rehabilitation
110 May
(Yonovitz)
Faraday and Electrostatic Lines of Force
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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(Heiserman)

101

Flash Tubes: Operation

&

Aug.

Applications

(Fisher)
How to Avoid Workbench Hazards (Benson)
How to Become a Radio Amateur
How to Select an Electronic Organ
(Lawrence)
Milestone in Space Communications

(Leinwoll)
Model Rocketry for the Electronics
Experimenter (Mims)
Power from the Sun with Silicon
(Heiserman)
Rock Music and Noise Pollution (Silver)
Seeing Inside with Acoustical Holography
(Holder)
Silicon Solar Cells (Wujek)
Stage Lighting for the Amateur (Margison)
Volta and His "Electric Pile" (Heiserman)

68 Jan.
70 Sept.
49 July

45 June
35 Feb.
26 June
69 Feb.
28 Mar.
59
98
35
102

July
Nov.
Mar.
Jan.

HI-FI/STEREO
Advances in SO Quadraphonic Matrix Decoders
(Hirsch)
35
Audio Power Amplifier (Robbins)
44
Automatic Amplifier Switch (Tyler)
52
Basic Hi -Fi Speaker Systems (Feldman)
46
Closed Box Speaker System Design, Part

Nov.
Nov.
Jan.

Apr.

1

(Weems)
41 June
Closed Box Speaker System Design, Part 2
(Weems)
102 July
Comparison of Quadraphonic Matrix Decoders
(Hirsch)
45 May
Four-Channel Firms Up (Feldman)
40 Dec.
How We Hear the Way We Do (Kenney)
103 Mar.
Methods of Matrixing for 4 -Channel Sound
(Feldman)
26 Jan.
Mono/Stereo Headphones. Make Low -Cost

(Lincoln)
New 4 -Channel Records, The (Maynard)
Noise Reducing Systems for Cassettes
(Hirsch)
OS Drops the Gauntlet with its Vario -Matrix
System (Hirsch)
Record Playing Equipment, Trends in (Hirsch)
Simple Compressor -Expander (Anderton)
Speakers, Trends in (Brociner)
SO Four-Channel Decoder (Esformes)
Status Report on Discrete 4 -Channel Disc
Equipment (Hirsch)
Super Audio Sweep Generator, Build the
(Leon, Paul. Rico)
Survey Analyzes Cartridge and Cassette Buyer
Habits and Preferences
Tape Machines, Trends in (Burstein)
Tape Recorder Control of Slides (Sharp)
Test Report on Chromium Dioxide VS Ferric
Oxide Cassette Tapes (Hirsch)
Understanding Nab Tape Playback

Equalization (Burstein)
Understanding Updated FM Tuner Specs
(Feldman)
Versatile Tape Recorder Control (Lincoln)
Which Reel -To -Reel
(Waverly)

Tape

38 Nov.
98 June
32

July

44 Sept.
49 Dec.

50 Apr.
51

Dec.

26

July

26 Aug.
29 Oct.
53 Aug.
46 Dec.
71

Nov.

50 June

48 Sept.
65 Mar.
44 Oct.

to Use?
28 Feb.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
CDA-The New Current Differencing
Amplifier (Jung)
Electronic Wristwatches
Fastest Electronic Device
IC "Time Machine", The (Jung)
Liquid Crystals for Electronics (Doering)
New Fast -Charge Batteries. The (Mangieri)
Surface Charge Transistor, The (Heiserman)
Thin -Film Laser Switch
Versatile IC Timer (Schopp)

61

June

49 Feb.
90 May
54

Nov.

58
67
102
53
98

Jan.
Nov.
June
Jan.

July

PRODUCT TEST REPORTS
Active BETA -3 BCB Auto Antenna
Aka! Model 4000DS Tape Recorder
DECEMBER 1973

88 Nov.
83 Oct.

Archerkit Deluxe Electronic Ignition System 83 May
70 Dec.
B&K Model 281 Digital Multimeter
B&K Model 501A Semiconductor Curve
Tracer
86 Mar.
B&K Model 1440 Oscilloscope
81 Jan.
BSR/McDonald Model 810/X Automatic
Turntable
82 July
California Instruments Model 8310
Multimeter
84 Jan.
Courier Gladiator AM/SSB CB Transceiver 84 Mar.
Crown Model DC -300A Power Amplifier
84 Nov.
Dual Model 1229 Automatic Turntable
78 Aug.
Dynaco FM -5 Stereo FM Tuner
E. F. Johnson Messenger 120 CB

78 Mar.

Transceiver
E. F. Johnson Messenger 323-M CB
Transceiver
Electra "Jolly Roger" Scanning Monitor
Receiver
Electrosonics International EM -S Monitor
Receiver
Electro -Voice Model 4X4 Receiver
Electro -Voice Models 1711 and 1751
Microphones
Fanon/Courier Fanfare 200 CB Transceiver
Fanon/Courier Fanfare 700 CB Transceiver
Fisher Model PL -6 Sound Panel Speaker
Harmon-Kardon Model HK -1000 Cassette

83 Sept.

Deck
Heath Modal AD -1530 Stereo Cassette Deck
Heath Model IB-1100 Frequency Counter
Heath Model GC -1005 Digital Electronic
Clock
Heath Model GR-110 VHF Scanning Monitor
Receiver
Heath Model IC -2108 Desk Calculator
and Model IC -2009 Pocket Calculator Kits
Heath Model IM -1202 Digital Multimeter Kit
Hewlett-Packard Model 970A Digital
Multimeter
James Model C-8600 Electronic
Thermometer
Jensen Model 4 Speaker System
Jud Williams Model A Transistor Curve
Tracer
JVC America, Inc., Model VP -100 Stereo
Preamplifier
KLH Model Fifty -Two AM/Stereo FM
Receiver
Lafayette LA -524 Decoder/Amplifier
Lafayette SQ-L Quadraphonic Decoder
Lafayette SQA-50 4 -Channel Amplifier/
Decoder
Lafayette Radio Telsat SSB-50 CB
Transceiver
Marantz Model 500 Power Amplifier
Marantz Model 2440 Quadradial 4 Adaptor .

Amplifier
MITS 4- and 6 -Digit Electronic Clocks
MITS Model 1440 Digital Eelectronic

Calculator
Pace Model 10-2 CB Transceiver
Pace Model 223 CB Transceiver
RCA WC -528 Transistor/Diode Checker
RCA Model WE -130A Sound Level Meter
RCA WR-515A Color -Bar Generator
RCA Model WV -529A Multimeter
Realistic Model TRC-46 AM/SSB CB

Transceiver
Realistic Model

TRC-49 CB Transceiver
Regency Model TME-16HLU FM Monitor

Receiver
Sharpe Modals 7 and 770 Headphones
Sherwood Model S-2403 AM/Stereo
FM 'i uner
Shure M91ED Phono Cartridge
Shure V-15 Type Ill Stereo Phono Cartridge
SSI Quadrasizer IV 4 -Channel Adaptor
Teac AS -100 Integrated Stereo Amplifier .
Teac Model 450 Cassette Tape Deck
Technics by Panasonic Model SA -600X
Receiver
Turner Super Sidekick Microphone

84 Feb.
84 Sept.
82 June
82 Apr.
78 May
88 Apr.
84 July
79 Aug.
78 July
76 June
80 July
91

Apr.

68 Dec.
89 Nov.
80 May
80 Nov.
88 Oct.
87 Feb.

83 June
82 Nov.
80 Oct.
78 Jan.
82 Feb.
77 May
80
76

June
Aug.

78

June

82 Aug.

Dec.
Nov.
May
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
85 Oct.

69
86
82
82
90
86

86 Oct.
81

Aug.

81

July

85 Apr.
81

Sept.

80 Feb.
76

July

80 Mar.
76 Jan.
63 Dec.
65 Dec.
80 Sept.

95

Model WT2 Transistor
Tester
Wharfedale W60E Speaker System

85 Sept.
82 Mar.

TELEVISION

New TTL IC's

64 Feb.
11

-Meter Bands
62 Nov.
36 Jan.
69 July

(Winklepleck)
Thin TV Display Panel
TV Commercial Killer
Video Color Picture Player Uses Standard
Audio Cassettes

112 June

TEST EQUIPMENT
Accurate Dwell/Tachometer Instrument, Build
67 Apr.
an (Marguerit)
61 Aug.
Convergence Generator, Low -Cost (Ching)
65 Feb.
Direct -Reading Capacitance Meter (Hileman)
High -Quality Bench Power Supply (Robbins)
33 Aug.
IC Signal Generator, Low -Cost (Hoyt)
34 Mar.
Linear -Scale Ohmmeter for Accurate Reading
51 Sept.
(Hileman)
Little Giant Power Supply, Build the
(Wicklund)
62 Feb.
Logic Probe, Assemble a Low -Cost
56 Sept.
(Glissman)
Low -Cost Op Amp Tester, Build a (Garland
.

.

and Melen)

Millivolter (Tenny)
Permanent 3.75 -Volt Supply, A (Tooker)
Quickie Inductance Checker (Rolf)
Simple Test Instruments for Digital Circuits
(Tooker)
Thyristor Tester, Build a (Robbins)
Understanding Ungrounded Oscilloscope
Measurements (Herzog)
Understanding Your Triggered Sweep Scope
(Thomason)
Versatile, Inexpensive Semiconductor Junction
Tester (Chayut)
Frequency Deviation Meter, Your Own

34
44
104
98

Dec.
Mar.
Jan.
Aug.

64 May
45 July
67 May
100 May

Devices for Communications
96

May

June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

103 Nov.
79

From the Mail Bag
How to Pick a Mike

Loudspeaker Problems
Tone Controls and Equalizers
Record Player Troubleshooting
Surplus Scene (Burawa)
Dealers in the Boston Area
More Dealers to Add to your List
The Solid -State Parts Market
How the Market is Shaping Up Behind
the Scenes
Time to Add New Names to Your Dealer
List
Quick -Reference Dealer Guide-Pt.
...
Continuing the List of Surplus Dealers
How to Buy Surplus Computer Boards
Poly-Paks, Inc.-A Dealer Profile
Test Equipment Scene (Solomon)
Using Audio Generators
Are Tube Testers Dead?
Multipath & Crystals
Audio Generators and Ceiling Ambience
Testing Digital Circuits
R -F Sweep Generators
Triangle Waves for Testing
Untestable Factors
Different Testers
Frequency Counters
Scopes and Probes for Digital Testing
A Magnetic Discussion
1

Dec.

12 Jan.
12 Feb.
12 Mar.
12 Apr.
12 May
12 June
12 July
10 Aug.
10 Sept.
12 Oct.
12 Nov.
12 Dec.

115 Jan.
119 Feb.
118 Mar.
122 Apr.
114
113
115
115
119

May

June

July
Aug.
Sept.

99 Jan.
104 Feb.
70 Mar.
72 Apr.
91

May

100 June
70 July
104 Aug.
62 Sept.

102 Oct.
110 Nov.
83 Dec.

34 Feb.

97
96
92
106
99
98
107
76

Year -End Prose & Con's
Hobby Scene
114 Mar., 100 Apr., 76 May, 94 June, 91 July,
100 Aug., 24 Sept., 26.Oct., 26 Nov., 22 Dec.
Mac's Service Shop (Frye)
Modules and the Technician
87
Electrostatics at Work
90
Zenith's 1973 Color Line
88
Leakage Current Testing and Using Square
93
Waves
86
Biological Effects of Ftentri"^I Shock
An Electronic Counter for the Technician
84
85
Gas and Smoke Alarms
84
Being an Amateur Pays Oft

Electronics in Automobiles
About the New RCA Color TV Receivers
Motorola's 1974 Color TV Receivers
Solid -State Scene (Jung)
New Devices and Applications
Complementary MOS Logic
More New Devices and Applications

Solid -State (Garner)
Semiconductor Availability
Gifts for the Holidays
Stereo Scene '1-101
Gadgets for the Record Player
The Optimum Amplifier
Cassettes for Perfectionists
Choosing Your Tape Recorder
Do -It -Yourself Tape Recorder Setup
What's in a 4 -Channel Name
Taping Off the Air

TUTORIAL

96 Aug.

THE SCENES
CB Scene (Spinello)
Start of the Monitour
REACT Aids in High -Rise Disaster
CB Goes to Washington
CB Has a Birthday
Class E: Closer to Reality
ALERT: National CB Association
Lawful CB Radio Nationwide

97
68
94
69
102
104

D/A Converters
Power Oarling.ons

Adjusting Your TV Set for Best Color (Waters) 33 Jan.
Challenge of Slow -Scan TV, The (Humphrey) 49 Aug.
63 Apr.
Choosing a TV Antenna (Swearer)
58 July
New RCA In -Line Color Tube
Picture -Tube Tester and Rejuvenator
50 Oct.
(Shippee)
Play Your Own Game on TV
Reducing TVI on 6-, 10-, and

Comparators and Op Amps
Meet the IC Logic Families
New MOS Linear IC's
IC

Wayne Electronics

May

June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Part 1 (Stern)
Do You Know Your Bipolar Transistors?
Part 2 (Stern)
Do You Know Your Bipolar Transistors?
Part 3 (Stern)
Do You Know Your DC Circuits? Part 1
(Seidman)
Do You Know Your DC Circuits? Part 2
(Seidman)
Do You Know Your DC Circuits? Part 3
(Seidman)
Electronic Circuit Analogy Quiz (Balin)
Electronic Coupling Quiz (Bolin)
Electronics & Brain Control (Lawrence)
Electronics Crossword Puzzle (Richard)
How Do Series -Connected Constant Current
Sources Operate? (Bailey)
How We Measure Noise (Alsen)
Mosfet, The (Mangieri)
Understanding the Junction Field Effect
.

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

Apr.
May

June
July
Aug.

86 Sept.
89 Oct.
91

Additional Functions for Your Pocket
Calculator (Priest)
Battery Types and Their Characteristics
(Milbourne)
Design Your Own Voltage Regulator
(Schuettpelz)
Do You Know Your Bipolar Transistors?

Nov.

Transistor (Mangieri)

95 Jan.
98 Feb.

96 Mar.
119 Apr.

What Are All Those Extra Components for?
(Huffman)
Zener Diode, Theory and Applications, The
(Mangieri)

64

Oct.

112 Apr.
76

Apr.

58 Aug.
91

Sept.

92 Oct.

58 May
90 June
88 July
118 Apr.
68 Aug.
65 July
64 Mar.
88 June
47 Jan.
51

May

28 Apr.

40 Aug.
40 July
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE
NON -DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or Individuals offering commercial products or services, $1.60 per word
(including name and address). Minimum order $16.00. Payment
must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited
advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months;
10% for 12 months paid In advance. READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell, $1.00 per word (including name and address.) No minimum! Payment must accompany
copy. DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: 1" by 1 column (25/e" wide), $200.00.
2" by 1 column, $400.00. 3" by 1 column, $600.00. Advertiser to
supply cuts. For frequency rates, please inquire.

FOR SALE

GENERAL INFORMATION:

First word in all ads set in bold caps at
no extra charge. All copy subject to publisher's
approval. All
advertisers using Post Office Boxes in their addresses MUST
supply publisher with permanent address and telephone
number
before ad can be run. Advertisements will not be published
which advertise or promote the use of devices fo- the
surrepti-

tious interception of communications. Closing Date: 1st of
the
2nd month preceding cover date (for example,
March issue
closes January 1st. Send order and remittance to Hal
Cymes.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
Including ELECTRONICS WORLD, One

Park Avenue, New York, New York 1001$.

BUILD POUR OWN SPACE -ACE TV CAMERA
i

a

FREE! bargain catalog.

Fiber optics, LED's, transistors, diodes,
rectifiers, SCR's, triacs, parts. Poly Paks, Box 942, Lynnfield,
Mass. 01940.
GOVERNMENT Surplus

Receivers, Transmitters, Snooperscopes,
Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 25C. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.

LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential
KNAPP, 3174 8TH Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla. 33540.

Catalog

CONVERT any

television to sensitive, big -screen oscilloscope.
Only minor changes required. No electronic
experience necessary. Illustrated plans. $2.00. RelcoA33, Box
10563, Houston,
Texas 77018.

AMATEUR SCIENTISTS, Electronics
Experimenters, Science Fair
Students .
.
Construction Plans -Complete, including drawings, schematics, parts list with prices and sources
Robot
Man
Psychedelic shows
Lasers
Emotion/Lie Detector
Touch Tone Dial-Quadrasonic Adapter -Transistorized Ignition
-Burglar Alarm-Sound Meter
over 60 items. Send 251; coin
(no stamps) for complete catalog. Technical Writers
Group, Box
5994, University Station, Raleigh, N.C. 27607.
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MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC devices catalog 10C. Greatest
Values
-Lowest Prices. Fertik's, 5249 "D", Philadelphia, Pa. 19120.
SURPLUS

electronics for everyone. Free catalog. U.S. inquiries.
Montreal, Canada.

ETCO, 464 McGill,

FREE Catalog lists resistors, tubes,
transistors, rectifiers, condensers, tools, tuners, etc. Hytron Hudson, Dept.
PE, 2818 Kennedy Blvd., Union City, N.J. 07087.

COMPUTER

/ DATA INPUT KEYBOARD

,
a
a

RADIO-T.V. Tubes-36C each. Send for free catalog. Cornell,
4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.
portable. Send for list.

PYROTECHNICAL chemicals, casings, tools, supplies, fuse,

eastnetim

PHONE or WRITE for CATALOG..

...

METERS -Surplus, new, used, panel or
Hancllett, Box 5577, Riverside, CA 92507.

.i6

step

Free.

ELECTRONIC PARTS, semiconductors, kits. FREE FLYER. Large
catalog $1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

-

OLT
lam,

liter-

ature. Giant, illustrated catalogue/handbook includes formulas,
instructions -500, with samples -$1.00. Westech, Box 592,
Logan, Utah 84321.

1a

la

n
Brand new 73 key keyboard. All keys are magnetic
reed switches. Diode matrix & TTI IC circuitry for
ASCII encoder. Several pages of data. 17"xSYo".
STOCK NC.F5114
5 lbs.
$57.50 ea.

HONEYWELL

COMPUTER BOARDS

WE SELL CONSTRUCTION PLANS.
TELEPHONE:

Answering Machine,
Speakerphone, Carphone, Phonevision. Auto Dialer, Touch Button
Dialer, Central Dial System. TELEVISION: $35.00 Color
Converter,
Video Tape Recorder. $25.00 Camera. HOBBYIST:
Electron Microscope, 96 Hour Tape Music System, Ultrasonic
Dishwasher,
Radar -Oven. Plans $4.95 each. NEW ITEM:
S75. Electronic
Pocket Calculator, $7.50. COURSES: Telephone
Engineering
$39.50. Detective Electronics $22.50, Integrated Circuit
Engineering, $49.50. NEW SUPER HOBBY CATALOG plus year's
subscription to Electronic New Letter AIRMAILED $1.00. Don Britton
Enterprises, 6200 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
JAPAN

HONG KONG DIRECTORY. World products
information.
$1.00 today. World Trade Inquiries, Hillyard,
Washington 99207.

SCOPES, meters, tes equipment, military
and industrial surplus.
Write for free "Bargain Bulletins". Lawrence
Instruments, P.O.
Box 744, Sunbury, Pa. 17801.
TEST

EQUIPMENT,

Aerospace -Laboratory Grade. Request your
needs; will mail appropriate catalogs (we have
24 catalog categories). Only for Engineers, Businesses,
Schools and advanced
Technicians. Goodheart, Box 1220PE, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90213.

~$

+

]I i

t8ú' .1

A new and probably the last lot of this popular
computer board, loaded with transistors, diodes
heat sinks, precision resistors & capacitors,SCRs,
trimpots and more,lNith long leads for easy removal. Many styles. 15"x4Y,". 1 lb. each.

STOCK NO.F9082 2/1.00 12/5.00 25/10.00

Send for new 56 page catalog, loaded with new
items.include postage. Excess is refunded.

DELTA ELECTRONICS CO.

BOX 1, LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS 01903

PHONE (6171-388-4705
CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DECEMBER 1973
97
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DIGITAL ELECTRONICS! Complete schematics, parts lists, theories

-Discrete

Component Digital Clock, $3.00-Sound Sensitive
Switch, $1.50. Increase technical competence, hobby skillsComplete Course in Digital Electronics is highly effective, $10.00.
Free literature. DYNASIGN, Box 60A7, Wayland, Mass. 01778.

DISCOUNT PRICES

FREE. -.CATALOG
KITS*
50%

OFF

COMPARABLE

BUY DIRECT

SAVE 555

UP TO

- -

B & K,

RAYTHEON, ICC/MULLARD Tubes
TELEMATIC Test Jigs

Free Catalog

-

--

SENCORE, LEADER Test Equipment

.

Electronic Kits Amplifiers
FREE Catalog
Burglar Alarms
Psychedelic Strobes
Preamps
Digital Tachometer More: Free Catalog.
SWTPC, Box A32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78284.

-

BRAIN WAVE MONITOR Biosone BF-20 Alpha Biofeedback Instrument. $34.95 complete. Not a kit. Fully Guaranteed. For information write. BID -LOGIC DEVICES, INC., Dept. A, 888 Seventh
Avenue, New York, New York 10019.

FORDHAM RADIO SUPPLY CO. INC.
558 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451
SYNTHESIZER KITS-Surf $11.95, Wind $11.95, Wind
Chimes $16.95, Electronic Songbird $6.95, Musical Accessories,
many more. Catalog free. PAIA Electronics, Box 114359,
Oklahoma City, OK 73114.
SOUND

IGNITION SYSTEMS: Capacitor, Transistor.
Anderson Engineering, Epsom, N.H. 03239.

Information

10C.

INSTRUMENTED, FLYING ROCKETS for casual or
serious experimenters. Over 80 scale original, multi-stage or
ready-to -fly models. Solid -propellant engines for safe, electric
launch system liftoffs up to 2,500 feet. Measure altitude, temp.
inversons, more. Real telemetry, electronic tracking, aerial still
and movie photography with super -miniaturized equipment. New,
detailed tech manual and full -color catalog. 25C from ESTES
INDUSTRIES Dept. 18R, Penrose, Colo. 81240.
AUTHENTIC,

TTL IC, Semiconductors, parts discount. Price List, 10C. Totelek,
Box 222, Goodyear, Arizona 85338.

Recovery UnitSELL CONSTRUCTION MANUALS-GOLD
SILVER Recovery Unit-Alternator Adapter (provides 120 volts
WE

in your car!`-Infrared Scope-Inverter (12 volts DC to 120 volts
AC)-Electronic Insect Trap-Burglar Alarm-X-Ray Fluoroscope
-Chemical Formulary. Manuals $5.00 each. HIGHLY PROFITABLE
Business Courses!-"How To Start and Operate Your Own SILVER
Recovery Business"-"The Manual of PRECIOUS Metals" courses
$9.95 each-illustrated color catalog, 25C-Airmailed 50CCreative Products, 8415 Lofland, Dept. PE -1273, Houston, Texas
77055.
DIGITAL SPEEDOMETER with numeric readout.
KIMTRON, Box 80134, Chamblee, Georgia 30341.

Plans $4.50.

Magazine

ing Sine, Square, Triangular Waveforms, $10.00. Write for catalog. Photolume Corporation, 118 East 28th Street, New York, N.Y.
10016.
NEW FM Deviation Meters $75.00. Free Information.
412A N. Winbach, Evansville, Indiana 47711.
FREE

Covers

Color Codes, Digital Logic Charts. Send 80 stamp. ElecBox 278, Cranbury, N.1. 08512.

electronic parts and pieces. Monthly picture flyer free.
Startronics, Box 17127, Portland, Oregon 97217.
SURPLUS

BURGLAR -FIRE

alarm components,

hardware. Free

catalog-in-

formation. Silmar, 133 S.W. 57 Ave., Miami, Florida 33144.
calculator to comCALCULATOR OWNERS: Use your
pute SQUARE ROOTS, Trigonometric Functions, Logarithms, Exponentials, and more! Quickly, Accurately, Easily! Send today
for the first and best calculator manual-sold throughout the
world
only $2.00. Absolutely Unconditional Money -Back
Guarantee-and FAST service! Mailman Optics and Electronics,
Dept. -10A, 836 South 113, West Allis, Wisconsin 53214.
HEAR POLICE/FIRE Dispatchers! Catalog shows exclusive official directories of "confidential" channels, receivers. Send 8C

i--X=

.

.

.

Box 56 -PE,

Commack, N.Y. 11725.

DIGITAL and analog computer modules. LED numeric display kits.
FREE
LITERATURE. Scientific Measurements, 2945 Central,
Wilmette, Illinois 60091.

alarm supplies and information. Free catalog.
Protecto Alarm Sales, Box 357G, Birch Run, Michigan 48415.
BURGLAR -FIRE
FREE

circuit boards for

CATALOG. Parts,

projects.

PAIA

Write: ECM,

tronetics,

stamp. Communications,

Commercial -Display Fireworks, Sources, Construction, Literature, Pyrotechnical Supplies.
Free Catalog! Pyro Press, Box 12010(N123), Lexington, Kentucky
40511.
NEWS

FIREWORKS

WAVEFORM GENERATOR KIT 8038 Function Generator IC Produc-

PAIA

Electronics,

Box

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

C14359,

Oklahoma

City,

OK

73114.

circuit negatives and boards. Prices on request. Technical Services, Box 4027, Huntsville, Alabama 35802.
PRINTED

14.

4,11
y

'

RESISTORS-Precision 1%, r/aw 1/4w, 20/$1.00, send for list.
Resdev-P Box 12278, El Paso, Tex. 79912.
ORGAN KITS, KEYBOARDS and many components.
Independent and divider tone generators. All diode keying. IC
circuitry. Build any type or size organ desired. Supplement your
Artisan Organ. 250 for catalog. DEVTRONIX ORGAN PRODUCTS,
Dept. C, 5872 Amapola Dr., San lose, Calif. 95129.

ELECTRONIC

MAKES THE ONLY

SYNTHESIZERKITS
models priced from $139
°
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PASA ELECTRONICS, INC.'

BOX P14359, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73114
Scanners, CB., Crystals, Directories, SSB/AM,
Catalog 25C. G-ENTERPRISES, Box 461P, Clearfield, Ut. 84015.

'

WHOLESALE

Probe $9.95. Free bargain catalog. Electro, 4201 Irving
Park, Chicago, Illinois 60641.
LOGIC

IGNITIONS, VHF/UHF monitors, crystals, CB radios. Wholesale. Southland, Box 3591-B, Baytown, Texas 77520.
CD

BIOFEEDBACK. Professional Instruments: Electroencephalophone,
Galvanic Skin Response. J&J, 8102-E, Bainbridge, WA 98110.
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PROBE-LEDS indicate logic state. $10.00, kit $6.00.
Guaranteed. Solidtronics, Box 96, Union City, Conn. 06770.
LOGIC

is it? Discover the modern method
laxation in this informative report; includes easy to
directions. Assemble your own at a fraction of cost.
Padula Electronics, Dept. 77N, Box 184, Marlboro, Mass.

BIOFEEDBACK-What

of refollow
$2.00.
01752.
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LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
MRD 148 Photo
$ .75
Darlington

1

FLV 100 VIS, LED

e

.

MT2 Photo Transistor
MCT-2 Opto. Isolator
MCD-2 Opto. Isolator
MCA -2-30 Photo Relay
MV5026 VIS LED
ME4 IR LED's
GREEN GaP OSL-16 LED

7400

.28

s 7401
7402
7403
7404
c- 7405
7406
'' 7408
7410
1 7411
7412
7413
' 7416
7417
7420
7422
7426
7430
^
7437
7438
G 7440
7441

7474
7475
7476
7480
7483
7486
7490

.28
.28
.28
.33
.30
.50
.32
.28
.32
.40
.85
.50
.50
.28

.

i

7491
7492
7493
7494
7495

74467442

' 7450

...

59

$

.90
.90
.90
.59
.59
.90

5 .80
5
$

5
5
S

.50

..1.25
..1.50
..1.25
..1.30
..1.30

1.1,

I

.1.30

board is a 1/16" single
sided paper epoxy board 41/2^
61/2" (standard veripan) DRILLED
and etched. which will hold 21
single 14 pin IC's, or 8.16 or
L51 DIP IC's with busses for

power supply connections. It
also etched for a 22 pin connector. $5.25 3/514.50
i

....5
ELECT. ...5/51.00

10 OF
100 OF ELECT.

40

1103 1024 Bit RAM ...6 7.25
NEC6003 2048 Bit RAM 14.50
1101 256 Bit RAM
3.25
8225 64 BIT MEMORY
3.50

TRIACS

IA

I

I

10A

154 120A4
.70 11.00 11.20

1

1

I

I

1

-Póst.Office Box 74A

$125;

32

504

12A
.30
.35
.45
.70
.85
1.10

.40
.55

.85
1.25

1.50
2.00

2.30
2.75

Silicon Control Rectifiers
11.54
6A
10A
70A
1001 .40 I .50
.60
3.50
200 I .60
.70
.80 I 6.50
400 1.00 I 1.20 11. 30 I 9.50
6001
I
11.70 I 11.00
715 73 N Channel FET ..5 .75
2N4891 UJT
5 .50
ER900 Trigger Diod0..4/51.00
I

I

I

I

1

ASCII
Encoded
Terminal Keyboards

Power 72 volts CT at 720 watts and 71 volts
at 1065 watts, $25 and $30 respectively, postage paid.
Jim Salta, 70 Sheldrake PI., New Rochelle, N.Y. 10804.
CT

electronic test equipment, truly surplus prices, free
15,000 items in stock. Box 1050W, Garland, Texas

75040. 214-494-2326.

Printed circuit board 410"' x 61/a"
double sided fiber glass board
1/16' thick, unetched.
5.60 ea. 5/52.50
Miniature Trim Pots
5K, 106. 200, 25K,
50K. 100K ...5.75 3/52.00
PA234 1 Watt
Audio Amps
LM 309K 5V
1 Amp Regulator
741 OPER. AMP
709
723 Regulator
TVR-2002 high
723
703RFe IF Amp
CA3065 FM TV Amp
565 Phase Lock Loop
567 Tone Decoder
560 Phase Lcck Loop

$41.95 Postpaid. B.D. Discounts, P0B 602, Glendale, AZ 85311.
CATALOG

-Tremendous

electronic

Box 41881, Mountain View, California 94040.

bargains.

American,

TELEPHONE recording equipment. Starts recorder automatically.
Top quality. Absolutely lowest wholesale prices. Free details.
Viking International, Box 632, Newhall, California 9I321.

Catalog. Reeds, Tantalums, Transistors, PUTS, LEDS, Parts.
Chaney, Box 15431, Lakewood, Colo. 80215.
FREE

FIRE COST money and lives!! World's Smallest Fire Alarm sounds
off at 135°. Uses 117V current. Send $10.95 -Guaranteed!!

Alarms, Dept. 1P12, 6701 Huntsman, Springfield, Virginia 22150.

DETECT
l-w'-

i

R.F.

,w 14,1,

I

$

I

.75

51.00
.80
51.35
$2.95

52.95
52.95 .
52.95
52.95
52.50
52.04 51.25
51.95
S .75
5 .47.
320-5V Reg.
51.75
320-15V Reg.
51.75
748 Oper Amp
5 .90
CONDUCTIVE ELASTOMETER
LOW
PROFILE
CALCULATOR
KEYBOARD. A 238^0384"x1a" =

:'SALES
_

.

°

.

Tel. (617)547-4005

"

PLANS -Automatic

dialer

telephone

$1.50,

dynamic battery tester $1.00, Electronic Mousetrap,
Frost Electronics, Box 12932, Fort Worth, Texas 76116.

$1.50.

CONSTRUCTION

FREE BOOK About Digital Logic and Computers, and how you can
design and build your own. EEW, Box 8204 -BA, Pittsburgh, PA
15217.

ETCHED

ucts.
MN

circuit supplies, chemicals, solder, specialized prod-

Free

Catalog. Technical

Services,

Box

687P,

Arlington,

Free

literature,

55307.

Kits, products. Custom engineering.
quotations.. GEL, 1004 Clinton, Redwood City,
CRYSTAL

up

-NO

The

-106

Field Strength Meter has
successfully by operators of
radio transmitter equipment of all types
for se ral years.
It can detect "transmitter buns' down to
4mw, leakage from radar ranges, etc. It
is approved to meet FCC specs. for ''radio frequency indicator" for vessels for
hire. Only 511.95 including shipping.
Fla. residents add 4% sales tax.
been

LS

used

CA

94061.

Oscillators 874.8800 KHZ, variable width, instructions
Schneider, Box 1104, Clifton, N.J. 07014.

-$5.00-Mark

COMPUTE roots, trigonometric functions,
rithms and more with highest precision on

exponentials, logafour function calculators. Manual $1.85. Transmission Lines Inc., Box 292, Ipswich,
MA 01938.
switch activated by capacity of
moving persons or things. Perfect for burglar alarm. Multitude
of other uses. Write for free literature. No obligation. Andy's
Gift Shop, Electronics Department, 113 Flintrock, Del Rio,
Texas 78840.
PROXIMITY Switch. Electronic

COMPLETE alphabetical index to Popular Electronics. Volume 1
(1954) -December, 1973. $3.00 ppd. Portable Power, Box 13,
Flushing, N.Y. 11352.

catalogs, kits and components. Audio equipment. Electronic Supply Pacs, Box 675, Far Rockaway; N.Y.'11691.
CONVERT .220 Single Phase to Three Phase simply and economiRun several three phase motors simultaneously.
Illus-

cally.

trated wiring

instructions, $2.00. Norm
Shepherd Road, Anderson, Indiana 46011.

Montgomery,

1826

catalog electronic components-250.
National
Electronic Supply, Box 15015, Long' Beach, Calif. 90815.

WHOLESALE

ELECTRONIC Parts wholesale.
P.O. Box 15421, Phoenix,

'

.47

FREE

FROM 100 MC
TUNING REQUIRED

FREQUENCIES

CSC inc. Box 9545, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33740.
DECEMBER 1973

51.25
52.25
5 .47

561 Phase Lock loop
536 FET Input Oper Amp
537 Precision 741
540 70W Power Driver
747 Dual 741
LM3O8 Oper Amp
101 Oper Amp
741A Oper AMP

PLANS,
DELTA Mark 10B CD Ignition System. Increase Mileage 10-20%.
12 Volt Negative Ground;
Factory Assembled,
Warranteed.

FREE

...$60.00

....3/51.00

14 Pin IC Sockets

ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRANSFORMERS

catalog,

1000

3A
.11
.16
.20
.30

Somerville; Mass. 02143

Box 14168-E, Houston, Texas 77021.

TECO:

200
400
600
800

ST

instruments. Analog sysprocessing from $225. BioScan,

digital

100

IA
.06
.07
.09
.11
.15
.20

I

ALPHA/THETA brainwave biofeedback

from

PRV

5311 -Clock Chip, 6 Digit hold
count and Output Strobe $11.95
5314 -Clock Chip, 6 Digit
readout hold count
o
and
Output Strobe
$9.50

100 I .40
200
.70-1 1.1E1-1 1.50 11.60
FLEX KEY. 19 SK -6 KEYBOARD
300
.90 1351-1.90 12.00
_
HAVING 0-9,
40011.10 11.60 12.30 12.40
8-,C BUTTONS WITH OFF, ON
SWITCH. 56.50
500 11.50 12.00 2.70 12.80
a Press Fit
Terms: FOB Cambrldge, Mass..
NIXIE TUBE
Send Check or Money Order. Include Postage.
RAYTHEON 8754 WITH SOCKET
Minimum Order
Send $ .20 for our latest catalog featuring
AND DATA SHEET $2.25 3/56.00Rated companies 30 53.00
days net
Transistors and Rectifiers

CIRCLE'NO.
tems

Silicon Power Rectifiers

PRV

1

g

_

..53.50
..52.95

CAPACITORS
30 OF TANT .. -5/51.00
4.7 OF TANT
51.00

6V
20V
12V
50V

L I D..
°

600 11.35 11.75

510.95

MAN -4 LED READOUT
MAN -3 LED READOUT

PRY

This

TO -92
TO -5
TO -5

-li

.50

VERIPAX PC BOARD
-

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS
30V
.8A 5W 250MHZ 80HFES/51.00
.6
20
.5 70
500
4/51.00
I5W 24V JA 14
125
5'51.00
TO -106
25
.1
.3 .2
200
4,51.00
25
TO-5
.2
12
.15
40
4;$1.00
TO -65
80
4.
20. 10
80
.70
TO -3
150W 60V 30A .2
30
51.25
TO -5
5
RF Fower
30
5 .75
TO -220 36W
40V
44 .8
60
500
TO -220 36W
40V
4A .8
60
550
27114898 PNP S
TO -66
25W 40V
4A 40
46
S .60
M12251 NPN SI
1015 225V
TO -66
.54 10
40
5 .70
2N3055 -NPN-Si TO -3 115W 100V 15A .2
44
51.00
FULL WAVE BRIDGES
5LA-3 7 Segment LED Readout 77^ NumPRV
24
_RA
bers 45 rna 1 Seg. 57.95
2001 .95-1 1.25
INJECTION LASER -A SINGLE DIODE 6W.
400
11.1.-71:50
25A GaAs UNIT SIMILAR TO RCA 40859

2N2222 NPN
Si
2N3137 NPN
Si
2N1605 NPN GE
MP53393 NPN Si
2N404 PNP GE
2N3767 NPN Si
2N3772 NPN Si
2N3866 NPN Si
2N6109 PNP-Si
2N5296 NPN

74121
74123 .. 1.10
74125
74126
.1.50
74145
74151 ..1.25
74153 ..1.50
74159 ..1.50
74164 ..2.20
74165 ..2.20
74176 ..1.95
74177
74192 ..1.75
74193
74195
75451
75452 ..1.00
8211 ....1.50
8220 ....1.50

3

7447
7448
7460
7465
7472
7473

$

Free catalog. Donlyn

Electronics

Arizona 85060.
99

.

Instructions: Tool Speed Control-Drill reversing
switch-Light Dimmer-$1.50 each-12Vdc to 115Vac converter
-$3.00. DanRan, Box D, Reno, Nevada 89506.
SIMPLE

Detects Faulty Circuits Instantly
.^ -,- DEARBORN
.

rz

o

K

r.

.N
I/
r» 1....

><

Circuit Monitor

e

Helps Prevent Fire, Damage, loss.
Detects improper ground and po-

..N.,

I

larity from 115V, 3 -wire outlets
for safe operation of power tools,

-a'

appliances, office machines, C -B,
lab and other electrical
equipment. Does job fast, without
probes and meters.

SIMPLY
Plug into outlet.

Lights indicate:

O11

AReversed

crdt oN

®

0 ONLY

~roper
GrounO
X

POSTAGE PAID

Polarily

ONLY

X

Send Check or M.O.

Crouna
Power

6

Equipment. Portable Platers, Supplies and "KnowHow." Build your own tanks for nickel, chrome, etc. Easy -to install PVC liners. Rectifier components-all sizes. Schematics,
parts lists, formulas, operating instructions for all plating.
Guaranteed to save you 25%-75%. Some good units for sale.
Write for details. Platers Service Company, 1511 -PE Esperanza,
Los Angeles. Calif. 90023.
PLATING

DEARBORN SALES

NONE

9299 Evenhouse Ave.
Rosemont, III. 60018

Power Is
ox

he,p,i°ai ,

5695

Send for Fren Flyer.

Rerersea

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND EQUIPMENT

WANTED

PLANS AND KITS

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold, Ores Analyzed. Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 02062.

ANTIGRAVITY DEVICE. Brochure rushed free. AGD, Box 3062-ZD,

HIGH FIDELIITY

Bartlesville, Oklahoma 74003.

irgan

KIT CATALÓG::

Why does every major College, University, Technical School, Research & Development Center
buy from us? Because we have the highest quality
and lowest prices. Free Catalog. SWTPC, Box
H32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78284.
A new free service is now being offered by
"Land Kits." It consists of a comprehensive catalog of over two
hundred kits and an updating service to bring new kits to its
readers as they become available to the market. Each kit has
been researched to bring the beginner or the engineer the best
choice available. Send for your FREE catalog. Write to: Land
Kits, 9R Franklin St., Lynn, Mass. 01902.

ELECTRONIC KITS:

A "MINI-PUTER"-Smaller than a pack of cigarettes,
perfect gift for the person that has everything! LED's flicker as
they "compute" random yes or no answer. Kit includes: wire,
solder
ea. G-10 fiberglass etched and drilled board, I.C., UJT,
ea. LED's,
9V battery, battery clip. CUSTOM MOLDED CASE
ea. 5% resiscapacitors, push button switches (enclosed)
tors. EASY ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS. $7.95 Postpaid. MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE. The Electric Farm, R.F.D. 1, Anna, Illinois

BUILD

-1

-5

-2

62906.
AMAZINGLY handy PURSE-LITE. Fits thousands of purses. Plans
$1.00. Al, 18711 Saticoy, Reseda, California 91335.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for
Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC. Send for free
catalog. All merchandise brand new and factory sealed. LYLE
CARTRIDGES, Dept. P, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn,
New York 11218.

Box 1818, Miami

50%. Build your own speaker systems featuring Norelco,
Eminence and CTS. Famous brands from world's largest speaker
factories at lowest wholesale prices. Write for 176 page catalog
for speakers and electronic accessories. McGee Radio Company,
1901 McGee Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108.
SAVE

SACRIFICE Prices for Electronic Component Systems. Send for
catalog. 250 Postage. RLH Electronics, Box 8908, Shreveport,
LA 71108.

TUBES
RADIO & T.V. Tubes -360 each. Send for free Catalog. Cornell,
4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.

INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSISTORS. All BrandsBiggest Discounts. Technicians, Hobbyists, Experimenters-Request FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.
RECEIVING &

TUBES

kit, 500. Catalogue contains
unusual kits, light sources, displays: Lux Line, P.O. Box 211,
FIBER optics, catalogue and sample

Melrose, Massachusetts 02176.

"20 DISTANCE Crystal Set Plans" Handbook -500. Catalog 250,
refundable.
92642.

Laboratories,

1477-L,

Garden

Grove,

California

HI-FI Computer Control plans. Automatic shut off if unattended.
Remote Control/Readout. Send $2.00. N.O.V.A. Corporation,
Box 2121, Canoga Park, Calif. 91306.

the money saver for hill buyers, write us,
Beach, Florida 33139.

STEREO SPECTRUM,

"Oldies", latest Lists free. Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood,

Hammond, Indiana 46324.
SAVE money on parts and transmitting -receiving tubes, foreign domestic. Send 25C for giant catalog. Refunded first order.
United Radio Company, 56-P Perry Street, Newark, N.J. 07105.

TUBES receiving, factory boxed, low prices, free price list.
Transleteronic, Inc., 13136 40th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218A,

Telephone: 212-633-2800.
TUBES,

ANTIQUE-Send list. P.O. box

5570, Compton,

Call'.

90224.

b1ANT

ívAISIZED

Convert pour transistor port able 'IV to protect a giant 5'e6' PICTURE
Onto wall. sheet. or screen for under $10.00. 0 Use with any TranAssemble in one evening.
sistor portable, up to 15" picture tube
Removable in seconds for normal 'th viewno experience necessary.
ing. ICit contains derailed plans. cunlplele inst. and precision Lens
.
system
Tot, supply wood and common mirror. Guaranteed to work
or money refunded.
Complete kit
Postage
S12.95
t'ald
including lens
THE MACROCOMA CO.. Dept. PED-12
WASHINGTON CROSSING, PENNA. 18977

BOOKS
FREE

catalog aviation/electronic/space books. Aero Publishers,

329PE Aviation Road, Fzilbrook, California 92028.

.

100

book prophet Elijah coming before Christ. Wonderful bible
evidence. Megiddo Mission, Dept. 64, 481 Thurston Rd., Rochester, N.Y. 14619.
FREE

POPULAR

ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

-

"CALCULATOR CHIP"J y,"=
'.
/`E "'t ,,,,

12DIGIT

Similar to Mostek 5001. Outperforms Tesas
digit TMS1802. A 40 -pm DIP. Adds, multiplies'
subtracts, and divides. Use with 7-segrulit

9"95 41'41
R

t

'ti

it
readouts, otrues, and LED's. tee include eche- 3 for $27/
manes, instructions tu hudd calculator.
(./..b`
CT5002-9 Volt version of above
59.95
CT5005-Same as above with MEMORY
514.95

- -

LED MITY DIGIT 'DCM'S'

eÉ LE`D % éo2l

)

ScirnW e Devices "pigital C,mnting nrinlea" nutperform any other DCAI
n the
skit today. More features than ever before: Not g:,seuua, not incandescents,
nut nixie but the
leen 1.1:11, Choose from such famous
mn:lufuctursrs as hlons:lnto's MAN- I, MAN -4, Litronins
707 tad 704, Oproa's SLA.I I11te hurt 4 having :haraCTrk.
ter heights of O.ilil at n
stra charge). Etch kit in eludes :1s2" tic board .e1Ut I.ngera for aFREE edge
I<I:,\UI11'T char. maker
MAN -1 .27 h Monsanto Connector. side -mounting din socket, LEO readout of
resistor,
:t if"..
ml Moles Connectors
MAN -4 .19 h Monsantoyuar choice,
707 .33 h Lltron(cs (Ibis ELIMINATES SOLDERING YOUR IC's). oud
FREE:
11)704" .33 h. Lltronics booklet. INCLUDES p.C. EDGE CONNECTOR
,in AIAN-.1. elce.ehar. nme
Q SLA-1.33 h Opcoa Yin -for -Ella M,\14.1,' 1'in-[,
MAN -3 51.41
MAN -1
:

t 19.99

"7 -SEGMENT"
LITRONIX-OPCOA-MAN

--

-

-

LINEAR
IACTO.v

-

:

'

SLA2

-

]

1,3

o

SLA-3H
All Fit 14 -pin IC sockets. All 7 -.segments. MAN Serie
"alit LED" and made by well-known West Coast rnfgr.
Others Reflective Bar true made by OPCOA and 1.1
TItONIX. 0-10-9 numerals, plus letters and decimai.
Olicm. and Li
products pin-forl'in el,lacemrnrs for the NI AN.toil
AN- I. All 5V TTI.

O

O

o

tox

-

READOUTS
TYPE
MAN -1 equal
MAN -IA equals
MAN -3 equal
MAN -34 virtual*
MAN -3M equal
MAN -3 equal
MAN -3M
ual

.27
.27

.115
.115
.127
.115
.127
.190
.190
.33

MAN4 equal
MAN -4 equal

707
704

IMAM -11
(MAN -4)
SLA.1 (MAN -1)

,33
.33

Color
D tsp lay

Decimal

Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Red

Ves
Yes
Ves
Yes
Yes

10
10

Yes

Yes'

Red
Red
Red

Yes
Yes
Yes

3

4.95

3

2.50
2.50

3
3

2.50
1.95
1.95
3.25
2.75
3.25
3.25
3.25

3
3

15

20
20
20 15

SN7448
SN7448
SN7448
SN7448
SN7448
5N7447
S147448

SN7447

Q

Special

Each

54.50

557448

10
10
10
15

Ye

O

Driver
5N7447
SN7447
SN7448

Mils
20
20

Cl

for $12for 513.

"EYE C" SPECIAL EKONOMY BARGAINS!
o

for $5.

[1

for 55.

o
[]

for 59.
3 for $8.

O

for $6.
3I $6
3 for $6.
3

o
o
o
o
o

[xtestedttstacil on

S-555 HOBBY TIMER special, in the mini DIP paka'
1S -NATIONAL & SIGNETIC TTL dip special, all marked'
5-SN7441N, hobby, BCD -to -Nixie driver IC, DIP'

n
'

10 -RCA CA -3000 OP AMPS, TO-S case
4 -PHASE LOCK LOOPS, hobby 565. 560, 561
REGULATORS, LM309K, hobby, TO -3'
1-5311-14 CLOCK ON A CHIP, 4 -or -6 digit. 24 -or -28 pin'
1 -CALCULATOR ON A CHIP, hobby, exp.
40 -pin, specs'
4 -DECADE COUNTER, hobby special, SN7490, DIP pale
1.2516 CHARACTER GENERATOR, hobby, for MAN -2'
1-2513 CHARACTER GENERATOR. hobby for MAN -2'

Si.

'DIP"

Type

Packages Ordr hr t)'pr n mh,.rt ..
.30 L] $N7470
557430
.45
.30 U 5N7472
S147432
.35

Sale

SN7400 $0.30
SN7401
.30
SN7402
.30
O SN7403
.30
SN7404
.35
SN7405
.32
5N7406
.55
SN7407
.55
5N7408
.35
SN7409
.35
SN7410
.30
5147411
.35
5N7413
.95
15147415
.55
f3 SN7416
.55
.55
U SN7417
]5117420
.30
SN7421
.35
5N7422
.35
5147425
.30
5147426
.37
Factory Marked

SN7437

0 5N7438
[

1

f]
0
0

SN7440
557441
5147442

5N7443

5147444
5147445

SN7446
U 5N7447
U SN7448
SN7450

15147451
5147453
5117454
0 5117460
5N7461

U 5N7462
U 5N7464
U SN7465

.60 U SN7473
.60 U 557474
.30
SN7475
1.40 U SN7476
1.25 U 5117477
1.50
S187478
SN7480
1.50
1.50 U SN7481
1.65
SN7482
1.50
5N7483
SN7485
1.50
.35
5147486
.35
5N7489
.35 U1 SN7490
.50 Q 5N7491
.35
5117492
.35
5N7493
.35
5N7494
.50
SN7495
.50
SN7496

Moneo Back Guarantee

a1,.,.1.r íín

o

twin ,licit. factory

Bur

.52
SN74I06
.52
SN74107
.95
SN74108
.55
$1474112
1.30
5N74113
.95
5N74114
.75
5,1874121
1.15 l 5)174122
.95
5N74123
1.15 U SN74139
1.41 0 SN74140
.55 O 51474145
4.25
SN74148
[1SN74192
1.50
51474151
5574193
1.50
SN74153
5N74194
1.30
5H74154
15N74195
1.30
51474156
SN74196
1.30
5N74157
SN74197
1.30
SN74158
('15574199
1.30
51174160 1.95
Buy 100
Take 209.

-

eels..:':t"

charge. no test
2-UPCOA SLA-1, MAN -1, red. .:1::" enano:. 1 -or -more secs gone
2 -MONSANTO MAN -4,
19" citara, 1 -or -more sego missing. red
5 -MONSANTO MAN -3, (tie dales)
Ins) .12" harac. red, su aegs gone
Reflective hie segments. while
oil LED segments.m
-

CIRCLE NO.
DECEMBER

1973

28

.$1.00
51.00
51.00
$1.00

on the
paces

NATIONAL EQUALS ON

5N74161 1.65
SN74162 1.95
SN74163 1.95
5574164 3.50
SN74165 3.50
Q SN74166 2.05
51174174 2.10
SN74175 2.10
Q 5N74176 2.10
(SN74177 2.10
O 51174179 2.10
51174180 1.20
SN74181 4.50
SN74182 1.20

i

rc

Il:is secimils provisions, with Instant M'eso of huuan.

I

°HOBBY
EXPERIMENTAL `LED'
KORNER
1-OPCOA SLA-11C, like MAN -S, green, sea
ing
$1.49
O 2-SPERRY SP332.

Dilly

$14.95

9

IC's

.55
.55
1.25
.70
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
.80
.85
1.20
1.50
.50
1.40
4.50
1.25
1.60
1.95
1.42
1.55
1.55

bile pas

MOS 40 -lain dip 1C. hour dismay modes time. seconds.
alarm and sleep, lar a
arty of digital clocks. Interfaces tiredly with -segment nourescent and liquid
crystal dlspha.
o'
Requires single mover sePPly. 12 0
2.1 alarm selling, featuring -minute SNOOZE ALARIt
and presettuble 59 -minute sleep timer. ow power din
sieatioo only :12mw (P 8V. Uner;rtea /Film 8 o 29
volts. NO RECCIa\TION REIIUIIO;U! Only needs 4 -digits.

"DIGITAL CLOCK

munes,tiNl.\

SN74104
U SN74105

1.00

it

any features. The only ALA RA1 CHIP
$1. Ilan ot
arke t today at this lo
low Poly Puk price. \Viii 5
$1.
s1. ill leek. info. clan apnhumnns.

Priers

Brand New

(DIP)......

741-741 Dual 7410 (Al
(A, 71I-5 or 1111. dual

NATIONAL

SI.

Si.

y ToY

.

MM5316 EQUAL
"ALARM CLOCK
ON A CHIP"
51.
$1.
51.
$1.
$1.

2 -VOLTAGE

Lágt ist Selection TTL

o
13

for 56.
for $6.

Red epusy rase, others clear.
I.itronix and Oin-oa's nin-h r -pin
equals 5,51 oler Meal sito
AIA\ -I or AI.tN- I.
1.1;11 "dot" nossmg

o

O

for $6.

3
3

-

Ames

Croar
Buy Any 3
Take 10% Discount
531 Hi slew rate op -amp (TO -5) . .. 52.50
532 Micro power 741 1T0-51
2.50
533 Micro power 709 (TO -5I
2.50
536 FET Input op ame (70.5)
3.95
537 Precision 741 110-51
2.50
550 Precision 723 voltae. reg. IDIP)
1.17
556 5 Times ,/aster than 741C
2.10
558 Dual 741 (mini DIP)
1.00
560 Phase lock loops (DIP)
3.25
561 Phase lock loops (DIP)
3.25
562 Phase lock loops (DIP I
3.25
565 Phase losk loops (A)
3.25
566 Function generator tA)
3.25
567 Tone generator (A)
3 25
595 Four quadrant multipller
3.10
702C HI-gral., DC amp (TO -5I
.49
703C RF-IF, amp, 14 ckts (TO -51
1.00
..
1.50
704 TV sound IF system
709C OperatImal amp IA)
.49
709CV Op awe (mini DIP)
.49
,49
710C Differential ame (Al
71IC Dual dIff, comp (A)
.49,
723C Voltage reeulator (Al
.95
1.75
733 Diff. Video Ame
741C Frequency compensator 709 (A)
.49
1.25
747C Dual 741C (Al
,49
748C Freq, adj. 741C (A)
748CV Freq. ado. 741C Imini DIP) ..
.49
1.75
753 Gain Block
709.709 Dual 709C
1.00
739-739 Dual stereo preamp
1 98
.

O

LED Readouts
No.
Sine

POLY PAKS THE
INFLATION FIGHTER
YULETIDE SALE!
SUBTRACT $1. FROM
ANY $15. PURCHASE

1.95
1.95
1.95
1.35
1.50

2.10
2.65

'

on a CHIP".
Any "Chip" o$12.88

I

*With
Spec

Sheet!
"Money Back Guarantee!

Mfrs A Description
Sale It
5311 28 -pin, ceramic, any readout, $12.881

6 -digits: A -B -D
135312 24 -pin, ceramic, any readout, $12.88
4 -digits: C -D
5313 28 -pin, ce mic, any readout, $12.88
6 -digits: A -C
Q 5314 24 -pin. plastic, LED and
$12.88
incandescent readouts. 6 -digits: A -B
Code:

B-OutoutuStrobe.

PPS Output.
D-IICpunt.

Terms: add postage
Rated: net 30
Phone Orders: 'Wakefield. Mitas. (617) 215-3829
Retail: 16-18 Del Carmine St., Wakefield, Moss
(off Water Street) C.O.D.'S MAY BE PIIONED s

POLY PAKS

nnfiell
eld,

LyO.
P

942E

55

Mass. 01945

ON READER SERVICE CARD
101

CT5005ON A

NATIONAL MOS
79`1502

MM506
MM5006
MM5013

1024 bit

function

dual

dual differential

M14550

analog switch
2.50

General
Telephone

KE050040

Ten push buttons

.

High Power
Red
-1

5-70na

`_aa\

P

2V

.

.35

.35
.60

1.30
1.30
1.75
1.15
.35
.3535

.35

7480

.SO
.65
.65
.70
.65

483

1.30

7486

.80
4.75
1.15
1.15

7 segment diffused
Dual in line 14
pin
capable of displaying all 7495
and
nine distinct 74107
digits
74154
letters
74192
/,,
74193
`'
74195

Popular

25

LED.

2.95

1.25
.70

(;.

.30

0M8880(Sperry 00700 202) 5V1
voltage
7 segment high
nixie driver
51.75

Lt U
G

special I:1
>'
.39 each
,'1
3.50 for ten
29.95 for 19,

LM

.

1.00
).25
DIP)

747

.45

1.10

709

.45

53.00
2.50

710
711

.40
.40

CMOS

9RBYL.IDrl

Gal

95608

IFornf5

CD40T2

(916) 966-2111 004023
ELECTROFIICS
CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

.75

ELECTRONIC Equipment and Parts. Big 36 page Free Catalog.
Send for your copy today! Fair Radio Sales, Box 1105-P, Lima,
Ohio 45802.
.
Airplanes, Typewriters,
Transceivers, Oscilloscopes, PhotoClothing, Multimeters,
100,000 Surplus Bid Bargains
graphic Electronics Equipment
Direct From Government Nationwide Typically Low as 2g on
Dollar! Complete Sales Directory and Surplus Catalog $1.00
(Deductible First $10 Order From Included Catalog). U.S. Surplus
Disposal, 2200 Fuller 601B-PEL, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105.
.

...

for Govt Surplus radios, test sets, scopes. List 501;
(coin). Books, 7218 Roanne Drive, Washington, D.C. 20021.

MANUALS

-all

major labels -3,000 different
brochure. Stereo-Parti, 55 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa,
Ca. 95401.

-free

USED SCOTCH MAGNETIC TAPE

...

Jersey 07675.

INVENTIONS WANTED
for patented, unpatented inventions. Global
Marketing Service, 2420-P 77th, Oakland, California 94605.
CASH -ROYALTIES

"Directory of 5O0 Corporations Seeking New Products."
information regarding development, sale, licensing of your
patented 'unpatented invention. Write: Raymond Lee Organization,
For

including Maximum speed, full airmail report
and closest patent copies. Quality searches expertly adminisPATENT Searches

tered. Complete secrecy guaranteed. Free Invention Protection
forms and "Patent Information," Write Dept. 9, Washington
Patent

10/

Franklin

Substation,

INVENTORS: Protect your ideas! Free "Recommended Procedure". Washington Inventors Service, 422T Washington Building,

Washington, D.C. 20005.

"Tips on Safeguarding Your Invention." Write:
United States Inventors Service Company, 708-T Carry Building,
Washington, D.C. 20005.
FREE PAMPHLET:

Either we will sell your Invention before you or
anyone else does, or we will pay you a cash bonus. Get Free
Invention Evaluation and information: Write Gilbert Adams Organization, Invention Brokerage, Dept. 20, 81 Wall St., New
York, NY 10005.

INSTRUCTION
includExperimental kit -trouble -shooting. Accredited
NHSC, free Booklet. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton,
Dept. A, Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home all makes

ing transistor.

WHILE ASLEEP, Hypnotize! Strange catalog free. Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington 98501.
LEARN

IN ELECTRONICS through correspondence instruction.
G.I. Bill approved. Free catalog. Grantham, 2000 Stoner Avenue,
DEGREE

California 90025.

INTENSIVE 5 week course for Broadcast Engineers. F.C.C. First
Class license. Radio Engineering Incorporated, 52 S. Palm Ave.,
Sarasota, Florida 33577.
SHORTCUTS To Success! Highly

Effective, Profitable Short Courses.

(75 Choices). Study At Home. Diploma Awarded. Our 27th Year.
Free Literature. CIEE-D, Box 10634, Jackson, Miss. 39209.
TAPE RECORDING COURSE: Taught by studio engineers. Free Information. NNA, Box 721R, Rye, New York 10580.

-

ACADEMIC DIMENSIONAL SLIDE RULE. Slide rule for physics
equations used by engineers and scientists. Also a great aid to
students. Send $6.50 to P. 0. Box 140, Pennsauken, N.J. 08110.

FOR

ORDER 00 REELS). "LIKE NEW" EMPTY 2012
INCH REELS: FIBERGLASS, 1/e^ CENTER HOLE,
50c, ALUMINUM. NAB 3^ CENTER HOLE, 51.00
-BOTH CHEAPER IN LARGER QUANTITIES
ALL PLUS POSTAGE BY WEIGHT 6. ZONE. (INFAMOUS
ON
NEW.
CREDIBLE
BARGAINS
BRAND TAPES & CASSETTES).

SAXITONE TAPE SALES

1776 Columbia Rd., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20009
102

Search Bureau, Benjamin
D.C. 20044.

Office

P.O. Box 7167, Washington,

7 INCH REEL, 1 MIL POLYESTER.
BULK ERASED (NO BOX). 990, PLUS
SHIPPING 4. HANDLING (MINIMUM

1800 FOOT,

.150,

correspon-

Electronic Detector locates hidden transmitters.
Literature 250. Security Devices, Box 671, Westwood, New
BUGGED???

Los Angeles,

TAPE AND RECORDERS
RENT 4 -Track open reel tapes

international

INVENTORS!

GOVERNMENT Surplus. How and Where to Buy in Your Area. Send
$2.00. Surplus Information, Headquarters Bldg., Box 30177 -PE,
Washington, D.C. 20014.

.

through

.75

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

JEEPS, TRUCKS, Cars From $31.50

WORLDWIDE

230-GR Park Avenue, New York City 10017.

Ten or core
1.00
23
new and fully tested,leads are plated with j4380(audio anq) 1.75
m
for
or
ore
will be shipped
Orders
$5
solder.
gold.or
restCalifornia
prepaid. Add 35c for smaller orders.
IC orders are shipped withs 24 hrs,
dents add sales tax.
s .75
CD4001
COD's may be phoned ín510. minimum.Money back guarantee CD4002
.75
P.0 Box J
Carmichael,
.75
'

FRIENDS

dence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes, Berlin 11, Germany.

.IS

IC's are

All

MAKE

1.00

2.00

1-...'_:"

11.17 Each

33098,

PERSONALS

FREE

5

309..

NE5556
NE560
741(MINI

'

nNnM

MI

LM100
093096

100

FL

Box

District Heights, Md. 20028.

2.50
2.50
1.50
1.10

LINEARS

each

rfl

I

04 D0.220á1.00

52.00
NE531 op amp TO -5
3.25
NE561 phase lock loop DIP
3.25
4E565 phase lock loop TO -5
NE566 function generatorT0-5 4.00
4.00
NE567 tone decoder TO -5

Discounts! Catalog 10g. Tower,

TAPES.

SCOTCH

.35

7489
7492
7493

Only

TRIAC 2HG344

52.56

...

.35
.50

7453
7454

M

red

MV -108 Visible

.35

1930-1962 Radio Programs. Reels, $1.00 hour! Cassettes, $2.00
with hour samples,
hour! Send $1.00 fmr mammoth catalog
$2.00. AM Treasures, Box 192F, Babylon N.Y. 11702.

1.75

7476
256 BITal MOS memory

red emitting
410-40ma M 2V

MV -4

.35
.35

-

7451

1101/2501

'

1.1
MV -50

7403

Chip and data --514.95 7472
1.00 7070
Data only
(refundable) 7474

( `r

Size:

.35
.35
.35

$

CHIP7460

Ed:
L5.954(!
3%21,%1"

DIP

four 7401
Memory is 7402

memory.

iSEVEN SEGMENT MULTIPLEXED
OUTPUT
-TRUE CREDIT SIGN DISPLAY
'SINGLE 28 PIN

(0-9)

touch-tone, encoding,
programming
devices.
Easy for panel mounting

TTL

.

7404
7405
7413
Tearing rent of registers), 7410
RN ( read memory or use as 74L10
entry).
7420
7440
7441
7441
-12 DIGIT DISPLAYAND CALL. 7442
0,1,2,3,
DECIMALIMALAT
'FIXED
7446
7448
4. OR 5
7450
LEADING ZERO SUPPRESSION

ah1H reg,ataal
bit 1.50
16
dual 32 bit 1.75

STATIC

MM504
MM505

7400

controlled by four keys, aM
M
(adds entry to memory).
(subtract entry from memo, $
CM (clear memory --without--

7.00

512 bit 1.50

MM5016

7400

CHIP
CALCULATOR
This chip has a full

-S
Cahllr
dual 50 bit 1.25
dual 100 bit 1.75
dual 100 bit 1.50

Radar, Third; $5.00. ERH, Dept -3R, Box -19A56,
Ahoskie, N. Carolina 27910.
FIRST, Second,

POPULAR

ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

,

GREGORY. ELECTRQÑ,lCS

F.C.C:

MEAXVAUMA hII

PASS FCCEXAMS! Memorize, study

Tests -Answers"

and
Second
hone licenses. Newly

questions

for

FCC

8

Reconditioned 8' Used FM 2 -WAY RADIO :SAYINGS

I

li

-i

(

or

Parfial.liht-Send for

revised
m dia-

NOW

Catalog,

dtlepe

am cover
areas tested
FCC
Comeni»/l
"SelfStudy Ability
Tests 59.95 postpaid.
COMMAND PRODUCTIONS
P.O..BOX 26348-P'
MID MOWING DIVIfION SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94126-;
lé

Electronics Engineering. Our 27th Year! Free
Literature. Cook's Institute, Dept. 13, Box 10634, Jackson, Miss.
DEGREE Program in

39209.

Motorola
Special

Know your electronics I.Q. Self scoring
rushed. $3.00 Omicron, Dept. 1018, Box 10219, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87114.
ELECTRONICS Genius?

40-50 MHz,12 volt,
100

DIGITAL:THEORY,DESIGN

watts,"T"

$228

power,2 freq.TX.,
3 freq. RX.,

,

CONSTRUCTION

LOGIC
NEWSLETTER'

The General Electric

SAMPLE COPY $ 1.00
LOGIC NEWSLETTER
POB 252
WALDWICK,N.J. 07463

Message Mate
Personal

pocket

voice

$78

.

WE Buy used and new correspondence courses on any subject
regardless of length, date or original cost. Also unpublished
courses, "how to do it" brochures, etc. What do you have?
Write to Motivation, Dept. L-10, 2210 W. 34th, Houston, Texas
77018.

battery

4

°:d.Av,:4

CIRCLE NO.

18

21,m P Rt. 46,
_

.- o-

.

.

$68

Safldle.Brbokt

'Phone

ON READER SERVICE CARD

START

$40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make
Start with $15.00-Free Proof. Torrey, Box 318-N,
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

MADE

.

GREGORY ELECTRONICS CORP.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
I

re-

ceiver, with sel-calf-150-162
MHz, 162-174 MHz. Specify
freq. with order. Charger inc.
less reeds
with nickle-cadmium model.
Ask about low band.
With new mercury

high on F.C.C. Exams
Over 300 questions and answers. Covers 3rd, 2nd, 1st and even Radar. Third and Second
Test, $14.50; First Class Test, $15.00. All tests, $26.50. R.E.I.,
Inc, Box 806, Sarasota, Fla. 33577.
SCORE

-

In excellent
condition
Including
accessories

X71 GJT-11908,

exams

profitable electronic production in your
basement. Investment, knowledge unnecessary. Postcard brings
facts. Barta-CZ, Box 248, Walnut Creek, California 94597.
SMALL, highly

money!

Repair air conditioning, refrigeration. Tools, supplies, full instructions. Doolin. 2016 Canton, Dalias, Texas 75201.
FREE CATALOGS.

MAILORDER MILLIONAIRE helps beginners make $500 weekly.
Free report reveals secret plan! Executive (1K12), 333 North

Michigan, Chicago 60601.
PIANO TUNING LEARNED QUICKLY AT NOME! Tremendous

SPEAKER Repairs Altec, EV, EMI, etc. ALTEC Diaphragm in stock.
AST, 281 Church St.. New York, N.Y. 10013.

MOVIE FILMS

field!

Musical knowledge unnecessary. GI approved. Information free.
Empire School, Box 327, Miami 33145.

8MM-SUPER 8-16MM MOVIES! Biggest Selection! Lowest Prices!
Free Catalog! Cinema Eight, Box PE, Chester, Connecticut 06412.

SECRET BOOK "2042 Unique, Proven Enterprises." Beat
inflation with fabulous, successful "Little Knowns." Work home!

PLASTICS

FREE

Haylings-B4, Carlsbad, Calif. 92008.
$2000.00 MONTHLY selling information by mail. Ropchan, Box
5341X, Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91413.
SILVER RECOVERY Dealers WANTED!-Earn $24,000.00 by second

year'-No

Investment!-No

Risk!-Equipment Provided!-Our

manual "How To Start and Operate Your Own Silver Recovery
Business" gives complete details!-Manual only $9.95-Limited
Offer!-Creative Products, 8415 Lofland, Dept. PE -123, Houston,
Texas 77055.

ONE-MAN
ELECTRONIC FACTORY
PROFITABLE

Investment unnecessary, knowledge not required,
sales handled by professionals. Postcard brings
facts about this unusual opportunity. Write today!
Barta-DZ, Box 248, Walnut Creek, CA 94597.
DECEMBER

1973

CASTOLITE pours like water, hardens like glass without heat.
Crystal clear, colors. Embed flowers, seashells, momentos, anything. Make fine gifts. Form flexible molds over any pattern,
size. Reproduce your own designs in plastics, candle wax, metal,
plaster, cement. Profitable. Illustrated Ma..ual and Catalog Only
$1.00. CASTOLITE, Dept. 73P/PE, Woodstock, III. 60098.

RUBBER STAMPS
RUBBER address stamps. Free catalog. 45 type
Box 443G, Franklin Park, III. 60131.

styles. Jackson's,

DO-IT-YOURSELF
Unusual gadgets employing numeric readouts: IC
Plans Catalog, free. GBS, Box l00F, Green Bank, West Virginia
24944.
DIFFERENT,

103
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SPORTS ACTION FILMS

TREASURE FINDERS

STILL TIME TO CHRISTMAS SHOP BY MAIL -Order 1972 World
Series; '73 Super Bowl; Ali -Frazer; '73 All Star Baseball; Demo
Derby; and Harlem G'obetrotters-in eye popping Eastman Color.
$14.95 each PPD (B&W, $7.95 each) -each a separate 200 foot
reel in Super 8 or Standard 8mm. Need more information?
Write for 24 -page gift catalog, 250! SPORTLITE FILMS, Dept.
Elect, Box 500, Speedway, Indiana 46224.

FREE -Valuable

HYPNOTISM
learning. Hypnotic method. 92% effective. Details free.
Foundation, Box 7566EG, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304.
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I.B.M. POWER SUPPLY REGULATOR PARTS!

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM COMPONENT
SPECIAL!
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GIANT 20" NUMERAL
"NIXIE" CLOCK KIT

I.

16 00
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66e, 0.00.07
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HP 5022

AIRCRAFT AUTO BOAT QUARTZ
CRYSTAL CHRONOMETER
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HEWLETT PACKAR I) SOLID STATE
NUMERIC INDICATOR

MORE BARGAINS IN SURPLUS
DECADE COUNTING UNITS WITH READOUTSEADOUTS
ELECTRO.OPTICS Irom B&F1NTÉRPRISES.Ia
Aiwa, o. el

Hypnotism. Self -Hypnosis. Sleep Learning Catalog! Drawer
H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.
FREE

Treasure Finder catalog sent by return mail.
Find Coins, Rings, Gold, Silver, Metals, Relics. Write today.
JETCO, Dept. CPE, Box 26669, El Paso, Texas 79926.
TREASURE FINDER locates buried gold, silver, coins, treasures.
6 powerful models. $19.95 up. Instant financing available. Write

or call for free catalog. Phone (713) 682-2728 day or night.
Dealer inquiries invited. Relco, Dept. A-33, Box 10839, Houston,
Texas 77018.
CATALOG. World's largest line of metal
as $49.50 and up. Two year Guarantee.
U.S. and Canada, plus over 1,000
dealers and 35 Service Centers from coast to coast. No finer
FREE

FACT -FILLED

detectors. Models as low
Three factory locations,

Write:
instruments made at any price. Budget terms.
White's Electronics, Inc., Rm# 391, 1011 Pleasant Valley Road,
Sweet Home, Oregon 97386.

Michigan, Chicago 60601.

eight transistorized models $19.95 to
$119.95, modular interchangeable heads, full view motors, FREE
Catalog, Solidtronics Corporation-PE 39, Tennent, N.J. 07763.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

MUSICAL

ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES. Report
on jobs now open. Details FREE. Aviation Employment Information Service, Box 240E, Northport, New York 11768.

30% DISCOUNT name brand musical instruments. Free Catalog.
Freeport Music, 455N, Route 110, Melville, N.Y. 11746.

REAL ESTATE

92028.

AMAZING self-hypnosis record releases fantastic mental power.
Instant results! Free trial. Write: Forum (,1Al2), 333 North

...

BIG . . . 264 -PAGE CATALOG! Describes and pictures
hundreds of farms, ranches, town and country homes, businesses
coast to coast! Specify type property and location preferred.
UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612 -EP West 47th St., Kansas City, Mo.
64112.
FREE

FIND BURIED TREASURE

INSTRUMENTS

WHOLESALE! Professional Guitars, PA Systems, Altec Speakers,
240W RMS Amplifiers. Free Catalog, Carvin, Escondido, Calif.

EMPLOYMENT ONFORMATION
EXCITING Overseas jobs. Directory $1.00. Research Associates,
Box 889-E, Belmont, California 94002.
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1.974 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S

HANDBOOK
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YOUR LOW COST

EiEr jfNIC 148 pages of the most fascinating and chal NW
I EXPEA1MEHTEEs' lenging electronics construction projects for
I)
craoolO hobbyists. Each one lab -tested by the editors,
complete with parts list, easy "how -to -do -it,
how -it -works" instructions, and many with acI
tual size PC foil patterns and I.C. diagrams!
11974 Winter
$1.25.... #64
1973 Spring
$1.25.... #2
L.°
1972 Winter
$1.25....#40

largest

I"

WE

buy used and new correspondence courses on any subject

regardless of length, date or original cost. Also unpublished
courses, "how to do it" brochures, etc. What do you have?
Write to Motivation, Dept. L-5, 2210 W. 34th, Houston, Texas
77018.

Classified or Display Classified Ad in these columns will be seen, read and responded to regularly by America's
audience of Electronics Professionals and Hobbyists.
Check out the rates and terms noted on the first page of this
section. Then, send copy and payment to: Hal Cymes, Classified
Advertising Manager, POPULAR ELECTRONICS Inc'eding ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016.
Your ad will be included in the next available edition!
DECEMBER 1973

d

I

,

I

:

1971 Winter
1970 Spring

$1.50....#33
$1.50....#14

Order by number from
Ziff -Davis Service Div., 595 Broadway
N.Y., N.Y. 10012
Enclose an additional 35¢ per copy for. postage and handling.
(Outside U.S.A. all magazines are $2.50 per copy, postpaid.)
_

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER
105

LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY!

A BETTER LIFE
'.:STARTS'HERE
B

®

.

...
1.110 MIMI NM Nam

YOUR
ALPHA FROM THETA!

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL STOPWATCH
Most precise, error -free timer ever!
Obsoletes mechanical stop -watches.
Not only clocks to 1/100 sec. w/inst.
0
e.
big bright readout, but times un limited no. of intervals while
v: !%',)1clocking overall event. Time 2
or more participants simultaneously! Solid state; unchangeable accuracy (±0.001%) w/6
running digits always shown
clearly under any conditions; quartz crystal gives lifetime reliability. Incls. 4 "C" batts., leather case ($12.50 val.) 2-yr.
Stock No. 1645AV..(16-oz.)..$195.00

_
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IN OPTICS

..

Kit is

11

a

lab for

complete optical

&

photography

130 exciting experiments. Lets

you recreate the periscope, telescope,

microscope, kaleidoscope! Build a 35 mm reflex camera with interchangeable
lens system! Make, develop photographic film! Enjoy the fun and fas cination of having your own optics lab.
Fully illustr 112-pg manual, 8t/2x11'',
clearly explains usage of this stimulating
kit's 114 precision engineered components.
$22.50 Ppd.
Stock No. 7 1,646AV
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164 PAGES
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SEE
THE STARS,

t°"

-.`

3" ASTRONOMICAL
REFLECTING TELESCOPE

60 To 180 Pwr. Famous Mt. Palomar Type
rings of Saturn. the fascinating
planet mars. Seas and caters of the
Moon, Star Clusters in detall. New
proved, aluminized and
Dated 3°
diameter f/10 primary mirror.
lated cell. Equatorial mount with ventilocks
on both axes. Equipped with 60x finder
telescope. hardwood tripod. Included
FREE: VALUABLE HOW TO USE YOUR
TELESCOPE" book: "STAR CHART"
Stock No. 85,05OAV ..534.95 Pod.
414"Reflector Telescope(45x to 270x)
Deluxe 3^ Reflector Telescope
Stock No. 80.162AV.562.50 Ppd. Stock No. 85.1O5AV. 5110.00 FOB
4aReflector
"Reflector Telescope with Clock Drive Stock No.85,107A V 5145.00 Ppd.
Telescope Stock No. 85.187AV..
....5215.00 FOB
6
6" Reflector W/(Electric) Clock Drive No. 85.O86AV... 5249.50 FOB
See the

i

COMPLETE & MAIL WITH CHECK OR M.O.

MAIL COUPON FOR

GIANT FREE
CATALOG!

"highs"-biues.

MOON, PLANETS
CLOSE UP!

.

and photography! Optix®t Experiments

needs

,-

bay, river, lake or ocean. Troll it
".
t41
long wbottom-your c"treasured'.
"mss.;;
haul can be outboard motors, a
Coors, other metal valuables. Has 6 stacked ceramic magnets. Lifts
than
lbs. under water(3V
516.50 Ppd.
x37/ ")
Nor71.135
50
e
75 -LB. PULL (1 LB.) Wí3 CERAMIC MAGNETS
510.25 Ppd.
(1-11/16x30/4")
No. 71,15OAV

130 EXPERIMENTS

kit

`
.,,,,
connect hi -fin radio, power lamp
etc. &plug ea. lan-p string into
°
own channel (max. 300w ea.).
Kit features 3 neon indicators,
color intensity Control$, controlled individ SCR circuits; isolation
transformer: custom plastic housing; instr.
Stock No. 41,831AV
517.50 Ppd.

T'

:V

IIIIII

-CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN KIT

technical knowledge. Coipleted unit has 3 bands of audio
frequencies to modulate 3 independent strings of colored lamps
(i.e. "lows"-reds, "middles"-

,

I

ow NW NM gum

3

greens,

Alpha -Theta brainwaves.
Ultra -sensitive electrode
slips o /off i
seconds-eliminates
for lira sy creams. eto. Ateh'd
amplifier,

.....

no

yyex

For greater relaxation,conntration. listen to your

raters brainwaves,
signals beep for
Alpha or
Theta wave passed. Monitoring
button
Alpha sound:
audio 6 visual (L.E.D.) feedback.
Reliable. easy-to -use
nit-com
parable to ostlieru models.
Completely safe. Comprehensive
instruction booklet.
(6%3x4": 24 oz.).
.....5324,50 Ppd.
(LOW COST STARTER" UNIT)
549.95 Ppd.

No. 1635AV
No. 71,809

Go

-it

\
to

"

"FISH" WITH
A

y_yy_

Easy to build low-cost

ai

treasure huntingon the
bottom! Fascinating
°" e
etitooesouprofitable! Tie a
line
new
powerful
i. a Y designed
150 lb. null
geed
Magnet-drop it overboar

_

(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and
unusual ecological 8 physical science items-plus
4,500 finds for fun, study or profit
for every member of the family.) Great for unusual Christmas gifts!

-

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO,
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007

Price Each

Description

How Many Stock No.

Total

MORE THAN

4,500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!
Completely new '74 Catalog. Packed with huge
selection of telescopes. microscopes, binoculars,
magnets, magnifiers, prisms, photo components,
ecology and Unique Lighting items. parts. kits,
accessories-many hardto-get surplus bargains.
100's of charts, illustration. For hobbyists, experi-

'PLEASE SEND

menters, schools, industry.

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.

.

:

300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. J. 08007

Please rush Free Giant Catalog

GIANT FREE CATALOG

+''''`
nAV.
9., f1

MONEY -BACK

-AV'

GUARANTEE
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED

IName

RETURN ANY PURCHASE IN 30 DAYS
FOR FULL REFUND

State

Zip

L__

CIRCLE NO.
106

MERCHANDISE

Total

I

enclose flcneck
money order for

TOTAL

S

$

NAME

OR

Address

Lty

"AY"

ADD HANDLING CHARGE: $1.00 ON ORDERS
UNDER $5.00: 50.: ON ORDERS OVER 55.00

13

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

ON READER SERVICE CARD
Printed in U.S.A.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

'r:r. lar Electronics
INCLUDING

Electronics World

READER

VICE

Here's an easy and convenient way for you to get additional information about products advertised or mentioned editorially (if it has a
reader service number) in this issue. Just follow the directions below
and the material will be sent to you promptly and free of charge.

2

1

Circle the number (s
that corresponds to the key
number (s) at the bottom or
next to the advertisement or
editorial mention that is of
interest to you. (Key numbers
for advertised products also
appear in the Advertisers' Index.)

On the attached

postage- tree card,
print or type your
name and address
on the lines
indicated.

3

Simply cut out
the card and mall.
No postage
required.

FREE INFORMATION
STEREO) TEST

RECORD

the NEW STANDARD in Stereo Testing!

ArMitÓÑATORy USE

°

Model SR12 STEREO TEST RECORD
The most complete..,. most sophisticated...
most versatile Test Disc available today.

Whether you're an avid audiophile, a casual listener or a
professional technician... the new MODEL SR12 will be the
most important disc in your entire collection.
MODEL SR12 has been produced by Stereo Review Magazine
for music lovers who want immediate answers to questions
about the performance of their stereo systems and how to get
the best possible sound reproduction.
It is the most complete test record of its kind
containing
the widest range of checks ever included on one test disc.

-

Make these important stereo checks
BY EAR... (no test instruments required)
Frequency response-a direct warble -tone check of nineteen
sections of the frequency spectrum, from 20 to 20,840 Hz, which
will pinpoint any frequency response defects In your system.

Separation-an Ingenious test which indicates whether you have
adequate separation for good stereo.
Cartridge tracking --the most sophisticated tests ever devised
for Checking the performance of your cartridge, stylus and

Attention Professionals

Model 01112 Is also designed to
a highly efflciert design and measurement tool. Tests below nave been controlled tc laboratory tolerances- affording accurate
numerical evaluation when used with oscilloscope, chars recorder, output meter, intermodulation-distortion meter and flutter meter.
1,000 -Hz square waves to test transient end high -frequency response
of phono pickups.
500 to 20,000 Hz frequency -response sweep.
Sine -wave tone -bursts to test transient response of pickup.
Intermodulatlon test using simultaneous 400 -Hz and 4,000 -Hz signals.
Intermodulatlon sweep to show distortion caused by eecessive resonances In tone arm and cartridge.
1,000 -Hz reference tones :o determine groove velocity.
3,000 -Hz tone for flutter and speed tests.
Sample waveforms-illustrating both accurate and faulty responses are
provided In the Instructive Manual for comparison with the patterns
appearing on your own oscilloscope screen.
be used as

FREE

Instruction Manual Includes Detailed
Instructions, Charts, Tables and Diagrams

tone arm.

Channel balance-two broad: band, random -noise signals which
permit you to eliminate any imbalances originating in cartridge,
amplifier. speakers or room acoustics.

'Hum and rumble-foolproof tests that help you evaluate the
actual audible levels of rumble and hum In your system.

Flutter-a sensitive "musical" test to check whether your turn PLUS!is

low, moderate, or high.

PLUS!

Cartridge and Speaker Phasing
Anti..
Skating Adjustment
"Gun Shot Test" for Stereo Spread
Multi -purpose Musician's "A"
Equal -tempered Chromatic
Dctave

Guitar -tuning Tones.

CASH: Mail your order along with your name, address
and remittance in the amount of $5.98, postpaid.
CHARGE: Your American Express or Bank';r
BIkllAanlc.UD
Americard account! Mail your order, name,
address and credit card number. You will
be billed at $5.98, postpaid.

MAIL ALL ORDERS TO: RECORDS, ZIFF-DAVIS SERVICE
DIVISION, 595 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10012
OUTSIDE U.S.A. RECORDS ARE $8.00, POSTPAID.

1

Our new receiver demodulates
or decodes any kind 0(4 -channel.
Even some that haven't
been invented yet.
The Technics SA -8000X is master of all
4 -channel systems. With special talents in
discrete. Like a built-in demodulator for CD -4
records. Plus jacks for up to three
4 -channel tape sources; And jacks
for future discrete 4 -channel FM.
It can handle any matrix method with ease.
Because the Acoustic Field Dimension (APO)
controls and phase shift selector adjust to the
coefficients of all the popular systems. Plus
some that haven't been tried yet. And the same
controls can help compensate for poor speaker
placement and 'unfortunate room acoustics.
The 4 direct-coupled amplifiers each have
22 watts of RMS power at 8n, each channel
driven. And because they can be strapped
together, you get 57 watts RMS per channel at

8n, each channel driven, in the 2 -channel mode.
That's double -power stereo.
In the FM section, we have combined a 4 -pole
MOS FET, ceramic IF filters, a monolithic IC
and epoxy resin coils for superb reception.
FM sensitivity measures 1.9µv..
Insist on the SA -8000X for total 4 -channel.
The concept is simple. The execution
ís precise. The performance is outstanding.
The name is -Technics.
200 PARK AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
FOR YOUR NEAREST AUTHORIZED
TECHNICS DEALER, CALL TOLL FREE
800 447-4700. IN ILLINOIS, 800 322-4400.

Technic

by Panasonic
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